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Shooting kills five at NIU

Philip Dumontetand Michael

Sokolowski received 42
percent of total votes.

Chris Denice and Alejandro
Montenegro received 31
percent of total votes.

votes.

By

Michael Foley and Michael
Fox received 6 percent of
total votes.

Julia Wilson

Heights Editor

Katherine Buck and Frank
Nasso received 6 percent of
total votes.
Paul Lilek and Matt Marshall
received 2 percent of total
votes.

3,136 votes were cast.

See A4 for results bycollege.

duplicate
Ivys? aid
Endowment restricts
BC?s ability to offer
aid to middle class

Rhick Bose and Anand Savani
received 13 percent of total

Dumontet and Sokolowski will
face off against Denice and
Montenegro in the final debate
on Tuesday, Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
in Fulton 511.

BC can?t

CHARLES REX ARBOGASTY / AP PHOTO

A lone mourner at Northern Illinois University places flowers at a memorial for thefive victims of the Valentine's Day shooting on the
campus of NIU in DeKalb, 111., Sunday, Feb. 17. For complete coverage, see A3.

Relay for Life raises $100,000 for cancer
900 gather for allnight

With recent announcements by
schools like Harvard and Vale of plans
to expand theirfinancial aid benefits to
include students of middle- and upperincome levels, Boston College students
havebeenleft wonderingwhetherBC administrators will follow suit and commit
more of BC's endowment to help defray
the cost of tuition.
"BC is actually ahead of the curve,"
said Robert Lay, dean of enrollment
management. "In the last six to seven
years, we've phased in a new planto meet
the full financial need of our students.
We're one ofthe few institutions to have
a need-blindadmissions policy."
BC grants financial aidto 100percent
ofstudents with demonstratedfinancial
needs. Two-thirds ofBC students are on
some kind of financial assistance plan,
either through loans or work-study. The
typical financial aid package includes a
grantof $21,500 annually, and $16,700 in
loans for thefour years. The average loan
debtofstudents in the 2007 graduating
class was $20,000 from either private
loans or loans throughBC. Bernie Pekala,
the directorofstudentfinancial strategies

event at Plex

See Financial Aid, A4

By Kelly McCartney

Heights Staff

MEIS major
established
for fall 2008

It's 3 a.m. on a Friday night and
there's araucous dance party happening
on Lower Campus. In the middle of the
track in the Flynn Recreation Complex,
Boston College'sfirst ever Relay for Life
was going strong long into the wee hours
of the morning.
The event went from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
and benefited the American Cancer
Society (ACS). This year marks the first
time that BC was able to host its own
event, whereas in past years students
participated in the all-universityrelay
with other Boston schools.
"At the past relays, there was an overwhelming number ofBC students there

See Relay, A4

By

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

For the first time ever, Boston College students took on Relay for Life on their own. The event raised money for the American Cancer Society.

Valentines Day brings Mayor of Minneapolis, a
condoms to the quad BC grad, talks politics
Matthew DeLuca
Asst. NewsEditor

By

Michael
Assoc. News Editor

By Meghan

Card companies andotherbusinesses
in the United States sell Valentine's Day
as a holiday filled with flowers, chocolates, romance - and in some cases, sex.
At least, that'swhat the Women's Health
Initiative(WHI) believes,which is why it
distributed 1,000 condoms to students
throughout campus last week.
Among the noise and signs ofthe UndergraduateGovernmentofBoston College (UGBC) presidential campaigning
efforts, 15 students passed out condoms
in the dustbowlto students as they made
their way to class. Within 10 minutes,
they had distributed500 condoms with
an attached poem, which said "If you're
struck by Cupid's spell, takethis condom,
use it well."
The previous night, the group had
distributed the other 500 condoms to
residence halls on Lower Campus, slipping themunder doorsin envelopeswith
statistics regarding the effectiveness of
condoms in preventing sexually transmitted diseases and the risks of unprotected sex. The condoms were donated
by Planned Parenthood.
WHI is a self-proclaimed grassroots
group that is unrecognizedandunfunded
by theBoston Collegeadministration,as
it advocates issues that conflict with the

traditionalJesuitideals of the University.
As a Jesuit university, BC promotes abstinence as thebest means to avoidSTDs
andunwanted pregnancies and prohibits
the distributionofcontraceptives at University Health Services.
Although the BC Web site does provide a link to the Center for Disease
Control and Protection's Web page on
STDs, the site itself currently does not
provide information on how STDs can
be specificallycontracted or prevented
by any means other than abstinence.
This contributedto the University'sfailed
sexual healthreport cardconductedlast
yearby independentresearcherslast September.BC was ranked 120 out ofthe 139
colleges and universities polled.
The students in WHI seek to challenge
current administrative policies, which
they said endanger student health.
"We hope that through the distribution ofcondoms, discussion can be facilitated among the student body, exerting
pressure on BC to change its current
policy ofcarelessness and denialin regard
to sexual and reproductive health," said
a press release by WHI.
Those distributing condomssaid they
did not attempt to seek prior permission from the University because they
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BC brings
management
to churches
By

Pilar Landon

Editor-in-Chief
A church may not seem like a business in the traditional sense, but a new
focus in church management teaches
how business skills can integrate with
spirituality and religion. Since September 2007, nine students have become the
first class to take part in this initiative
bridging business administration and
pastoral ministry.
The Institute of Religious Education and Pastoral Ministry (IREPM)
and the Carroll School of Management

Arts & Review
'Tree of Paradise'
features ancient
Jewish art

4 Comics |

See MEIS, A5

The mayor of Minneapolistranslated his experience in politics at BC to the national scene.

Skateboarding becomes
more popular on campus

INSIDE

RaymondThomas Rybak, Jr., BC '78,
came to Boston College during a time
of divisive politics in the city ofBoston.
A 1974 decision by the Massachusetts
District Court had found that Boston
schools were unconstitutionally segregated and had implemented a plan of
forced busing to remedy the situation.
The conflicts between supporters and
dissenters of the plan that followed its

release would come to be known as the
Boston busing crisis.
Rybak, now mayor ofMinneapolis and
one of the most prominent politicians
outside of New England, said, "I was at
Boston College during a very unusual
time in Boston's history." Rybak grew up
in Minneapolis, and came to BC intent
upon becoming mayor ofhis home town.
He quickly becameinvolved in political
lifeboth on campus and in the city. "One

In 2002, a federal grant of more than
$160,000 allowed for the formation of
the Middle Eastern and Islamic studies
(MEIS) minor, which was launchedat the
beginningofthe 2003 academic year. The
Department of Education (DOE) grant,
which was matched by Boston College,
facilitatedthe creation of a study-abroad
program and the expansionof programs
covering all aspects of the MiddleEast.
Ever-increasing numbers of students
expressed interest in the program, and
momentum toward constructing a fullfledged major began to build. Last week,
this vision was finally realized.Kathleen
Bailey, coordinator of MEIS, said, "We
have just been approved as a brand new
major."
The MiddleEastern studies program

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Condoms, A5
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Kosovo indepedence

from Serbia declared

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

PRISTINA, Kosovo (AP) A decadeafter
a bloody separatist war with Serbianforces
that claimed 10,000 lives, lawmakers pro-

VISAR KRYEZIU / AP PHOTO

?

nouncedthe territorythe Republic ofKosovo
andpledged to makeit a "democratic, multiethnic state." Its leaders lookedfor swift
recognition from the United States and key
Europeanpowers - but alsobracedfor a bitter showdown. Serbia called thedeclaration
illegaland its ally Russia denouncedit, saying it threatenedto touch offanew conflict in
theBalkans. Russia calledfor an emergency
session of the U.N. Security Council, which
met later on Sunday. In the capital, Pristina,
themood was jubilant.Thousands ofethnic
Albaniansbraved subfreezing temperatures
to ride on theroofs oftheir cars, singing patriotic songs and chanting: "KLA!KLA!" the
acronym for the now-disbandedrebelKosovo
LiberationArmy. TheywavedAmericanflags
alongside theredAlbanianbanner.

ON CAMPUS

BC senior named on All-USA

McMullen Museum of Art
hosts ancient mosaic exhibit
Ancient mosaics are currently on display at the
McMullen Museum of Art in an exhibit titled Tree of
Paradise: Jewish Mosaics from the Roman Empire. The
exhibition features a reconstruction of a mosaic floor
from a Jewishsynagogue in Tunisiafrom about 500 C.E.,
as well as other mosaic panels from the first or second
century. They were discoveredin 1883by a French army
captain while gardening.Contemporary jewelry, coins,
marble statues, ritual objects, and textiles will also be
displayedto demonstrate therole of synagogues in the
Diaspora. The McMullen Museum will host the exhibit
until June 8 and is open daily to the public.

College Academic First Team
BC senior Kuong C. Ly was named one of the members ofthe 2008 All-USA CollegeAcademicFirst Team,
recognized by USA Today for their results-oriented
idealismand entrepreneurialspirit. Ly, among his many
endeavors,has collectedoral historiesfromthe survivors
of the 1994Rwandan genocide,researchedmentalhealth
issues for repatriatedrefugees, andcreatedworkshops to
educateRwandan youth about genocide. He wrotepolicy
proposals on the trafficking of women while working as
an intern in the U.N. Development Fund for Women in
Beijing and has prepared a mental health toolkit as a
research assistant with the Harvard Program in Refugee

NATIONAL

In the UnitedArab Emirates, a licenseplate was sold
at a charity auctionfor a record $14 million.The vanity
plate, consisting only of the number "1," was bought by
SaeedKhouri, a memberof a wealthy Abu Dhabifamily.
Unlike ordinary Emirati license plates that have both
Arabic andWestern numerals and script, Khouri's plate
has only the Western number. "I bought it because it's
the best number," Khouri told reporters. "I bought it
because I wantto be best in theworld."The sale tops the
prior record vanity plate, which was worth $6.8 million
andhad theWestern number "5" on it. The UAE began
auctioning off vanity plates last May.
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For millionaires, numbers "2,"
"3," and "4" still up for grabs

After a decision by the Freedom of Information
Commission of Connecticut, the Vale University Police
Department willbe required to make itsrecords publicly
accessible.Theunanimous decisionwill now subject Vale
police to the same rules that public police departments
now follow, a move prompted by a New Haven, Conn,
public defenderwho voiced concerns after being denied
access to certain information regarding a case she felt
may have involved police misconduct. Vale police currently have many of the same rights as public policemen
and have full jurisdiction throughout New Haven.

Editorial
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(617) 552-0364

Trauma.

UNIVERSITIES

Decision will require Yale
police to make records public

140 CommonwealthAve.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

UNDER REPORTED

Orchestra

::

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The U.S. Department of Agriculture on Sunday ordered the
recall of 143 million pounds of frozen beef
from a California slaughterhouse, the subject of an animal-abuse investigation, that
provided meat to school lunch programs.
Officials said it was the largest beefrecall
in the United States, surpassing a 1999ban
of 35 million pounds ofready-to-cat meats.
No illnesses have been linked to the recalled
meat, andofficialssaid the healththreatwas
likely small. The recall will affect beefproducts dating to Feb. 1, 2006, that came from
Chino-based Westland/HallmarkMeat Co.,
the federal agency said. No charges have
beenfiled against Westland, but an investigation by federal authorities continues.

...

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/13/08 - 2/14/08
Wednesday, Feb. 13

"Describe UGBC in one sentence."

arrest.

assist to a student in recovering some

8:07 p.m. - A report was filed in Commonwealth Garage regarding a suspicious

personalproperty.

circumstance.

10:30

a.m.

- A report was filed regarding an

10:34 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
employee who is the victim of identity fraud.
A detective will investigate.
12:43 p.m. - A report was filed in McElroy
regarding a student who became disorderly
when a dining hall manager confiscated the
EagleOne cardof another studentwithwhich
he had been trying to make a purchase.
4:33 p.m. - A report was filed in the Lower
parking lots regarding a minor motor vehicle
accident.

"A group ofpeople who
committed to
strengthening the BC sense of
community."
?Hanna Tappen,
A&S '10
are really

Thursday, Feb. 14
1:54 a.m. - A report was filed in the Mods of
regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who
was transported to a medicalfacility.
2:59 a.m. - Areport was filed in 90 St.Thomas
More Rd. regarding a fire alarm activation.
12:18 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
student who alleges that she is being
harassedby aformer roommate. A detective

"UGBC is a highly organized,

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 5520547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (6f7)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2008. All rights reserved.

student-run government on
campus."
?Liam Kraft,

A&S '11

CORRECTIONS

is investigating.

4:42 p.m. - A report was filed in the Lower
parking lots regarding flooding caused by
excessive rain. Several storm drains were
clearedand the flooding subsided.
6:21 p.m. - A report was filed in the Mods
regarding a fire alarm activation.
7:35 p.m. - Areport was filed in Conte Forum
regarding a student who was placed under
arrest for disorderly conduct and resisting

3:35 p.m. - Areport was filedregarding a lost
elderly party who could not speak English
and was confused. After a brief investigation, the party was identified and returned
to his home.

Please send
corrections to
"I actually do not know very
much about it at all."
Greg Delia Penna,
A&S '11
?

?

Source: TheBoston College
Police Department

editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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BostonConnects expands with grant Ferrell hits
some wrong

By Patrick Gallagher

Heights Staff

When the BostonConnects program was founded
more than 10 years ago to better evaluate the needs
ofBoston's public school system, the project involved
just one school, located in Brighton. Thanks in part
to a $9.2 million expansion and the tireless work of
the Lynch School of Education (LSOE) faculty and
student assistants, theprogram willbe expandedfrom
the nine schools currently involvedto 14 in the coming
months.
"It's aboutresearch and constructing a new practice in schools, and building a systemic approach to
addressing barriersto learning," said Dr. Mary Walsh,
founderofthe BostonConnectsprogram and aprofessor in theLSOE.
While one of the main goals of the program is to
provide the students with the resources they need to
become academicallysuccessful, the means to achieving this extendfar beyond the classroom.By providing
a comprehensive arrayof supports,ranging fromhealth
care and counseling to after-schoolprograms, the aim
is that by stabilizing the extracurricularlives of the
students involved, a higher level of achievement will
result across the board.
"Based on our experience ofurban schools, it became evident that you can't just focus on curriculum
and instruction unless you address the range of nonacademic issues studentsbring to the table," saidDean
ofLSOE Rev. Joseph O'Keefe, S.J.
The $9.2 million, which includes a $4.6 million
grant from the New Balance Foundation as well as a
$2 million award from Strategic Grant Partners, will
make it possible to now reach out to more than 4,000
children from kindergarten through fifth grade, and
"greatly enhancesthe Lynch School's mission to teach
and conduct research," O'Keefe said.
He discussed how teachers would often become
frustrated when the medicaland psychological issues
ofstudents wouldn't be attended to. BostonConnects
works towardforming partnerships with external service agencies in order to better identify and dealwith
these issues, especially the ones that teachers are not
trained to deal with themselves.
"The genius of BostonConnects is you put within
schools a site coordinator who works [with teachers
and administrators] to engage in local services with

notes

Christine Zosche

PHOTO COURTESYOF FLICKR.COM

The BostonConnects program will grow to include five new Boston public schools with helpfrom a $9.2 million grant.
the community," O'Keefe said. "The site coordinator
not only takes advantageofsocial service agencies and
health-careproviders, but they also are ableto engage
the resources of the University."
Walsh and Patrice DiNatale, a professor in the
LSOE, supervisethe project at BC. Togetherwithmore
than a dozen graduate and undergraduate student
research assistants, they work to examine the crucial
issues affecting the lives of the children and their
families. By working closely with the students and
teachers at the schools, the research team has been
able to assess the students and developplans for the
individualstudents based on their strengths andtheir
needs - both academic as well as social.
"ft allows us to ask ourselves, 'to what extent is
BC taking responsibility for the people of Boston,
and are we good neighbors?'" O'Keefe said, keeping
in line with the Jesuit mission ofBoston College. The
results of more than 10 years ofstudying theacademic
and social lives of the students are equally important,
however, with the "expectationthat the program will
eventually become institutionalized in the Boston
public school system."
ElizabethReed is a first-year graduate student in
the LSOE's counselingdepartment. She andherfellow
researchers have surveyed students, collecting data

everything from test scores and dietary issues to
the amount of special education referrals within the
schools.
They are currently in the data-compiling stage
and will be going back into the schools again in May.
Although noresults havebeen finalized, there are indications of improvements across theboard already.
"It's really interesting to see howthese new schools
are beingbrought into the program and seeing how
much theprograms are affecting thekids," Reed said.
"The kids would moan and groan at first, but then
their faces would light up and they got really excited
about it."
Through the collaborationbetween the University,
the Boston public school system, and the community
agencies, the BostonConnects program has been a
major success thus far in encouraging the healthy development ofthe children and theirfamilies.
Reed believes it is vital that the program be expanded in order to extend the resources of the BostonConnectsprogram to other underprivilegedschools
as well.
"It shows the importance of why we needthe counselors in the elementaryschools," Reed said. "And it
reflects on BC as a schoolby showing that they recognized that need and are doing something aboutit." \u25a0
on

Details begin to emerge on NIU shooter
DEKALB, 111.(AP) StevenKazmierczakhadthe look
of a boyishgraduate student - exceptfor the disturbing
tattoos that coveredhis arms.
Professorsand studentsknew him as a bright,helpful scholar, but his past included a stint in a mental
health center.
Many saw him as happy and stable, but he had
developeda recent interest in guns and was involved
in a troubled - possibly abusive - on-again, off-again
?

relationship.

What peopleinitiallytoldpolice about theNorthern
Illinois University shooter didn'tadd up, and now investigators are searchingfor answers to what triggered
Thursday's bloody attack, in which five students were
killed and several more injured before Kazmierczak
committed suicide.
While searching for a motive, authorities questioned family and friends and tried to determine
whetherhe had recently broken up with his longtime
girlfriend.
One person whoknew the couple,who spoke to The
AssociatedPress on the condition of anonymity, said
the couple'srelationship was on-again, off-again and

"reallyrocky." Kazmierczak was controlling, she said.
"He was abusive, had a temper," shesaid. "He didn't
actuallyhit her; he would push her around."
The 27-year-oldKazmierczak alsohad a history of
mental illness andhad become erratic in the past two
weeks after he stopped taking his medication, said
university Police ChiefDonald Grady.
A former employee at a Chicago psychiatric treatment center said Kazmierczak had been placed there
after high schoolby his parents. Heused to cut himself
and hadresisted taking his medications, she said.
Kazmierczakspent more than a yearat the Thresholds-MaryHill House in the late 19905, formerhouse
manager Louise Gbadamashi told The Associated
Press. His parents placed him there after high school
because he hadbecome "unruly" at home, she said.
Gbadamashi couldn't remember any instances of
him beingviolent, she said.
"He never wanted to identify with being mentally
ill," she said. "That was part of the problem."
Jason Dunavan, a tattoo artist in Champaign,said
he spent hours as recently as last month creating tattoos for Kazmierczak. His work included an image of
the macabre dollfrom the horror movie Saw riding a
tricyclethrough a poolofblood with images ofseveral
bleeding cuts in thebackground.

Dunavan said he was so proud of the tattoo that
he enlarged a photo of it and placed it on a wall in his
shop - a move he is now rethinking.
"I don'tknowif I still want that picture on mywall,"
said Dunavan, who also describedKazmierczak as
timid and apologetic.
"He was really,really mousy."
On Friday, police went through belongings Kazmierczak left at a DeKalb motel in search ofclues.
Kazmierczak paid cashfor his room at theTravelodge three daysbefore the shootings, signing his name
only as "Steven" on a slip of paper, according to the
hotel manager. Items laterfound in his room included
empty cartons of cigarettes and discarded containers
of energy drinks and cold medicine. The refrigerator
was stocked with more energy drinks.
Authorities found a duffel bag, with the zippers
glued shut, that Kazmierczak had left in the room,
said Lt. Gary Spangler of the DeKalb Police Department. A bomb squad safely opened the bag Friday,
Spanglersaid.
He would not comment on what was found in the
bag. The Chicago Tribune, citing law enforcement
sources, reported that investigators found ammunition inside.
Kazmierczak also left behind a laptop computer,
which was seizedby investigators, said JayPatel, manager at the Travelodge.
The discoveries added to the puzzles surrounding
Kazmierczak, a graduate student whohadonce studied
at Northern Illinois University but transferred to the
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign.
He alsohad a short-lived stint as a prison guardthat
ended abruptly when he didn't show up for work. He
was in the Army for about six months in 2001-02,but he
told a friend he'd gotten a psychologicaldischarge.
Those who knew him were baffled by the attacks,
in which Kazmierczak stepped from behind a screen
on the lecture hall's stage and opened fire on a geology class.
Jim Thomas, an emeritusprofessor of sociology and
criminology at NIU who taughtKazmierczak, insisted
there was no indicationoftrouble betweenKazmierczak and his girlfriend.
"I do know they loved each other very much,"
Thomas said. "Hefelt extremelycloseto her.... To my
knowledge, I saw no indicationof abuse."
Kazmierczak's godfather,Richard Grafer, said Saturday that his godson was in good spirits when they

spoke Tuesday about playing chess sometime soon.
Kazmierczak told his godfatherhe would call him
again Saturday. "He seemedfine, great. We were laughing and talking and telling jokes," said Grafer, who
added that he knew nothing aboutKazmierczak being
on or off medication.
Kristen Myers, an associate professor of sociology
whoknewKazmierczak, alsosaidhe didn'tfit the image
of a loner or outcast.
"Profilingwouldnot haveworkedwith Steve. People
would let him into their home," shesaid. "Peoplefeel so
bad that we didn'tknowhe was sufferinglike this."
On Feb. 9, Kazmierczak walked into a Champaign
gun store and picked up two guns - a Remington
shotgun and a Glock9mm handgun. He bought the two
other handguns at the same shop - a Hi-Point .380 on
Dec. 30 and a Sig Saver on Aug. 6.
All four guns were bought legally from a federally licensed firearms dealer, said Thomas Ahem, a
spokesman forthe federalBureau ofAlcohol,Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives.At least one criminalbackground check was performed - Kazmierczak had no
criminalrecord.
Kazmierczak had a state police-issued FOID, a
firearms owners identificationcard, which is required
in Illinois to own a gun, authorities said. Such cards
are rarely issued to those with recent mental health
problems.And since Kazmierczak'sstay in the mental
health center was more than five years ago, it didn't
raise red flags.
NIU President John Peters said Kazmierczak
compiled "a very good academicrecord, no record of
trouble"at the 25,000-studentcampus in DeKalb. He
won at least two awardsand served as an officer in two
student groups dedicatedto promoting understanding
of the criminal justice system.
Seven people remained hospitalized Saturday
after the attack, with three in serious condition, one
of them upgraded from critical.The other four are in
fair condition.
Officials at NIU saidclasses will resume on Feb. 25,
thoughCole Hall - where the shootings happened - will
remained closed until the end of the semester.
Peters promised a strongpolice presence and ample
counseling for students and instructors.
"We need to take care ofourselves and each other,
reaching out to those of us who are struggling," Peters
said in a statement.
"An act ofviolence does not defineus." \u25a0

Top Russian university shuttered by Putin
By

Caitlin Arnould

Heights Staff

One of Russia's top universities was closed by
court order on Friday, Feb. 8, when its buildings were
declared a fire hazard. The European University at St.
Petersburg (EUSP), which accepted a grant last year
to advise Russian officials on political corruption and
fraudulent elections practices, was orderedto cease all
classes and seal the library.
Russian president VladimirPutin has taken aim at
the EUSP in the past, claimingthat it is a Westernforce
interfering in Russian politics.
The 500,000 euro grant thatthe EUSP receivedfrom
the European Commission was to allow the university
torun a three-year program instructing participants in
how to monitor and prevent rigged political elections
in Russia. This project caused discontent in Putin's
United Russia party andculminated in Putin accusing
the EUSP of acting as a conduit forforeigninterference
in Russia, particularlybecause of the university's ties
to U.K. and U.S. universities.
Pressure from theKremlin led to a decision by the
university academiccouncil to discontinuethe program

on Jan. 31, just under a yearafter its commencement in
February 2007. The leaderof St Petersburg's opposition
Yablokoparty, Maxim Reznik, told the Guardian, "It's

clear this was politicallymotivated. We are observing a
change in the political regime in Russia from authoritarianism to totalitarianism.What happened here is
one exampleamong many."
Putin has frequently accused various human rights
groups and organizations ofbetraying Russia by aiding
theWest. Prior to these recent episodes, however, academic institutions have enjoyed a degree ofrelative immunity from Putin's attacks. These most recent developments have caused fears that other universities might
be shut down as a result of political motivations.
George Berry, A&S '11, considers this a microcosm
of political injustice in Russia. "This is Putin's regime
trying tokeep power over the country. Stalinhad a great
quote: 'It's not the people who vote that count; it's the
people who count the vote,'" hesaid. Like many aware
of the case, Berry sees this as a clear case ofRussia's
infamous governmentalinterference.
Of course, the official reason for closure remains
fire danger, and the university's rector, Nicolai Vahtin,
maintains that there is no evidence either refuting or

confirming the accusations against the validity of this

claim. He told The Guardian, "We are one of the best
schools in the city andin the country. It wouldbe a waste
of talentand motivation to put us out ofbusiness."
Such logical reasoning is not enough to convince
Putin's adversaries.Yabloko concludedto The Guardian, "This hasn't got anything to do with firerisk. The
university was carrying out important work in connection with electionmonitoring. Now it's being punished
for it."
Most Boston College students rejoice over unexpected class cancellations, but that is with the
knowledge that these are anomalous occurrences and
not closures for indefinite periods of time. Berry finds
the case especially incredulousand says, "Did they go
through and shut down everyRussian university violating fire safety?"
Although the buildings of the St. Petersburg University are noted for their historical significance, it is
admittedly verypossible they are not the onlybuildings
that, upon inspection, would fail to satisfy fire safety
requirements. "As with all totalitarianregimes, there
is a big gap between the actual reason and the given
reason," Berry said. \u25a0

Anticipation and expectationswere
high on Wednesdaynight at Conte
Forum. The man behind Ron Burgundy, Frank the Tank, Ricky Bobby,
and Buddy the Elf, alongwith a team
ofknockout standup comics, would
be showcasing his talents in front of
a sold-outcrowd. Even though I was
slightly uncomfortable in my seat in the
nosebleedsection (so much for getting
in line early) with my overpriced hot
chocolate courtesy ofBoston College
concessions, I was ready for some serious laughs. Forget the $30 ticket price.
I had my game face on.
And, for the most part, I laughed.
Theblatant Notre Dame-bashing?
Stellar. Will Ferrell's tender tribute to
Coach Jags? Deserved, and funny. His
impression ofRon Burgundy? Awesome,
althoughif I had my choice, I would
havebeen the girl interviewed. I was almost in tears duringZach Galifianakis's
rendition of "Tomorrow," and I have to
give props to Demetri Martin for his almost-impromptu standup. But overall,
my feelings aboutthe show were mixed.
Sure, we all laughed. But as we were
walking out of Conte, my friends and
I couldn't help but remark aboutwhat
exactlywe had laughed at - homosexuals, the mentallyhandicapped, minorities, excessive drinking, and behaviors
that degrade women, among others.
I would not argue, however, that this
show was out of the ordinary for standup comics. I'm sure most people would
say thatthese types of jokes should be
expected, thatit's not the comedians'
fault, andthat someone who criticizes
themfor making these jokes is being
oversensitive.
Well, just because

nearly every comedianmakes jokes like these does not
mean that thisbehavior should be tolerated. I lost count ofhow many times
theword "retarded"was used negatively. While funny, even Will Ferrell's
use of a motorizedwheelchair was
slightly mocking. I was disappointed
that a good portion ofNick Swardson's
segment was devoted to jokes about
drinking,blacking out, andhow much
he likes "drunk chicks." Even Zach
GalifianakisandDemetri Martin made
derogatorycomments abouthomosexuals. No topic or mediumwas off-limits,
including the messages on the screens
beforethe show.
And perhaps the most bizarreofall
was Nick Swardson's mocking ofpeople
who are offended by the negative use of
theword "retarded"and other similar
references. Well, Nick, makefun of me
all you want, but I'm standing against
you on this one. If you have ever wondered why racism, sexism, and other
injustices persist in our society despite
the many efforts to counter them, I suggest you look no further than our casual
laughter at such "taboo" topics.
The truly worrying part about
all ofthis is exactly how little we all

think abouthow these jokes affect our
perceptions of marginalizedgroups.
Laughing at a racist jokeautomatically

degrades minorities, even if we may
recognize thatthe comment has crossed
theline. We may realize that these jokes
are offensive, but their effect on us is so

subliminaland embeddedthat they are
still able to shapeour perceptions of
other people.
Because our society allows us to
laughat certain people without much
more than a shrug or maybe a disapproving nod, it becomes acceptable
for us to dehumanize the same people
in our day-to-day lives. We would
not laugh at a joke if somewhere,on a
deeper level,we did not believe it had
an elementof truth to it. Our perceptions become society's realities.
I found it ironic thatthe final sketch
of the night featured a painted rainbowbackdrop, a rising group rendition ofAlicia Keys's "No One," and an
inspirational-looking mirage ofimages
on the big screens - the type of scene
that suggests unity, peace, tolerance,
and welcomingdiversity. Did they really
think that the previous two hours could
be forgiven by a corny and colorful nod
to these ideals?
I have a special request for Nick
Swardson:Please stop jokingabout
"retards" andthe benefits ofknowing
"drunk chicks." You and your fellow comedians are talented enough to stretch
your imaginations a bit more. (If you
need a bit of inspiration, Notre Dame
jokesare always welcome.)
Christine Zosche is a columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
news@bcheights.com.
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"What's so groundbreaking about the plansfrom schools like Harvard and Yale is that they provide
some level oftuition relief to middle- and upper-incomefamilies. Most of thesefamilies atBC would
expect to pay most of the tuition costs themselves"

College of Arts & Sciences

Robert Lay,
ofEnrollment
Management
Dean
?

Total votes cast: 2,090
Philip Dumontet/ Mike Sokolowski: 42.3 percent
Chris Denice / Alejandro Montenegro: 32.3 percent
Rhick Bose/Anand Savani: 13.2 percent
Katherine Buck/ Frank Nasso: 5.8 percent
Michael Foley/ Michael Fox: 4.2 percent
Paul Lilek/ Matt Marshall: 2.2 percent

Carroll School of Management
Total votes cast: 701
Philip Dumontet/ Mike Sokolowski: 43.2 percent
Chris Denice / Alejandro Montenegro: 28.0 percent
Rhick Bose/Anand Savani: 10.6 percent
Michael Foley/ Michael Fox: 10.0 percent
Katherine Buck/ Frank Nasso: 6.3 percent
Paul Lilek/ Matt Marshall: 2.1 percent

Lynch School of Education
Total votes cast: 228
Philip Dumontet/ Mike Sokolowski: 45.6 percent
Chris Denice / Alejandro Montenegro: 31.0 percent
Rhick Bose/Anand Savani: 9.7 percent
Michael Foley/ Michael Fox: 7.0 percent
Katherine Buck/ Frank Nasso: 4.8
Paul Lilek/ Matt Marshall: 2.2

Connell School of Nursing
Total votes cast: 117
Chris Denice / Alejandro Montenegro: 37.6 percent
Philip Dumontet/ Mike Sokolowski: 31.6 percent
Rhick Bose/Anand Savani: 21.4 percent
Michael Foley/ Michael Fox: 6.0 percent
Paul Lilek/ Matt Marshall: 1.7 percent
Katherine Buck/ Frank Nasso: 1.7 percent

Unique aid program is need blind
Financial Aid, from Al
in the Enrollment Management
Dean's Office, compared this to
the average loan debtof George
Washington University students,
at $27,000 over four years.
To determinethe amount of a
student's financialaid assistance,
BC looks at eachfamily's financial
situation in its entirety, including
asset worthand investments that
may factor into the affordability.
HarvardUniversity announced
a plan at the end of last year
to provide free tuition for students whose families earn less
than $60,000 per year. Families
making between $120,000 and
$180,000 will pay 10 percent of
their income - providing substantial relief for middle- and
upper-income families. Vale
University announced a similar
plan.
Christine Doonan, A&S '11,
recognizes the benefits of such
a plan on a personal level. "It
wouldbe a positive change [if BC
were to expand its financial aid]

because it's a huge financial burden to send threekids to private
colleges," she said.
Doonan's older brother, Patrick Doonan, is a junior at Notre
Dame and her younger brother,
Gregory Doonan, is a junior at
PeabodyHigh School in Peabody,
Mass.
DartmouthCollege'sfinancial
aid expansion plan calls for free
tuition for families earning less
than $75,000 per year and a
shift away from student loans to
scholarships.
The University of Pennsylvania's plan eliminates student
loansfor all financialaid students
in two years. Duke University's
plan will see loans capped at
$5,000 per year for students from
families with annual incomes
above $100,000.
There's no cutoff for need at
BC. "What's so groundbreaking
about theplans from schools like
Harvard and Vale is that they
provide some leveloftuition relief
to middle- and upper-income
families. Most of these families

at BC would expect to pay most
of the tuition costs themselves,"

Lay said. "Other schools are
creating competition in giving
discounts to these middle- and
upper-incomefamilies.BC would
have to raise its tuition to offer

these families discounts, and
that's not something BC would
be willing to do."
With the implementation of
the Master Plan looming, BC
plans to launch a capital campaign to fund both the Campus
Plan and the Strategic Plan.
Financial aid is one ofthe academic goals ofthe StrategicPlan.
"We hope to make more money
in the capital campaign to put
towardfinancial aid," Lay said.
PresidentBush's 2009 Budget
Request for the Department of
Educationincludes plans to help
defray the cost of college tuition
for students.
In 2009, the Department of
Education plans to administer
almost $95 billion in new grants,
loans, and work-study assistance
for 11 millionstudents.

In September 2007, the College Cost Reduction and Access
Act increased student aid funding, including raising the maximum PellGrant to $5,400by the
2012-2013 award year.
The work-study program will
also stand to benefit. The program provides grants to universities to pay up to 75 percent of
a working student's wages, with
the school paying the balance.
Approximately800,000 students
will receive almost $1.2 billion in
the 2009-2010 award year.
Harvard University has an
endowment of $34 billion, compared to BC's $1.75 billion. BC
spent $131 millionlast year on all
tuition assistance, with $88 million for undergraduates and $43
million for graduate students.
Pekala pointed out the discrepancy between schools with
huge endowments, like Harvard,
and BC. "We'd love to give more
money to students, but we're not
in the same category as a school
like Harvard in terms of our endowment,"Pekala said. \u25a0

Students opt for dual degree in management, ministry
Church, from Al
offer a dual degree program by
which students can earn an MA
in pastoralministry and an MBA.
There is also the option to earn
an MA in pastoralministry with a
concentrationin church management. Whilethe programwas not
establishedspecificallyto combat
church embezzlement,as claimed
by other media outlets, management skills can only be beneficial
to any organization, administrators said.
"Scandals of the church have
multiple causes, and at least one
of those is poor management,"
said Thomas Groome, director
of the IREPM. "These can include personnel management or
finance."
By combining the spiritual,
theological, and ministerial elements of running a church with
smart business sense, Groome
hopes to produce competent individuals to enter thefield. "There
are few people now who know
goodbusiness, but alsoknowand
appreciate the life, work, and missions ofthe church," he said. "We
are training a cadre oftheologians
andministers whoalsoknow management and administration."
Boston College, Groome said,
has a specialinterest andposition

to take on such an objective. As
a Catholic and Jesuit institution
with some ofthe most preeminent

religious scholars worldwide, the
University has long made it a
priority to "educate individuals
to workfor social and economic
justice."
Combining that with its toprankedMBA program in a mission

...

to promote ethical, competent
management seemed to Groome

a "no-brainer."
"When I approached CSOM
administrators, they were delighted to collaborate," Groome
said.
University Vice President for
Mission and Ministry Rev. Joseph Appleyard, S.J., said that
the idea of using BC to offer its
resources for the betterment of
the church fits in perfectly with
the greater University mission.
He spoke ofthe common perception that the church, like many
charities, is not as well run as it
couldbe. Even if dioceses are well
managed, he said, there are still
positions within local parishes
that require personnel trained in
administration.
"Thirty or 40 years ago, the
pastor ran the entire parish and

everything," Appleyard
said. "But with the shortage of
priests, we need to move the
oversaw

laity into these jobs. There is a in church management as well the variety of different types of
need, and we are providing the as an IREPM synthesis project, people," Jakoblich said. "There
training."
somethingrequired ofall IREPM are a lot of similar concepts, like
Students accepted into the Master's students.
aboutthe structures of organizations and dealing with people,
dual degreeprogram can enrollin
Beyond the running of churcha part-time or full-timeMBA proes, dioceses, or parishes, the which cross disciplines."
gram and will take classes during program aims to produce qualiA graduate of BC, Joseph
Reganato is the only student
the regular academic semesters fied individuals to manage hosthrough the IREPM.
pital systems and social service currently enrolled in the full-time
The program is designed to agencies which might also fall dual degree program. Working as
take three and a half years to under the umbrellaofvocational a campus minister at a Catholic
complete,but its flexibilityallows ministry.
high school, he realized how usestudents to spread their studies
"We want to attract people ful it would be to see an event
out over a period of as long as from all backgrounds," Groome through the eyes of someone
six years.
said. "The people who enter recwith a management background.
The concentration in church ognize that good service manage"Learning how to carry out an
management, on the other hand, ment of the church is a function of event, like a retreat, or learning
requires the completion of three ministry - it's a vocation as imhow to work with a budget is very
business classes within CSOM portant as any other ministry."
much dependent on the training
in addition to the IREPM curJon Jakoblich,GA&S '09, is an you have," he said.
riculum.
MA student, with a concentraReganato said he will look to
Specific requirements for each tion in church management, who incorporate the stewardship and
social justice that are integral to
degree program are laid out by graduatedin 2004 from the Unithe IREPM and CSOM, and the versity of Minnesota and spent pastoral ministry into applicacoursework is completed sidethree years working as a youth tions within the business world.
minister.
He is considering working for a
by-side.
With courses ranging from
He became interested in the foundation, after he completes
Managing People and Organizaprogram for the experience in
the degrees, with a mission to
tions and Financial Management, management that it offered, and
meet the needs of socially and
to Christian Scriptures and Ecclehe plans to take a job at the parish economically isolated people.
"You can leverage the power
siology, students are exposed levelwhen he graduates.
to topics that will, as program
Because the management of business to give back to the
literature states, "bring theologi- classes are taken at CSOM, the community andbe a good corpocal expertiseand a social-ethical program brings together the sturate citizen," he said. "The skills
perspectiveto management."
dents interested in theology and learned in the program are transThe degree program also inministry with those who will one ferable to any field, from strict
cludes an integrative colloquium day work on Wall Street. "I like business to NGOs to running a

church."
Groome said that some individuals haveraised concerns that
the program will teach how torun
the religious institution of the
church like a corporation. "That
is not the objective," Groome
said, "but it is also true thatbad
business practices have harmed
the mission of the church. Good
practices will onlyenhance it."
"IREPM's joint programs allow graduateswho mightnormally
go into other professional fields
to use their degrees in religious
organizations, keeping their talents within pastoral ministry,"
Appleyard said.
Groome also noted what he
called a "Catch-22" with the program, as students will spend upward of $47,000 per year to enter
a fieldwhere they would "probably
not make a lot of money."
To combat the debtthat students will almost certainly accrue, Groome said the program
is working on several scholarship
options madepossible by a strong
endowment.
"The key is that it is seen as
a vocation to ministry," Groome
said. "Many people want to be
in prison ministry or hospital
ministry, but those with a giftfor
management should put the two
together." \u25a0

Rybak acclaimed for handling of Minneapolis bridge crisis
Minneapolisin 2001. He has also
longbeen involved in grassroots
of the reasons I came to Boston politics.
College was that I could become
Among other efforts, he was
so involved in Boston," he said.
involved in a protest against the
Rybak spoke of his walks noise caused by the airport in
Minneapolis. His organization
through the streets and neighborhoods of Boston. "Sit on the T rallied disgruntled citizens and
some time and look around, and
organized a "pajamaprotest," in
think of all the different stories whichprotestors wore their pajagoing on right in front of you," mas to a protest at the airport.
he said.
"I do think that some of the
Rybak said that his journeys time you have to have fun with
some ofthesethings," Rybak said
through Boston's urban landscape gave him a sense of politics
of grassrootspolitical efforts.
that coincidedwith what he was
Rybak spoke ofthe diversity of
Minneapolis,a city with the larglearningin his classes at BC.
"We, as Americans, need to est concentratedSomali populathink much more about the gap tion outside of Somalia.
between haves and have-nots,"
He said that his progressive
initiatives have not always been
Rybak said.
This was Rybak's first time easily implemented. "I had to
speaking on campus since his stand for immigrant rights, for
graduation. He spoke with stugay-lesbian rights, when the
dents in Devlin. He said that he federal government was putting
heard many local and national a lot of pressure on mayors,"
politicians spoke in that very Rybak said.
room when he was an underOn Aug. 1,2007, at rush hour
in Minneapolis, the I-35W Misgraduate.
"It's really fun to be in this sissippi River bridge collapsed
room talking politics," Rybak
into the river below. Thirteen
said. He said that it was in that people were killed and 100 more
same room that he began to
were wounded. Rybak wentto the
formulate his plan for becoming funerals ofall thosekilled in the
the mayor of Minneapolis. Rycollapse. "You saw a cross-secbak majored in political science tion ofAmericaand a cross-secand communication, and spoke tion of Minnesota," Rybak said.
of Donald Fishman, associate
Rybak achieved acclaim for
professor in the communication the way in which he handled the
department,as "one ofthoseprobridge collapse, but for the most
fessors who change your life."
part, he is a man oflocal efforts,
Though Rybak pursued a not disastermanagement. Rybak
career in newspaper journalism expressedearnest enthusiasmfor
before entering the political the future of American politics.
arena he was elected mayor of "Politics is at this incredibly

Mayor, from Al

exciting new stage," he said.

"Too often the messages about
Americahave been to divide and
conquer."
Rybak spoke of the need to
search for common ground in
Americanpolitics. "Ithink we are
deeplychallengedin this country
and thatwe need to invest in the
common good," he said.
Rybak discussed his decision
to endorse Sen. Barack Obama
for president. Rybak was one
of the first mayors to endorse
Obama.
He said that Obama's campaign is not just about a single
man, but thepotential for "something more passionate in our
politics."
"A president needs to communicate values and inspire and
bring people together," Rybak
said. "The single best ability I
want in a candidate is someone
who can mobilize and unify the
country."

Rybak said that the coming
years will offer a unique opportunity in American politics. The

success ofAmerican politics will
be measured in their ability to
unify and find common ground.
"We need to reengage with the
rest of the world," he said. John
Wheatly, president of the College Democrats and A&S '08,
said of the many events the club
has hosted this year, "I think
that the club is as strong as it
has ever been.... As of2003, this
club barelyexisted." He said that
support and involvement among
the student body has been very
strong.

\u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Rybak, a BC grad, was mayorof Minneapoliswhen the I-35W Mississippi River bridge collapsed and killed 13.
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'Cancer never sleeps' fits BC's Friday relay
...

Relay, from Al

here. Tonight is a celebration ofBC."
Benacci, Sullivan, and Jenn
and we raised a huge amount
of money," saidKevin Benacci, Bickford, co-chair and CSON
'08, were instrumental in orco-chairof theRelay Committee and LSOE '09. "Finally we ganizing the move to BC's own
were able to secure a time and
relay.
Their efforts, alongwith the
get it done here."
BC students, volunteers, workof the rest of the commit clubs, and
tee, showed
in the succommunity
I
members "The thing love about this cess of the
worked torelay is that it's our own. event. They
were able to
gether to
In the past, we would have raise
make the
over
event."The Harvard a cappella groups $100,000
thing I love
and MIT students make and inabout this
volved upspeeches. Here, we have
wardof 900
relay is
that it's our
the same enthusiasm and people.
"It's inown," said
justsheer numbers that
Shannon
credible.
Sullivan,

co-chair
and A&S
'08. "In the
past,

we

we had at all-university
relays, only it's even
greater here... Tonight is a
celebration ofBC."

Honestly,

if you had
talked to
Shannon,
Kevin, or
me in the

would have
Harvard a
past couple
of weeks,
cappella
Shannon Sullivan,
groups and
you
Co-chair of Relay for Life and all
would have
MIT stuA&S '08
dents make
heard was
us freaking
speeches.
Here, we have the same enthuout about meeting our money
goal,"Bickford said. "Particusiasm and just sheer numbers
that we had at all-university larly in the last week, [donarelays, only it's even greater tions] have been exploding
?

online."
Fundraising occurred mostly before the actual event.
Participants signed up in teams
and were assigned the task of
raising money and thinking of
a team themebefore the actual
event.

The event itselfis meant to
represent the journey of those
who are diagnosed with cancer.
Going from sunset to sunrise,
the participants' struggle to
stay awake and keep walking
is meant to mirror a cancer
patient's battle against the
disease.
"Basically, the theme is
that cancer never sleeps," said
Whitney Downum, the ACS
representativeof the BC event.
Participants sign up in teams,
and each team attempts to
keep one person on the track
at all times during the 12-hour
event.

As participants circled the
track, a variety of entertaining
events took place in the center
of track. From a dating show
to a frozen T-shirt contest,
the committee workedhard to
plan events to keep students
entertained for all hours of
the night.
"We ask [participants] to
raise $100, and we want to do
something for them," Bickford

said. "That's why we have the ticularly moving experiencefor survivors and participants
bands and the DJ and the cancer survivors.
alike a chance to think about
games. We want to make this
In the first event of the evecancer and therole it plays in
event a good time because ning, surviso many peo[participants] worked so hard vors of all
ples' lives.
for us already."
"It was really good to see
"I'vehad a
ages took
The evening had its somber to the track
lot
of fun, but
because I didn't know
moments as well. Easily the and walked
at the same
any other kids who were time I've remost touching event of the a lap as
they were
night was the Luminaria cersurvivors here. I've been flected on a
cheered on
emony, when the track is lined
lot of things,"
out treatment
three Taylor said.
with lights dedicated to those by the rest
who have passed away from of the paryears, but it's comforting to "It has reticipants.
cancer.
ally made me
know that there are other think
As participants sat in a
On top
back
darkened Plex, BC a capella of the recpeople like me around in on a lot of
group The Dynamics perognition
case I ever need that kind people who
formed, andthen Kate McAuthey receive
helped me
community"
liff, A&S TO, took the stage to during the
out: doctors,
nurses, and
describe her own experience ceremony,
survivors
especially my
with cancer.
Kevin Porter,
At the end of McAuliff's also ate a
parents and
A&S'll
my brother.
speech, survivors were asked special dintogether
to light their glow sticks and ner
I've really
take to the track. Then, those before the event. Some, like thought about that in a way I
who were relaying for differ- Kevin Porter, CSOM '11, found haven't thought about that in
ent family members or friends
a community that they hadn't
a long time."
were called to the track in
known was there.
Any questions about the
success of the event could be
groups until the entire crowd
"It was really goodto see besurrounded thePlex in a circle cause I didn't know any other answered by the reaction of
of light.
kids who were survivors here," Downum, who has been at"The luminaria ceremony Porter said. "I've been out of tending relays for 18 years.
reminds people what they're treatment for three years, but
"This is possibly one of the
out here for," Benacci said. it's comforting to know that best relays I've been a part
"It's a way for them to realize there are other people like me of," Downum said. "It's just
thatthis is an important cause around in case I ever need that absolutely incredible; I've
and is worthfighting for."
kind of community."
never seen energy like this
Overall, the event offered before." \u25a0
The relay can be a par-

of

for
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MEIS minor becomes Students protest UHS policy
sexual
health
issues
regarding
due
to
demand
major
Condoms, from Al

knew they would not receive
it, which would hinder their
efforts.
Recognizing that their actions were not sanctioned by
BC, the group members limitedtheir time in the Dustbowl
to 10 minutes.
"We definitely could have
gotten in trouble - we considered it quite likely," said
Cecilia Fierro, a participant
in the condom distribution
and A&S '08. "But if we were
to get in trouble, that would

have been an injustice."
Despite the potential risk
of administrativebacklash,
the group decided to distribute the condoms, viewing as
it an important sexual health
issue.

"First and foremost, we

condoms.
"This affects the student
body as a whole, and that's
why we just wanted to be students that day," Fierro said.
Fierro saidthat Valentine's
Day seemed to be the ideal
time for the group to raise

want to make sure the issue

awareness on campus regard-

of sexual and reproductive
health is raised," Fierro said.
She said that because this
issue was so important for
students universally, the group
of students decided not to
wear representative WHI
shirts while distributing the

ing sexual and reproductive

issues.
"Valentine's Day is a socially salient day. Peoplethink
about romance, and perhaps
sex," Fierro said. "It's a fun
and romantic day, but sexual
health is always a priority." \u25a0

Interested in getting involved in
The Heights?
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MEIS minors most commonlystudy abroad in Cairo; thisyear, 50 students applied for 22 spots in the program.
MEIS, from Al

not come to BC to study Arabic."
There are currently about 100

Sletzinger said.

was in a state ofdisrepair before
the DOE grant. "There was a

students studying Arabic, Salameh said.
He said that increased student participation in these programs is not just a localized
event. Programs that focus on
MiddleEastern culture and language have experienced growth
on both the national and internationallevel as well.
"It is not just a matter of
growthin numbers; we havealso
seen increased student retention," Salameh said.
He said that the rate of attrition in the study of Middle
Eastern languages is usually
very high, due to the difficulty
of the study.
The program is now experiencing retention rates of about
90 percent, however, which is
unheard of in past years.
Students who take Arabic
at BC learn modern standard
Arabic and are offered the opportunity to refine their knowledge and languageskills through

ficially approved as a major, the

Middle Eastern studies program
before that, but it was kind of
languishing," she said.
There are currently 60 students minoring in the MEIS
program that consist of a range
ofcourses covering issues pertinent to the world of the Middle
East and Islam.
Students arerequiredto take
courses in Arabic; Hebrewis the
only other Middle Eastern language currently offered at BC.
The vast majority ofstudents
involvedin the minor are political science majors, but there are
also students in the program
who are majoring in international studies, communication,
and finance.
The program is still young, so
it is hard to discern whatcareers
graduatesfrom theprogram will
end up in, Bailey said.
One thing, though, is clear:
College graduates with knowledge of the Middle East and a
proficiency in a MiddleEastern
language will have little difficulty finding employment.
Franck Salameh, professor of
Slavic and Eastern Languages,
said that he has experienced
greatinterest among the student
body for the study of Middle
Eastern languages.
Salameh said that such a
level of excitement for languages
that are so difficult to master is
a rare phenomenon.
"They were initiated pretty
much at the same time," Salameh said of the relationship
between the study ofArabic and
MEIS. "Traditionally,people do

study-abroad programs.

"Most of our students go to
Egypt. We have students who
go to Jordan, Syria, Moscow,

...

and North Africa," Salameh
said. Students have alsotraveled
to Yemen and Israel in recent
years.

Elizabeth Sletzinger, A&S
'08, minored in MEIS. She
said that she originally wanted
to major in the subject, but
ultimately decided to major in
international studies because
at the time, no Middle Eastern
studies major was offered.
"It is exciting to say that
there is a major that has been
approved to start next year,"

Now that MEIS hasbeen ofprogram

will have the resources

to expand its language and

study-abroad offerings.
Currently the most common
study-abroad destinationfor
MEIS minors is the American
University of Cairo. Another
program offers students the
chance to study in Kuwait over
the summer.
This year the Cairo program
received 50 applications for 22
spots, Bailey said. Language
offerings might in the future
expand to include Turkic, Persian, and other languages that
students have expressedinterest
in but that are not currently offered at BC.
MEIS sponsors events that
are open to the student body,
the nextofwhich will be heldon
Feb. 28. The event, "Women in
Diplomacy,"will feature a panel
of four women who have established careers in international
diplomacy.
The panel will include BC
graduate and former MEIS
student Tara Foley, BC '02.
Foley works in the Division of
Terrorismand Weapons ofMass
Destruction with the U.S. State
Department.

Both Bailey and Salamehsaid
that the growth MEIS is experiencing can be attributed to
the prominence that the Middle
East has gained in the global
community.

Particularly for students majoring in internationalstudies, a
firm groundingin the culture and

the politics of the Middle East
can give an applicant an edgein
the job search. \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

The Heights endorses
Phil and Soko

"Use, do not abuse; neither abstinence nor excess ever renders man happy."
?

Voltaire

THE ISSUE: UGBC final election takes place this week
WHAT WE THINK: Time for fresh ideas, open communication
In the interest of fairness and transparency, The Heights feels the need
to preface this year's Undergraduate
Government ofBoston College(UGBC)
endorsement with full disclosure of
some important concerns raised by
members of the editorial board. To
choosebetween a set of candidates that
included a former Heights editor - Phil
Dumontet, who served as theAssociate
News editor and the Opinions editor
- presented some with what they felt
to be a conflict of interest.
The reasons for endorsing a candidate arenumerous, but as the independent student newspaper, The Heights
must also consider its obligation for
objectivity and non-bias. Heights editors weighedthe situationcarefully, and
the majority of the board ultimately
concluded thatwith some appropriate
procedural modifications, an endorsement should takeplace. It is important
to note thata significant minority ofthe
board was in favor of abstainingfrom a

ments, and contact information, will
increase accountabilityin the UGBC.
It will also provide students unfamiliar
with the UGBC with an outlet to stay
informed. They have deriveda conceptual basis for their plans from the Web
sites ofother universities.
In terms of making improvements
within the operations of the UGBC itself, Dumontet and Sokolowskiwill seek
to consolidate the workload through
a restructuring of the major departments. By requiring more dedication
and hands-on work from the executive
directors, Dumontet and Sokolowski will
make sure the people with the most responsibility are doingthe most workon a
more consistentbasis. It makes sense to
require greater time commitmentsfrom

higher level cabinet members to get the
most of their talent and expertise.
Thewillingness ofDumontet and Sokolowski to engage students is evident
in every aspect of their platform. With
their collective experience as resident
traditional endorsement.
assistants and orientation leaders,
Of the 38 Heights board members, Dumontet and Sokolowski bring with
19 have worked with Dumontet as a them abreadthofknowledge and awarecolleague in some Heights-related caness on student issues that they have
pacity. That means 17 members have gleaned from talking to students in a
no previous experience of workingwith one-on-onemanner. They should, howDumontet, leaving them with open ever, rememberthat in addition to the
minds going into yesterday's endorsefreshmen with whom they have worked
ment discussion. While almost all ofthe so closely, upperclassmen need to be inboard met Chris Denice and Alejandro cludedin the conversation. They would
Montenegrofor the first timeyesterday, do well to look into some of Denice
there was also a sizable populationfor and Montenegro's ideas regarding offwhom Dumontet andhis running mate, campus living. While it is important
to facilitate neighbor-student interacMichael Sokolowski, were equally unfamiliar faces.
tions and highlight
In addition, memstudentcontributions
The Heights
to the community,
bers oftheboard who
endorses Dumontet
felt their personal
they should not forand Sokolowski
experienceswith Duget how necessary it
is for students to be
montet would skew
on
emphasis
their
their judgmentchose
well-informed prior
communication
and
to recuse themselves
to moving off camfrom the voting propus.
accountability, the
cess. Of the 30 board
Dumontet and
perspective they bring
members present, 17
Sokolowski's plans to
to the UGBC, and the
participated in the
improvethe academic
vote.
final
side of the University
value they place on
should also resonate
Furthermore,
student input.
with students. Their
during the board's
meeting with Denice
goalof creatinga stuand Montenegro, the two candidates dent advising fair is an insightful idea
expressed confidence that The Heights that will facilitate much-neededdiscuswould be able to objectively weigh the sion between classes to help students
meritsofeach candidateif appropriate choose the classes and professors best

TIM LEWANDOWSKI / HEIGHTS ILLUSTRATION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
More recognition needed for integrative programs
Your recent article ("Textbook
prices move Congress to act" Feb. 11)
did not accurately reflect the textbook

customized texts, and thousands of
e-books.
It is important to rememberthat facmarket or make it clear that textbook ulty - not publishers - determinewhen
a new revision is necessaryand whether
publishers' primary focus is on meeting the educational needs of students to "bundle" a textbook. Faculty, not
and faculty.
publishers, choose supplemental maFor the average four-year student, terials to improve student success and
textbooksrepresentless then5 percent learning.Publishers deliverthe materiofthe overall cost of higher education. als as ordered.
Still, publishers are responding to stuPublishers go to great lengths to
dents'needsby offering more textbook make these textbook options and
and course material options than ever the corresponding price information
before, including abbreviatededitions, available to professors and students.

for

suited to their needs. Theirpush to seek
therelease of the official online professor evaluations will be a valuable step

in improving academic accountability
for the University.
To improve campus entertainment
and programming, Dumontet and SoUGBC, and the value they place on kolowski will seek student input when
student input. Their platform contains planning major events by offering stuoriginal,attainableideas thathave been dents the chance to vote on the type of
shaped by students and informed by event UGBC schedules. They also plan
administrators.
to implement a center called BClife!,
was
Denice
tough.
The decision
and a kiosk advertising things to do on
Montenegro presented themselves as and off campus that will be a physical
articulate leaders with strong UGBC exmanifestation of their commitment to
perience who work well together. Their the dissemination of information. Their
platform aims to sustain many of the idea of installing GPS tracking systems
bestideas ofthe current administration on all buses also represents one more
and demonstrates afamiliaritywith the tangible goal that will greatly improve
inner workings of the UGBC machine. the lives of students.
Personable and forthright, they would
Dumontet and Sokolowski should,
be goodrepresentativesfor the students however, recognize the importance of
in front of the administration.
maintainingsome continuity from this
That said, we were attracted to the year's administration.While theirfresh
dynamic, novel changes present in Duperspective is invaluable,that does not
montet and Sokolowski's campaign. We mean that UGBC presidents and vice
understand that experience matters in presidents should necessarilystart from
making the UGBC work, but it can also scratch each year. Furthermore,Denice
preclude creative thinking about ways to and Montenegro'scommitment toward
improveit. Andwhile wewere impressed promotingenvironmental sustainability
by Denice and Montenegro's platform, is something Dumontetand Sokolowski
we were troubled by their campaign could improve upon. Instead of relying
violations, which challenged the abilsolely on EcoPledge, Dumontet and
ity of the Elections Committee to hold Sokolowski should also lobby for an
a fair contest. The rules for campaigns officer of sustainability within the adare explicit and clear;they are made to ministration,as Denice andMontenegro
be followed.
propose.
Dumontet and Sokolowski have a
PerhapsDumontet and Sokolowski's
platform that addresses issues that are
greatest assets are theircritical eye toward what the UGBC represents as an pertinent and attainable,and their exorganization and their enthusiasm to periences leave them well-equipped to
turn their promises into achievements.
bring change where students see it being neededmost. Their commitmentto The Heights encourages students to
communication,through the creationof chooseDumontet and Sokolowski in the
a Web site filled with blogs, announce- final election on Thursday and Friday.
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Matthew Maerowitz
Recently, Anne Coulter, a very conservative columnist,
made several unreasonable shots at John McCain. I never
particularlylikedAnne Coulter, but nothing mademe loathe
her as much as Thursday's interview with Fox News, when
she said if it is a Clinton-McCain battle, she would vote
and actively campaign for Hillary Clinton because McCain
is too left-wing.
Now it is one thing to support someone thatI dislike or
even flip-flop, but it is another to lie and make unreasonable attacks on someone, f agree with her that McCain is
more left on immigration and detainee rights than your
typical neoconservative, but Coulter goes so far as to say
that McCain pushes a veryliberal agenda on foreign policy,
particularly the war in Iraq.
Far crazier, she says that if Clinton is elected, she will
have a substantially more conservative foreign policy than
McCain. Her basis for this is that McCain was against the
Rumsfeldplan on Iraq, which most people would now agree
was an awful way to approach frag.
The Rumsfeld plan put troops on the ground that were
incredibly under-resourced(and by now virtually everyone
but Coulter and a few others would agree thatthe Rumsfeld
plan was an utter disaster). Coulter says thatbecause Clinton didnot directly speakout against the Rumsfeld plan as
McCain did, Clinton must necessarily be for it. Additionally,
she points to Clinton's originalapprovalfor the war in Iraq
to indicate that she still supports the war.
The problemI have is thatCoulter has neglectedway too
many coldhard facts. One ofthe Jew clearplans Clinton has
provided for America if elected president is this 100 days
plan, where she plans to have all troops withdrawn within
thefirst yearof her presidency. This stands in stark contrast
to McCain's support of the troop surge.
Coulter claims that McCain's support for the surge is a
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ruse, and she argues thatMcCain onlyclaims to support the
surge because he needs the Republican nomination.
Wrong, wrong, and wrong. McCain hasbeen in favor of a
comprehensive troop surge from the start, in fact, the reason

he disapprovedof the Rumsfeldplan and criticizedthe war in
Iraq was because of the incredible mismanagement in going
in with too few troops who were left to die. Coulter claims
that evenif McCain is genuine abouthis support of the troop
surge, hehas noright to say that he is the only Republicanwho
ran for the nomination to support the surge. Again, Coulter
misrepresents what McCain has been saying. McCain rightly
states thathe is the onlyRepublican(of the nominees) to oppose the Rumsfeldplan in favor ofa troop surge. While other
nominees now favor a troop surge, none of them originally
opposed the Rumsfeld plan.
Coulter also chastised McCain for opposing Bush's tax
cuts. She thinks that because he opposed those tax cuts
he obviously opposes all tax cuts. Coulter again misses the
boat by several nautical miles. McCain soundly claims that
he opposed Bush's original tax cuts because they were not
accompaniedby spending cuts.
Additionally,he argues thatthere were riders on theplan
thatwouldbe devastatingfor an already weakeconomy. Most
importantly, however, Bush's tax cuts were not permanent,
whichwas troubling for McCain. McCain continuesto say that
he is in favor ofpermanent taxcuts that are accompaniedby
spendingcuts. SinceBush's tax cuts wereneither permanent
nor mandated cuts in spending, it does not seem too hard to
understand why McCain voted against Bush's plan. This is
something Coulter convenientlyignores.
It made me sick when I heard her mischaracterizeissues,
and I sure hope that peopledo not take her seriously. Congratulations Anne Coulter, if you had not done so before, you just
lost all your credibility as a legitimate political columnist.
Matthew Maerowitz is a sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

What do you think?
Write your own letter to the editor.

/

editor@bcheights.com

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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measures were taken to eliminate bias.
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OPINIONS

Keep guns off our campuses

Thumbs
Up
Kosovo - Former ward
ofYugoslavia declares its
independence after years of
ethnic strife and war. The
United States andEuropean
Union have endorsed the
creation of the new nation.
Serbia andRussia oppose it.
Ron Paul - This gadfly is
sticking with it until the
end, bringing the gospel
oflibertarianismto young
people, drug users, and
Internetaddicts. Whatever
your feelings towardhis
policies are, you have to
respect his determination.
UGBC Election Turnout
- Your votes were tallied,
sending the Phil-Soko and
Chris-Alej teamsto the
finalround. Keep up the
enthusiasm for final elections
on Thursday and Friday.

Dwight Howard - Paging
ClarkKent, we have found
your replacement after seeing
gentle giant Dwight Howard
win the dunk contest in a
Superman costume. A great
event that couldbe betterif
the biggest stars got involved.
Relayfor Life - Boston
College relays in a big way,
bringing upwards of800
peopleto the nightlong event
to support theAmerican
Cancer Society. With an total
of over $100,000 raised, the
event is a testament to how
much students care.

Thumbs
Down
BeefRecall - Where's the
beef? Hopefully not on
yourplate, since the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
has recalled 143 million
pounds offrozen beef
(enough for over a half-billion
quarter-pounders), on fears
of inadequateinspection.

VendingMachines - New
VitaminWater vending
machines bring more options
to the vending menu. This
change comes at a cost,
however: $2.50 and no more
machines with ginger ale cans.
President's Day - TU / TD
wouldrather spend the day
contemplating the leaders
of this nation in bed, rather
than in class. Oh well.
Oil Wealth - Apparentlythe
hardest thing about having
tons ofmoney is finding
something to spendi it on.
A man in the United Arab
Emirates paid $14 million
for a vanity plate with the
number "1" on it.

Nidia Fevry
"DearBC Community member:
Please know that your cell phone
number will be used by the University
onlyin the event ofan emergency. For the
safety of all on campus, we ask for your
cooperationin this important emergency
preparednessprocedure."
Boston College, among other universities across the country, has responded
to last April's shooting at Virginia Tech
by adopting emergency alert systems to
swiftly notify students and faculty in the
event of an emergency. While these text
messages would serve as a way to notify
students of the imminent situation, the
system does not take assume therole of a
ballistic vest. So what do we do now?
The recent shootings at Northern lllinois University have revived the state
of panic and fear surrounding campus
security that began after Virginia Tech.
In the aftermathof the shootings, many
arguments were advanced in support of
legalizing concealed guns on campus for
protection and to mitigate thesekinds of
shootings. The points in support of this
argument are perfect examples ofthe irrationality that hysteria can generate.
David Morris of Texas A&S University wrote an editorial that champions
eradicating gun control on campus, and
makes a point that the Uniform Crime
Report published by the FBI reports a
rate offive defensiveuses ofguns for every
criminal use.
Although the counter argument can be
made that therewouldbe no need to protect ourselvesfrom guns if thereweren't
guns to beginwith, it is important to differentiate college campuses from society
at large in regard to the unresolved gun
control debate (this is an argument for
a later date).
Campusesofeducationalinstitutions,
like airports, correctional institutions,
and government offices have unique environments and special considerationsto
take into account. Are we to allow guns
in the hands of unstable students that
stand betweenthe worldsof responsibility
and maturity we see during theweek and
that drunken and boisterousbehavior of
the weekend?

CHARLES REX ARBOGAST / AP PHOTO

Members of the First Baptist Church in DeKalb, 111., leave after praying for those affected by the shootingat nearby Northern Illinois University.
The benefits oflivingon a collegecampus include the peace of mind students
have in not having to worry about the

dangers looming beyond the periphery;
colleges remain free of metal detectors
because we presume that there aren't
guns and frankly there is no reason why
there shouldbe. Most students expect to
live in a place with no need to get a gun
for protection or to be concerned with
otherpeoplethat might feel so compelled
to bring their properly licensed gun to
university grounds.
A simple cost-benefit analysis demonstrates why guns on campus are a
bad idea. Historically, there have been
statisticallylowinstances of shootings on
campuses and allowingguns might create
more possibilities ofcrime.
The stabbingresulting from the rivalry between Briana Jones and Diana
Mirambeaux-SakerA&S '09 that erupted
over bleached clothes last year on BC's
campus for example, could just as easily
have been a shooting if the assailanthad
access to a gun.
Some proponents of guns on campus
like the 12,000 members of Students for
ConcealedCarry on Campus (SCCC) have
also tried then to present shaky points

about the benefits of allowing guns on young man who was an award-winning
graduate student; it's hardto say how one
campus. They argue that campuses that
allow guns on campus are safer than could have seen this coming. The SCCC
gun-free zones because Colorado State claims that "a person's downwardspiral
toward violence is usually accompanied
University and Blue Ridge Community
College have allowedconcealed carry for by numerous warning signs" and yet no
several years. In addition, since 2006, one can seem to come up with a trigger
Utah has allowed licensed individuals for this heinous crime.
to carry guns on campuses. Not a single
As Kazmierczak has proven, it is posact of gun violence hasresulted in any of
sible to bamboozle the system to legally
these schools(whereas Virginia Tech and obtain a gun in order to commit grand
Northern Illinois University were both atrocities. While we might not be able to
foresee such a terriblescenario we can at
gun-free zones).
The flaw here is not too hard to idenleast takemeasures to avert the situation
tify: There are 1558 four-year universities
- putting guns in thehands ofpeople like
in America and, according to an NPR Kazmierczakwho seem to be normal, lawarticle, there have been 10 major college abiding citizens, especially on a college
shootings since the massacre at Texas campus, wouldmake matters worse.
A&M 42 years ago.
We cannot completely fault these
advocates, as these irrationalarguments
It's hard to judge the efficacy of concealedweapons on campus against so few are a response from a group of bewilcases. Common sense, therefore, should
dered people whose judgment has been
dictate our approach.More guns are abad muddled from this unexpected swell of
idea. Think ofhow many more shootings crimes on campuses. Thus, arguments
would have occurred in the last 42 years supporting guns on campus should not
if unstable, immature, and sometimes be taken seriously.
irrationalstudents of these 1558colleges
had carried weapons.
Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist.
Steven Kazmierczak was described She welcomescommentsatfevry@bcheights.
as being a personable and respectable
com.

Keeping an eye on the Russian bear
bombers got about 500 miles out from
the U.S. ships, four F/A-18 fighters were
launched fromthe Nimitz.... At leasttwo
U.S. F/A-18 Hornetstrailedthebomber as
it came in lowover the Nimitz twice,while
one or two of the other U.S. fighters followed the secondbomber as it circled."
There have been at least 10 reported
Kevin Boland
encounters since Russia resumed longdistance-bombermissions in 2004.
The foreign policy establishment and
"Governments change. The lies stay
the same." So said Pierce Brosnan, the American mediahave been preoccuplaying the part of James Bond in the pied in recent years with conflicts in Iraq
hit movie GoldenEye, in reference to the and Afghanistan, disarmamenttalkswith
"new" Russia of the 19905.Thefallofthe North Korea, andIran's nuclear weapons
Soviet Union on Dec. 25, 1991, and the program. It has largely overlooked how
election of Boris Yeltsin as president in Russia's behaviorhas changed, both in its
1992promised a new Russia. The actions internal politics and its externalrelations,
of Vladimir Putin, the current president since Putin has consolidatedpower. It is
of the Russian Federation, demonstrate a troubling andsad episode, and one that
the West should not overlook.
how very littlehas changed.
In thepast two weeks alone, Putin has
Putin has revertedto severalColdWar
tactics, including the flexing of Russian closed the doors on a university that was
military might. Over the weekendofFeb. criticalofhis rule (the officialreason was
that thebuildings were a "fire risk") and
9, severalRussian bombers violated Japanese airspaceand "buzzed"the American has threatened "to target the Ukraine
aircraft carrier Nimitz. According to a with nuclear warheads" if it joins NATO
New York Times story on the event, "asthe or cooperateswith the U.S. Missile Shield

Program, according to The Telegraph, a
British newspaper.

These tactics are not unfamiliar to
Russian politics. In fact, they echo an
The last eight years have witnessed earlierera. "Creating asense ofabesieged
similarly disturbing events. In 2004, fortress at a time of domestic political
Viktor Yushchenko, a known critic of the uncertainty or economic downturn to
Kremlin and candidate for president of rally thepeople aroundtheKremlin and,
Ukraine, was nearlykilled by a sophistimore importantly, its current occupant, is
cated poison known to havebeen usedby part andparcel of the Soviet ideological
tradition, which this regime seems inthe Russian KGB. In 2006, AlexanderLitvinenko was killed in London by "lethal creasingly to admire," said Leon Aron
polonium-210-induced acute radiation of the American Enterprise Institute in a
syndrome." His crime was accusing Putin recent Wall Street Journal op-ed.
of collaboratingwith theKGB's heir, the
Russia is no longer an enemy of the
FSB, in planningterrorist attacks within United States. Neither, however, is it an
Russia to consolidatepower. Naturally, ally. Ronald Reagan's axiom of "trust,
theKremlin denies allinvolvementin the but verify" still applies to our old adveraforementioned matters.
sary. We should watch Putin carefully,
SincePutin's reelection in 2004, Rusas he steers Russia further down a road
sia has reigned in the media, amended of authoritarianism and attempts to
legislationon political partyregistration, intimidate his adversaries at home and
making it almost impossible for smaller abroad. With a large stockpile ofnuclear
or regionallyfocused parties to legallyexweapons and newfoundoil wealth, Russia
ist, and abolishedregional gubernatorial will be a force to be reckoned with for a
elections in favor of presidential appointlong time to come.
ments. Putin has tightened his grip on
NGOs (non-governmentalorganizations) Kevin Boland is a Heights staff columto the extent that few, if any, democracy nist. He welcomes comments at kboland@
watch groups operate in Russia today.
bcheights.com.

Time to shed the ?apathetic college student? label
state primaries.
The question now, however,is whether we can
bring that same fervor to a Boston Coflege campus
that, likethe youth vote in previous campaigns, has
shown great interest but littleaction when it comes
to politics.
BC's voter turnout has been less than inspiring
over the past few years. Infact, it's been downright

Matt Carroll
This year, we didn'thave P. Diddy to give us an
ultimatum.That's fine. We didn'tneed one. We knew
what was at stake.
MTV pushed forward with its "Rock the Vote"
campaign, but young people didn'tneed their encouragement; we had been planning to do that all
along.
Young voters turned out in record-setting - no,
record-shattering - numbers for Super Tuesday's
elections, and we did it without being coached by
Hollywoodor jumping aboardmedia bandwagons.
The long-awaited arrival of the youth vote en
masse is finally here, as millions of young voters
made their voices clearly heard in more than 20

depressing.
Perhaps because of disappointment with past
UndergraduateGovernmentofBC administrations,
students have become increasingly disinterested
in the election process. Less than 2,500 undergraduates logged onto Agora to cast a vote last
year, making up only 27 percent of the population.
That number is down even from the year before,
when a whopping 31 percent of the student body
participated.
That trend may not continue this year, though,
if Super Tuesday's youth movement translates to
the UGBC elections. The under-30 age bracket,
which traditionally has the lowest turnout, saw
voter numbers double, triple, and even quadruple
in some states since the elections of 2000 when
President George Bush defeatedthen-VicePresident
Al Gore.

All told, 20 states experienced a jump in the
number of youth votes cast. Tennessee saw its
numbers shoot up by 400 percent from the 2000
election, when 35,000 young people voted, to this
year when 140,000 supported a candidate.
Those 18 to 29 years of age tripled their numbers in Georgia and Missouri, while in California
850,000 of the bailots cast came from young voters, an increase of about 120,000 over the 2000
election.
Here in Massachusetts, 231,000 peopleunderthe
age of30 pulled the levers on Tuesday, representing
a 150percent increase,and to the south, Connecticut
had similar growth.
Giventhose numbers, it seems like voters of our
generation are finally ready to shed the much maligned apathetic label normally given to us.
Still, ifwe hope to remain activelyinvolvedin the
politics that shape our lives, there's a real need to
engage the issues here on campus. Despite a student
body brimming with activists, election turnouts
continue to disappoint.
This year, making clear the importance of studentinvolvementis a priority for the UGBC andthe
candidates aiike.
"It's really important to tell people that they

should vote and why they should vote, telling them
they should vote for you," said Dan Sievers, UGBC
vice president andA&S '08.
"A shorttimelineandpoor communication sometimes interfere with getting students interestedand
involved,but it just means candidateshave to really
get out there with their message."
Candidates have been increasingly creative in
their efforts to do just that.
"We're launching a commercial on YouTube to
help students become interested andraise awareness," said one candidate.
Other campaigns have created interactive Web
sites and made use ofFacebookto engage students,
but at theend ofthe day, the burden to get informed
and get involvedremains primarily on the shoulders
of voters.
The momentum of the nationalelectionhas areal
chance to continue here at BC, provided students
realizetheir responsibility. A call to P. Diddy might
not hurt though, just in casewe need reminding. We
could evenmakea T-shirt about it, somethingalong
the lines of "Vote or Fly."
Matt Carroll is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes
comments at mcarroll@bcheights.com.
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Skateboarding to the future

By Molly Griffin

For The Heights

Longboards, mini ramps, sunbleached hair, and the ideal guardrail
don't exactly come to mind when one
thinks ofBoston. That has not stopped
the skateboarding scene from staking its
claim here, however, and the movement
does not show signs of stopping.
"In California, 75 percent of people
skateboard. That's just the way we get
around," Katrina Vasquez, CSOM TO,
says. "Here, the same is easily possible;
it's just that the concept hasn't caught
on yet. But I see it coming."
Back at home, Vasquez works for
Birdhouse Skateboards, co-founded
by pros Tony Hawk and Per Welinder.
The company, which produces skateboards, clothing, and accessories, has
maintained its status as one ofthe most
popular brandsand sponsors since 1992.
Theyreceive the most attention from the
West Coast, where most of the modern
day trick skating takes place, but Birdhouse has not forgotten the East Coast.
After all, it started on the streets, not
the ramps. Thehistoric architectureand
infrastructure make for a very unique
skate style in Boston that stands out for
some ofBirdhouse's top skaters.
"The industrial cityscape of the
East Coast produces a creative type of
skating that is really only seen there,"
Birdhouse amateur Shaun Gregorie says.
"Less handrailand gap skating and more
skating in traffic." Willy Santos, one of
Birdhouse'spros, adds, "Skatingall over
the city is very enjoyable."
Fellowpro BrianSumner agrees, noting that skating in the East and West
naturally developed into two distinct
styles. "It onlymakes sense for the sport
to progress where you have a perfectly
built school yard with rails and stairs
and gaps [on the West coast]," Sumner
says, "while on the East coast you have
rough roads, old planters, and some of
the roughest ground in the country."
What's a Boston College student to
do? With the school built into a craggy
hill with many winding staircases and no
helpful banisters, there may not be the
fanfare of the tricks scene out West, but
the campus, surrounding neighborhoods,
and city do lend themselves to cruising.
For thisreason, Birdhouse is moving to-

wardproducing more longboards, which
are specially suitedfor hills and streets,
to better serve those on the East Coast.
There is plentyto the sport thatwould
appealto BC students in particular. With
thepush toward going green, there is no
contest between the fuel emissions from
the CommonwealthAvenuebus and those
nonexistent from a skateboard, not to
mention the addedbenefit of not having
to wait for a lift to class. Unlike bicycles,
boards do not need to be locked up but
can be carried and stowed under desks
during class. As a highly efficient way
to get from point A to point B, several
skaters encourage others to join.
"Ifind it a lot more fun and challenging," Pat Hamm, A&S '08, says. "You
can just take your skateboard with you
anywhere: class, work, or even the bar.
When it's nice out, it's just my favorite
way to get around."
Some may find this "nice out" notion
to be utterly unfamiliar, particularly
with the stormy, freezing week we have
just seen and an extra six groundhogpredictedweeks of winter. Vasquez and
others naturally look forward to the
warmer months of spring when they can
break their boards out more often, but
in the meantime they do not let the cold
hinder theirfun.
"There's not really an off season for
skating," she says. "If it's raining and
snowing, you're bummed out, but once
it's clear, you're out again. It's more of a
lifestyle than a sport with seasons."
Hammagrees, seizingas many opportunities as he can. "Ifit's dry enough,I'll
skate now," he says."I also just learned
how to snowboardthis year with the Ski
and Snowboard Club."
For career-oriented students reluctantto tackleyet another activity in their
heavily scheduled lives, skateboarders
insist on giving it a try. Vasquez plans
to apply her marketing degree to the
extreme sports industry and get more
women involved, and Hamm wants to
keep it in his life as long as possible.
Sumnerrecognizes the focus skateboarding requires, which can be helpful during
the stressfulweeks offinals.
"Skateboardingoffers more avenues
towardtricks and where to do them, so
one benefit is the amount of possibilities
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Said
She

HeSaid

Commies of
"I've recently turned 21. My bestfriend and roommate has been 21for some
time now but never really goes out to bars. Since I turned 21,I have been
going out more and relying less on on-campus partying. He, on the other
hand, prefers to invite everyone he knows over to our Mod every weekend.
Since I am no longerrelying on our parties, I haven't been hanging around
for them. He has been greatly annoyed by my decision andfeels that I'm
jumping ship now that I'm legal. How do I tell him that I'd rather not
have parties at our place every weekend andprefer to keep it cleaner?"
?Legal and Living

Lisa Says:

the Heights
unite

Ryan Responds:

Well, first off, I don'tknowwhat you were anticipating when you were planning
He doesn't want to go out? Does he realize that this is senior year andthat's what
you do?Especially now that his friends are ofage and he'd have company. I was the to live in the Mods, but most Mods look like a tornado has run through on Sunday
last of my friends to turn 21, andwhen they all went out sometimes I would get semornings. If you wantedto livesomewhere a littletidier, you should haveconsidcretly irritated. But your friend can go out with you - he has no grounds on which to ered either living in St. Ignatius Gate or living with girls. In regard to your roombe annoyed. He can't use the excuse that the novelty has worn off; he has been legal mate, he actually sounds like a great guy. Personally, I would enjoycoming to your
Mod, drinking the free booze, and hanging out with your roommate.
for less than a year. Don't feel sorry for him.
It seems that he is insecure aboutyour relationship. Back when onlyhe was 21, he
I imagine thatthis partying is somewhat limited, but if this happens every
could flit aroundbars andknow that you would
night, then it would obviously be more worribe safelytucked at home, wherehecould find you
"It seems that he is insecure about your relationship. some. You can mention this concern if it will make
whenever he was bored. But now he's lost that Back when only he was 21, he could flit around bars and you feel better, but he probably won't change as
control. He is upset. Don't let him constantly tie
aresult. I am also guessing the other people in
you down, but makeafew sacrificesfor the good know that you would be safely tucked at home, where your Mod enjoy the partying as well. So, you are
he could find you whenever he wasbored. But now he's probably goingto have to take your concerns
of the best friendship.
This may sound like it belongs in a Lifetime lost that control. He's upset. Don't let him constantly up with them, too. Now, I understand why the
excessive partying and the dirty common room
movie, but seek out some quality-timemoments. tie you down."
are problematic, but why your roommate is upset
Join him for video games after class, or offer to
- Lisa, discussing an inconsiderate roommate
make a second George Foreman grilled cheese
that you don'tattend his parties on the weekends
is somethingI am having trouble grasping. It's
at lunchtime.
Maybe one night you could help hostthe party. Youcan't understandwhy he doesn't not like you two are dating, but he is acting like it. Your extra-sensitiveroommate
want to participate in your social life; he might feel the same way, so join your raging needs to get over himself.
Mod fetes occasionally.
It sounds to me like you guys could easily work things out ifyou are willing to
Once you've established that you still like hanging out with him, try asking him compromise. Your roommate can make less of amess and try and have people over
to clean up a bit afterhis parties. He'll be much more receptive.
less often and you can make an effort to go to his little get-togethers.

"Housing drama strikes once again. I hadpromised my friend since freshman year that we would live together senior year but I've come
to realize that we are better off as friends and NOT as roommates. She and I have a greatfriendship, but I am certain that I could never
stand to live in the same room as her. How do I gently tell her that our promise from three years ago may not hold up today?"
?Housing Dilemmas Persist

Ryan Says:

Lisa Responds:

Something I learned early on in life is that it's bad to make promises you can't
A freshman-year promise, made during the door-wide-openperiod, under the
keep. I continue to do it, however, despitethe consequences. But, somethingI
influence of the "I should try to be best friends with everyone or else I'll be alone"
would never do, because it is pure lunacy, is make a promise about something three phase, is not still valid senior year. You haven't livedwith her for the past two years
years in the future. Who are youkidding? How could you have predicted that you
and you probably have your own group of close roommate friends. If it's working,
would even stillbe friends with her in your senior year?
stick with them.Youknow by now the contentious nature of the friendship-turnedA lot ofthe problem has to do with your gender.My apologies.For instance, if
roommateship. It's senior year - do what you want. No rules apply to that period
you tell a guy you promised to live with him three years in advance, he probably
of your life.
won'tremember. It's actually a definitefact that he wouldhave long forgotten
Tell her thatyou are already living with five other people and everyone reabout your promise. If you say the same thing to a girl, however, she is going to
ally wants to stay together, so there's no room. That's easier that telling her that
hold you to your word.Not that a guy wouldn't,
you can't possibly see yourself happily sharing a
if they remember, but we are just lazier about
bedroomand bathroomwith her. She must have had
"So, I first think that you are making too big of a
thatkind of thing.
deal of this promise you made three years ago, but if roommates since freshman year why don'tthey
So, I first think that you are making too big
want to keep her? If she's chosen singles the past
it's important to her and she's your friend, I guess it
of a deal of this promise you made three years
two years, I commend you for beingwary.
ago, but if it's important to her and she's your has to be important to you."
Are you sure she remembersthis pact? Maybe
friend, I guess it has to be important to you.
she's experiencing the same terror ofhaving to con- Ryan, on rooming deal breakers
When you finally have to tellher that you
front you about the issue. Because you have a great
don't want to live with her, there is really no
friendship, you should be able to talk openly about
easyway. I would suggest that you provideexamples ofwhat some potential conthings. Have the talk over coffee at FrenchPress (from Hillside you can see some
flicts could be.
senior-year housing and it might just taunt you). If she starts to hint that maybe
You could even go as far to suggest alternativepeople to live and whylivingwith you should be a great pal andhold up your end ofthe bargain or asks what color
themwould be better. It's not going to be easy or fun, but a few minutes ofpain is
scheme you recommendfor thebathroom, have the talk sooner rather than later.
much better than an entire year.
Then rejoice that you onlyhave one more lotteryto get through.

...

RyanLopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@
bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at cooklbw@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments
about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any
comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.
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Typical day dramatically altered by computer crash
ginning dump of physical memory."
I didn't feel too bad though. I was
a maddeninglyshy person at the time,
and at least thatforced me to leave my

Laura Ting
ft was a typical day - go to class,
trip over nothing in O'Neill plaza,
play some Jenga - when checking my
Gmail, f discoveredanother notice from
McAfee: "Final Warning: YourPC Is At
Risk. RENEW NOW."
Despite the damning evidence in the
subject title, I'musuallyresponsible
with managing my computer updates.
You see, freshman year I had my own
laptop from high school, purchased
directly from Delloutside of the Boston
College offer and thus outside ofbuiltin BC virus protection.
Needless to say, my poor computer
didn't stand a chance against the open
network on campus and it caught a
pop-up virus that left my desktop looking like the ad section ofHustler magazine. The problem eventuallycleared
itself up by culminatingin the infamous
Blue Screen ofDeath thatreads, "Be-

room.
For a while, 1was shunted from techie to techieuntil finally, ejected from
the then-named SLSC (Student Learning and Support Center), I encountered
the Service Building locatedbehind
Cushing due to "hardwareissues." And
that's how f bondedwith Jorgen, the
Swedishtech guy at the help desk who
not onlyfixed my computer but also
gave me free bagels and Adobe Acrobat
lanyards, andbecame my first friend at
BC. We never did stay in touch.
Anyway, as Jorgenexplainedto me,
to fully protect your computer and
identity, you have to downloadMcAfee
anti-virus software andVirex and
"understoondhow important eet is to

oopdate."
Now, I thought virus definitions
lastedforever like giant tortoises or
Dick Clark. Evidently,theymust be
renewed any time McAfee wants some
money or your computer crashes,

whichever comes first. And yet the
fnternet seemedlike such a good idea
on paper.

Norton, or Apple will detect a newer
So I obeyed all the warnings and
diligentlyrenewed whatever version was version. It's fun. Once I've agreed to
this update,I'm advisedto shut down
beingpeddled. After that close brush
withtechnological death,f tiptoed
other programs I'm running, which I do,
so that Microsoft Word can learn not
around my laptop not only afraid of
virusesbut also of Spyware, phishing,
onlyto process wordsbut also to order
and worms.
stamps, translate Swahili, and monitor
my bowel movements.
The software companies didn't
Sometimes, after a system check,
help. McAfee promotes itselfthe same
way the government does: using scare
my computer will assess any security
tactics like "maliciousthreat," "security threatsit finds that it feelsthreaten its
risk," or "it'sthis or death." And you
health, my well-being,and democracy.
have to guard your computer because,
Generally, they're Web site cookies.
for most students, it's that unique
But I don't sweat it. Because once my
shared territory for bothacademics and helpful McAfee tool quarantines the
social life, f myselfwouldn't knowwhen
dangers, I am free to continue visiting
to use the bathroom if it weren'tfor OfWeb sites in order to refill my cookie
fice Calendar.
supply.
So right now, everything is mostly
Accordingly, the leastf can do for
my computer is to throw it an update
class-trip-Jenga,with limitedtechnoevery now andthen. I usuallycan tell
logical crises. Although sometimes the
when it needs one (besides the threatshock ofmy freshman-yearmeltdown
ening "finalnotice" e-mails) when it's
wears away and my diligenceslacks a
little causing me to skip a few updates
making thatwhirring noise like it's
about to take off into orbit.
in a standard dimwitmove.
So when f get those pesky notifiBut it should be OK, because I just
cations, I'll click the update button
updatedmy Dimwit Recovery Deluxe.
because it's either that or click the
update button. Roughly 30 seconds
Laura Ting is a staff columnistfor The
after I've accepted the terms and
Heights. She welcomes comments at
tingl@bcheights.com
conditionsof that agreement, McAfee,

Madeleine Rodriguez
For some reason, communica-

tion majors get no respect around
this campus. As a fellow commie (no
relation to our friends who are obsessed with Karl Marx and the color
red), I can't say it doesn'tmake
me madderthan Kanye West at an
awards show when someone tells me
my major is easy and useless. So I
have to ask folks, where is all of this
hostility coming from?
Maybe it'sbecause there are
so many of us, and our strength
in numbers intimidateseven the
roughest gangs of angry Brighton
residents. Maybe our knowledge of
the themes present in Disney movies
scares you or makes you question
the future of this country. Maybe
you're just a hater who wishes that
you too couldwatch Pretty Woman
for homeworkor write your senior
thesis on the images of women portrayed in America'sNext Top Model.
Whatever the case may be, I
propose that communication majors
everywhere band togetherto put
our skills to good use and improve
our status in the majors hierarchy.
It may take some extra effort, but
everyone already thinks we don't do
any work, so let's prove themwrong
by gaining a littlebit ofwell-deserved attention. Stuck on what to
do? Here are some suggestions:
(1) Vent your frustrations by
making a YouTube video a la Chris
Crocker instructing everyone to
"Leave communication majors
alone!"
(2) Secure an internship at Sony
BMG, find NatashaBedingfield, and
stick a piece of tapeover her mouth.
Look, I know that some peoplethink
that every time you play "Unwritten" a puppy gets adoptedor a cloud
finds its rainbow, but the madness
has to stop. It has been three long
years and I still am not convinced
that I should "feel the rain on my
skin" or infuse my hair withPantene
Pro-V. ff "the rest is still unwritten,"
let's do what we can to wrap this
book up already. Thanks.
(3) Find out if, now that the
writers have finished striking, the
employees of Beans, Creams, and
Dreams will follow suit.
(4) Reinvent UniversityPresidentRev. William P. Leahy, S.J.s
image by launching an officialpublic
relations campaign on his behalf, fntroduce everyone to "Lethal Leahy."
Plaster the made-over president's
face on so many things that students
actually get to see what he looks like
before graduation.
(5) Steal all of the honey mustard
and barbecue sauce from Corcoran
Commons. Then start a business
even Che Chi would envy by selling
it on theblack market to desperate
late-nighters. Consider transferring
into the Carroll School of Management, and then laugh at your temporary lapse in judgment.
(6) Organize a debatebetween
Tom from MySpace andMark Zuckerbergregarding who has more fake
Internet friends. Declare everyone
who attends the loser.
(7) Write a farewelladdressfor
President Bush that uses the word
"nuclear" 96 times (once for every
month he will have been in office).
In times ofwar and uncertainty, it's
important to sit back, have a good
laugh, andremember that if a person
whorefuses to acknowledge the
presence of theletter "c" 96 times
can become president, you really can
do anything you set your mind to.
(8) Become a dominantpresence
in all student activities. With over
one thousandmajors, we can easily
infiltrateand dominateThe Heights,
UGBC, every athletic team, class
rankings, dance floors, beer pong
tables, Guitar Hero tournaments,
and anything else people put on
their resumes these days.
Oh wait, that's right - we already
have.
Madeleine Rodriguez is a staffcolumnist for The Heights. She welcomes

comments at rodriguez@bcheights.com.
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Cyber bullying cause for concern
MichelleKaczmarek
Asst. Features Editor

same sense, I can

Megan Meier became one
of the first publicly recognized
victims of cyber bullying. At age
13, she committed suicide after
being electronicallyattacked by
a neighbor's mother and girls
in her community through the
anonymity of one Josh Evans, a
fictional Myspace creation.
In a world dominatedby text
messages, blogs, socialnetworking Web sites, e-mailing and
instant messaging, people have
increasingl been emboldened
by anonymity, adding a new and
dangerous side to bullying.With
children receiving cell phones
for Christmasand laptopsbeing
accumulated for every member
in a household, technology is
reaching people at younger and
younger ages, allowingyouths to
accomplish proficiency at skills
that can include cyber bullying.
Even more, the Web is almost
impossible to regulate, resulting in the loss of accountability
as well.
Although part of Myspace's
slogan is "aplace for friends," it
was through this social networking site that thesepeoplegained
power over Meier, resulting in
her death.
Cyber bullying, as opposed
to traditionalbullying, whether
it be physical or verbal,feeds on
what is gained online. "What
you've got is this sense of rudeness, and the rudeness is the
same thing: I can be abrupt
with you, I can be rude with
you because I don't feellike I'm
accountable in the same way
in regular interactions," Ted
Gaiser, a professor in the sociology department says.
Themindsetofcyber bullying
is inherently evolved. "In that

it's the same kind of dynamic,
that same 'pseudo-anonymity'
or 'modified anonymity' and
we're all a littlebit anonymous.
You don't see me. But Fm not
really anonymous, f just think f
am," Gaiser says.
The New York Times reported
thatmost adolescents are simply
not mature enough to handle
thisvirtualworldand theanonymous attacks it creates, citing
thatmany adolescentstake what
is said online as truth. Although
Meier serves as a constant reminder of this fact, it still remains that bullyingpersists and
affects more than adolescents.
At Boston College, many
students text message and use
socialnetworking Web sites, and
althoughtheymay have matured
considerably from elementary
school, bullying through technology is not lost on college
students.
"Although I don't think a lot
of college students resort to cyber bullying, there are definitely
some people who, whether on
purpose or not, use technology
to gossip or mock otherpeople,"
says Natalia Ivanytsky, CSOM
TO.
More than bullying though,
Gaiser believes that college
students losethemselves in what
they think are merely pranks.
"It's kind of in between, not
plain friendly banter, but it's
not bully-bullying, that's why f
call it pranks; kind of like cyber
pranks," Geiser says.
These pranks can range from
embarrassing pictures put on
theInternet to alteredFacebook
profiles,but what many students
do not realize, Geiser says, is
thatthese pranks have repercus-

By

be nasty and

say things that are lies to hurt
you and get awaywith it because

COORTESrOFCTBERBDEmNGIIS

sions that could lead to the loss

of an internship or job.
"I've learned from my own
interactions with people online
to always take a step back and
think," Geiser says.
Although Web sites such as
Facebook and Myspace have
been manipulatedto bully, the
Web site, JuicyCampus.com,
created in Aug. 2007, arguably
advances the development of
bullying online. Founded with
the "missionof enabling online
anonymous free speech on college campuses," JuicyCampus.
com builds off of the pillars of
cyber bullying, creating a space
that allows fact and opinion to
mix anonymously and publicly.
With ads on Facebook, the
site offers college students an
anonymous forum to start conversations about whatever they
find "juicy." But with little limitations on Web site content and
also the stated fact that any
post cannot be removed except
by the Web site itself, many of
the discussions center on individuals publicizing information
that initially goes unconfirmed,
blurring the line betweengossip
and libel.

"Nothing good comes out
of it. The Web site is just a way
for people to trash talk without
getting caught. But I can see the
appeal, it can be entertaining
to read," says Jessica Hough,
A&S TO.
For Ivanytsky, Web sites like
JuicyCampus.com lose much of
their power with their anonymity. Because of the facelessness
of the Web, she has avoided using it as a toolfor discussions.
"I've thought about it, but
then realizedthat it was a waste
of time and waytoo cowardlybecause it's not doneface to face.
Because no one really believes
what is written especially because it's anonymous, it could be
the person writing it or someone
[else] that personally has angst
and will make something up,"
Ivanytsky says.
Although the Web site is less
than a year old, it has steadily
gained popularity as the number of posts and the length of
threads increases.
"I think that it is useless to
judgesomeoneyou may not even
know and people willkeep their
own opinions no matter what
they read," Ivanytsky says. \u25a0

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Great Dane Cook comes to Conte Forum
Tim Czerwienski

and commented on some awkwardinteractions with his mom
and grandmother. As funny as
Published in the Tuesday, April he was, it would be interesting
27, 2004 Edition of The Heights to find out whether Johnson got
more laughs for his jokes or just
At some point last week, you for his own giggling after each
might have been asked, "Who is of them.
Jay Davis, Cook's opening act
Dane Cook?" You knew he was
on his national tour, followed
a regular on Comedy Central,
including the insanely funny Johnson.There's no doubt that
Davis was funny, but a lot of the
puppet show Crank Yankers.
audience's laughs werehesitant.
Youknew he was a pretty famous stand-up comedian,but he Perhaps his gay-themedhumor
didn't really have the crossover wouldhave gone over better in
recognition of a Dave Chappelle front of a campus not currently
or a Jim Breuer. So just who is struggling with issues of its own
gay identity.
Dane Cook?
When Cook finally took the
He's a hilarious guy, as anyone who saw him at Conte Forum
stage, a lotofstudents probably
last Saturday night can attest. didn'tknow what to expect.
IRENE DOMENICO /HEIGHTSPHOTO
Fortunately, once the coThe Undergraduate Government
Night in 2004.
UGBC-sponsored
Dane
Cook
came
to
BC
for
Comedy
median
started
the
talking,
College
(UGBC)
of Boston
presentedDane Cook and two other crowd was too busy laughing to
comics in a show that made up maintain any suspicions about
Cook's act was all over the ings of last year's performer,
how funny he could be. Cook's place, in a good way. He went the aforementioned Chappelle,
for its lack of instant namerecfrenetic pace and unexpected from his dream pet (an armorognition with non-stop laughs.
Cook offered a relatively clean
The first of Cook's opening randomness kept the crowd on clad monkey) to his dreamhouse alternative.
acts was aname familiarto most its toes and in the aisles.
(a mystery house, fully equipped
Only at the end of the show
After all, who wouldn't laugh with secret laboratoriesand trap did Cook dive into his raciest
BC students. Greg Johnson,
a Hello
Shovelhead! alum, at the thought of a bunch of doors leading to a swamp three bit(if the phrase "big money, no
former Heights columnist, and friends being tossed about in miles away). One minute he was Whammies" means anything to
BC '03, gave students a taste of the back of a cement mixer? talking about Brian, the friend you, you know what I'm talking
the nervous, self-deprecating Or coming home to punch your that no one likes. The next, he about). Cookfinishedhis act and
humor they'dbeen craving since bison in the head? Or walking was transforming into a vomitleft the stage before some rogue
downthe street, only to hear a breathing dragon.
his graduation.
Jesuit could give him the hook,
police cruiser turn on its "haJohnson joked about homeFor those who cringed at but he definitely left the crowd
ha" mode sirens?
town themes like riding the T
the filthy, raunchy comedy stylwanting more. \u25a0
By
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Skateboarding is growing in popularity, although loyal to its California roots.

Boarding expands
Skateboarding, from Bl

under the Zakim Bridge with
a projected opening for spring

2008.'

available," he says. "Mentally, it
takes a deeperfocus because you
have to deaf withtime, technique,
commitment,and perseverance...
We are cailed to work hard by the
sweat of our brow all the days of
our lives."
The issue of whether BC students in particular will be receptive to skateboarding has
apparently lessened in recent
years. Now in his fourth year
at BC, Hamm has noticed that
skateboarding today is not as
exclusive as it used to be. There
has been a recent increase in the
student body's acceptance of the
hobby, but Hamm thinks it will
take something big to attract
more students.
"I don'tknow if people would
come out of the woodwork," he
says, "but if a pro tour came,
I think there's a chance that a
lot of people would get excited
about it."
And indeed, the possibility of
a skateboarding demotour is being tossed around at Birdhouse
right now as it looks to portray
the sport as more ofa fun, stressrelieving wayto get aroundrather
than a sidewalknuisance.
Tony Hawk in particular does
not want the negative image
of skateboarders to become so
severe that parents try to deter
their childrenfrom it. To make it
a more publicly acceptable and
accessible sport, Hawkhas helped
set up parks across America.
For instance, because skateboarding is banned on public
property in Boston, the Tony
Hawk Foundation has sponsored
the Charles River Skatepark, a
40,000-square foot park located

The nationwide availability
of boards and gear is growing,
as well. Several skateboarding
resources are located right within the city, including Coliseum
Skateboard on Huntington Avenue, High Grade Skateboards
on Washington Street, and the
Beacon Hill Skate Shop on South
Charles Street.
Boston may not scream of
a skateboarding culture, but it
certainly does not resist it. Such
is evident in the city's churning
out some of the biggest pro skaters, like P.J. Ladd, JeremeRogers,
Andy MacDonald, Jerry Fowler,
and JahmalWilliams.
Birdhouse encourages Bostonians to embrace their distinct
East Coast style and battle the
impression ofskaters as troublesome slackers. Sumner, Santos,
Vasquez, and Hamm all lament
this misconception and hope that
colleges across the country can
help popularize the sport.
"'Skateboarding is not a
crime,'" Vasquez says, quoting a
slogan, "ft's not that we'retrying
to break rules. It's for the feeling
of going down a hill, the control
we have, and the wind against
our face."
As for the fate of BC's skate
scene, Sumner envisions a Utopian park for any timeofyear:
"Have the school president
designatemany, many,many huge
barns with innumerable marble
benches, perfect smooth floors,
flatbars andwhat have you, flood
lights, some hot dogs, a jumbotron for the Red Sox fans, the
Ten Commandments written on
the wall, and skate on into the
night." \u25a0
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Application rise causes frustration

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The secret
behind BC?s fit
culture

Zachary Thompson

College can be a trying time for
Between homework,clubs,
sports, social gatherings, relationships,
and anything else thatgoes on, there's
a lot of baggage that students have to
deal with. Some peoplecannot handle
it; they are simply crushed by all of the
emotionalweight they have to carry, ft
is a sad sight, indeed.
Right now, however, f couldn't
care less aboutthem. I'm here to talk
about the other weight that students
all around the country have to struggle
with. The freshman 15. The sophomore
16 plus 14. The junior yeah. And last
but not least, the senior 60.
Yep, four years of Natty fee, a daily
serving offriedfat at Late Night, and
generallethargy takesits toll on many
college students around the country. In
2007, 66 percent ofadults in the United
States were obese, a number that will
climb to 75 percent in 2015.
Students here at BostonCollege,
however, are a shining beacon in the
dark, lard-cloggedcountry that we live
in. BC was voted as the third-fittest
college in the country by Men's Fitness magazine in 2006. Somehow, our
prestigious University has conquered
the thunder-thighs, love-handles, and
man-boobs of America andcemented
itself (and its rippling abs) at the top of
the country.
How does this happen,people may
ask. What is it about BC thatmakes
their students so fit and muscular,
especially considering the fitness center
contains equipment thatwouldbe considered dated in the 19605? Well, after
months of extensive research, f have
discoveredthe secret.
Every single day, BC students undergo an extremelyrigorous, full-body
workoutwithout even realizing it.
Exercise 1: The "OH #$&@ THAT'S
THE COMMONWEALTH AYE/NEWTON BUS" sprint: Let me preface this
by saying that whoever designed the
campus made the walk to the Main
Gate 15 times longer than necessary.
Now that that's cleared, up, we all
know thatfeeling, ft's been a long day
of classes and you begin the walk up to
Main Gate. After about 10 minutes of
walking, you make it to St. Mary's Hall,
when all of a sudden, on the horizon,
you see the bus pulling up to thebus
stop. This is whenthe exercise begins.
You frantically sprint to the bus stop
like Carl Lewis, hopingyou make it to
the bus before it rolls away.
This exercise is excellentcardio
work, builds muscle in the legs, and,
as an added bonus, the dodging and
weaving through other students does
wonders for the agility.
Exercise 2: The 1 p.m. Hillside
Scramble: HillsideCafe, due to the
delicious sandwiches it provides to students, is one ofthe most popular lunch
spots BC Dining has to offer. Unfortunately, it may also be the most poorly
laid-out area on the entire campus. It
has approximately50 square feet of
space for students to maneuver. The
combinationof pushing, stiff-arming,
kicking, and boxing out makes the Hillside Scramble an excellentmethodof
building muscle in allparts of thebody.
Exercise 3: MillionDollar Misery:
The Higgins Stairs are a BC landmark.
While nobody is certain exactly how
many stairs are on its hallowedground,
one thing is for sure: The number is
in excess of500. Every single day,
thousands ofstudents at BC scale these
horrible stairs. This is truly an amazing
accomplishment, especially considering that it is done without the aid of
oxygen stations and a team of Siberian
Huskies.
Top scientists aroundthe worldhave
estimatedthat climbing the staircase
once burns about8,000 calories, give
or take a few thousand. This alone can
explain the excellent generalfitness of
the BC student body.
So there you have it. These "inadvertent" exercises make our wonderful
University into the toned,muscular,
attractive place you see today.
many.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Admissions Office in Gasson Hall has seen a jump in applications again this year, resulting in many well-qualified prospective students receivingrejection letters come April.
By Jacqueline Vincent

rigorous recruiting ofthe top universities

andthe advent of the online application
are two such theories.
By Tula Batanchiev
The much more general explanation
FeaturesEditor
is that more students are applying to
collegesthan there were in their parents'
In today's world, the word "competitive" is not just a characteristicone may generation; a college education has inpossess, it is a lifestyle. More and more creased in importance throughout the
recently, being a smart, well-rounded years. This trend was partlyresponsible
high school student is often not enough for Harvard, Princeton, andthe Univerto get into their college ofchoice. All of sity of Virginia's decisions to forgo their
this hyperevolves aroundparentalhopes early action policies.
Because of this exponentialgrowth
that their child will have a better shot at
getting into their most coveted school, a in applicants, these universities have to
denyadmissionto thousands of qualified
once manageablegoal that is becoming
students.
increasingly difficult.
Allison DeMaio, A&S '09, is one such
Boston College is one such desired
institution for many high school students case. After applying to Georgetown and
beingrejected, shehad to choosebetween
across the country. Due to this, therehas
been a dramatic increase in the amount Marquette and BC. "ft was a hard deciof applications BC has received. In 2003, sion betweenBC and Marquettebecause
it was the difference between staying in
the University received 22,500 applications. Five years later, the University my comfort zone and going to a place all
Admissions Office has received 11,000 my friends were and going far away from
everything I knew," she says.
more applications andhas onlyadmitted
Her denialfromGeorgetown,although
roughly 7,000 students each year. This
perhaps not too much of a surprise bemakes the stakes higher than ever.
cause of the reputation of the School of
This trend, however, is not BC specific. Other leading universities such as Foreign Service, was still heartbreaking.
For a student who is well-qualified,
Harvard, the University of Chicago, and
DeMaio
received the short end of the
reported
they
Northeasternhavealso
that
hadreceived more applications this year stick. She admitsthat the fact that more
than in previous years, only making it students are applying to college was a
that much moredifficultfor top students decisivefactor in why she is now an Eagle
insteadof a Hoya.
to attend the university of their choice.
"I just wasn'tthat top-tier candidate
This ongoing trend ofincreased disappointment in those students who had they were looking for, andf really didn't
their hearts set on a certain institution, stand out too much despitegood grades
has beensaid to have several causes. The and lots ofinvolvement in high school,"
For The Heights

she says.
Although DeMaio never reapplied,
she insists that she can always go there
eventually. "1 figure that if I really want
to go there, there is always grad school,
which will probably happen at some
point," she says.
Likewise, DeMaio knows people that
she thinks were shortchangedby BC. "I
remember thinking that people from my
high school should have gotten in. My
best friend Maura didn't get in, but she
got into Georgetownand was a National
MeritFinalist."
Some students, unlike DeMaio, do
choose to reapply or get in off the waiting list. In the case ofBC, the University
Admissions Office will accept roughly
100 transferstudents each year.Although
their academiccredentials vary - some
transferafter freshman year, others later
in their academic experience, most of
these students enter in thefall semester;
a lesser percentage choose to enroll in
the spring.
BCs Committee on Transfer Admission helps the process; the members
review each of the transfer applications
individually. Although focus is placed
upon the college records, SAT or ACT
scores,high schoolrecord, essays, recommendations, activities, andwork experienceare factors that are also considered.
It is a selectiveprocess and eachstudent's
applicationis weighed carefully.
The greater the period of time a studenthas been awayfrom high school, the
greater emphasis is placed on performance and experiencessince high school.

Ifthey didnot get in whenthey appliedas
a senior in highschool, and have chosen
to reapply, the University Admissions
Office assumes that they have tried to
improve their standing since their last
attempt for admission.
Manyof the studentswho have transferred to BC have admittedthat although
it is a difficult process, the Universityhas
a very strong sense of community, which
is helpfulandreassuring. BC is wellaware
of the fact thattransfer students feel like
freshmen, andtherefore try to be accommodating.
The transfer populationat BC is slim
and it is easy to feel left out. Their early
experiences here parallel the freshman
experience.

Jason Fiddler, A&S '09, admits that
transferring can be a hassle. "I had a
weird situation transferring, in which I
tried to transferfor the fall semester my
sophomore year, but they didn't accept
me but told me they could guarantee me
admission for the following semester
[spring '07].
"The firstfew weeks here at BC were

tough. Being a transfer, you're being
thrown into a whole new place again,
just like at the beginning of freshman
year, except this time you're not around
a bunch ofkids in the same situation as
you are."
Whether, likeDeMaio, a studentdoes
not get into their college of choice but
chooses to stay, or likeFiddler, chooses to
transfer, the increase in collegeapplications has caused in many students to be
hesitant when applying to colleges. \u25a0

PROFESSOR PROFILE

World traveler disguised as communication professor
By Kate

Collins

doned on theroadside as a kitten.
"My wife tucked him in her sweater
and he kind of stayed under her sleeve,
Professor Michael Keith has a real and a yearlater he weighed 20 some-odd
taste for adventure.When schoolbreaks, pounds," he says. "He is anenormous guy.
you'll eitherfind him braving the rapids Now he's 14 years old, so he's up there."
down the Colorado River or exploring
When it comes to unwinding after
Russia. His all-time favorite vacation a hard day's work, Keith likes to "putz
was embarking on a safari during a threearound" and read or catch his favorite
documentary,How R Works. But what he
week stay in Tanzania, East Africa.
"Lions were brushing against our andhis wifereally enjoy doing is enhancvehicle and wilderbeasts and elephants. ing theirfilm-buff status.
"We are both real film-crazypeople,"
We were out there in what's called the
Ngorongoro Crater in the Serengeti," he says. "This year, I liked two movies
he says.
the best. One is No Countryfor Old Men
Though the thought of a safari might andthe other one is There Will Be Blood.
terrify some, thankfullyKeith was not a Daniel Day Lewis was incredible."
Keith, a grandfather offour between
lone ranger; his safety was assured by a
driver and guide.
the ages of 2 and 7, enjoys the freedom
"The driverhadbeen in the Tanzanian of being an "empty nester." But he says
army and my guide was a Zulu, an enorresponsibilities catch up to us all.
"Looking after the grandchildren is
mous guy who was well-known."
Here at Boston College and around an energizing and depleting experience
the country, Keith is also particularly all at the same time."
well known as the "go-to guy" in radio.
Keith and his wife usuallytake on the
You might have encountered him in BC responsibilities ofhosting Christmasand
courses such as SoundcastingMedia and
Thanksgiving each year,but they do allow
Broadcast Century Issues in the commuthemselves a break every now and then.
nication department. But asidefrom his
"It's now viewed as tradition to spend
life at BC, his texts are used in colleges holidays at our place, so sometimes we'll
throughout America andhe travelsoften say we'll just go on vacation," he says.
to attend international conferences.
"And we'll be someplace else and every"When I'm home, my avocationis my one will give us a lot of grief."
vocation," he says,"andthat is researchIn his childhood,Keith was no stranger to road trips, traveling for 12 years
ing and writing about the social impact
throughout the country, attendingvarious
ofradio."
Keith has been married for 22 years different schools. He joinedthe armybut
to Susanne, a designer for Hasbro Toys,
subsequentlydidn'tfeel ready for college,
theprincipal designer for My Little Pony. so he thoughthe'd try somethingdifferent
They share their home with two Maine and explore his growing fascination with
Coon cats, one ofwhich weighs a hefty radio, attending a small training school
andthen going into radio for 12years.
26 pounds. The couple found him abanFor The Heights

PHOTO COURTESYOF MICHAEL KEITH

Michael Keith (on the right) upon meeting Masai Tribesman on Safari in Tanzania.
Keith recently learnedthat, curiously,
he was not alone in his passion. Whenhe
was 14 he had a friend whom heknew for
about a yearbefore his family was on the
move again. On his way home one day 35
years later, heheard a voice on theradio
that sounded exactlythe same as that of
his old friend.
"Myfriend's namewas Corey Flintoff,
which is an unusual name," he says."And
so my reaction was 'No, I mean we were
14 years old. We'd never talked about
going into radio.' I thought it would be
justtoo bizarre."
Two or threeweeks later,Keith heard
him again, this time reading news on
NationalPublic Radio.
"So I picked up the phone and called
the news department, andloandbehold,
that was him. Literally out of the air,

through radio, we're reconnected. And
he told me that two days earlier he had
mentioned my name to his wife, just in
conversation. It was almost a cosmic

experience."
Keith says he became a professor to
merge his two passions: radioand writing.
A veteran of 15 years, Keith likes BC for
its close proximity to hishome and family
and the strong sense of community.
"I really like the students here," he
says. "They'reverymuch pleasedto be at
Boston College. There's a great amount
of spirit and loyalty to the place. That's
something that makes being here much
more pleasurablebecause students actually want to be here. What surprises me
is that most students, when they get to
their senior year, are actually upset about
leaving Boston College." \u25a0

Interested in Features? Join usfor our meetings today at 5:45 p.m.
in the Eagle's Nest. For more information, e-mail Tula Batanchiev
at features@bcheights.com.

...

Zachary Thompson is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
thompsonz@bcheights.com.
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| COMMUNITY
Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk tocampus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or via e-mail atmerchan@
bc.edu.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-mail

classifieds@bcheights.com to place
a FREE student classified!

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores atlatores@bc.edu
for more information.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.
com for more information.

The Laughing Medusa is BCs only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@rbc.edu.

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

V_Ol_J~IC_H

U.S. Department of Transportation

"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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Star of NBC's hit show ER
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals. yJTJV
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.
www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
ADMINISTERED BY PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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Amsterdam
By Lisa DeGray

Heights Senior Staff

Hear a bell, run like hell.
Welcome to Amsterdam, where crossing the
street can result in a near-death experience.
Arriving in a strange city is a disorienting
ordeal; in addition to having its own individual
design, each city has a distinct energy that one
must adjust to or risk forever sticking out as a
tourist. New York, the city formerly known as
New Amsterdam, has its legendary hustle and
bustle and its reputation as the city that never
sleeps. Boston strikes a balance between the old
world of the North End and its current reputation as one of
America's top
college towns.
Amsterdam,

the other
hand, is a little more of a
on

mystery, one
which - after two

weeks

here - I'm
still trying to
solve.
From what

I've been able
to gather so
far, Amsterdam is a city
of paradoxes.
Taxis wind around canal rings lined with gabled

homes that date back to the 17th century. Walking around Amsterdam can fool you into thinking that you are walking through the pages of a
storybook; that is until you stumble upon the
pungent smell of marijuana coming from one of
the city's coffeeshops. The oldest church in the
city, aptly named the Oude Kerk (Dutch for "Old
Church") is within the Red Light District, the
home of the world's oldest profession.
While a church and a brothel may seem like
unlikely neighbors, the pairing is not as incongruous as it originally seems. Go on a city
walking tour and your guide will tell you that
of the two, it was the church that profited the
most from its location during the Middle Ages.

Sailors passing through the city would visit the
women behind the windows and then would
head to the church to confess their recently
committed sins. With the threat of dying at
sea a very real possibility, the sailors wanted
to ensure they left port with their souls in
good standing. The church took advantage of
this and sold the sailors indulgences for often
double the amount they had paid for their moment of pleasure.
Such a relationship serves as a perfect example ofgedogen, a Dutch word for whichthere
is no English equivalent, but which roughly
means tolerance for the sake of pragmatism.
The fact that gedogen is untranslatable only
adds to its identity as a uniquely
Dutch concept.
The city is filled
with such uniquely
Amsterdam idiosyncrasies - they
are what give the
city its character
and they range from
progressive policies
to charming eccen-

you find people taking to the water as a result of
such a housing shortage. Walk along any canal
and you willfind a line of houseboats. The legal
ones have electricity and plumbing; the illegal
ones are not as lucky. Like the coffee shops, the
number of houseboats is beginning to shrink
because the city is no longer issuing permits for
new boats or shops.
And then there are the bikes. Everyone rides
bikes in Amsterdam. While the image of businessmen and women riding to work with briefcases in hand helps paint a picture of Amstertricities.
dam as a quaint little city, wander into a bike
Even the most lane and see what happens. The bike bell is to
casual observer will Amsterdam what the car horn is to the rest of
notice that many the world.
of the buildings
Riding a bike is what separates the savvy
along the canals locals from the hapless tourists. While a peare leaning. While destrian has to contend with cars, buses, bikes,
the buildings leaning sideways are the result of and trams just to get from one side of the street
sinking foundations, the buildings leaning for- to the other, cyclists rule the road; even a truck
ward are actually doing so by design. Houses in will move out of the way for a solitary bike rider.
Amsterdam were taxed according to their width Owning a bike is essential to both surviving in
and so many homes are extremely narrow. When the city and fitting in.
Riding a bike is also the best way to see Amcombined with steep staircases, transporting
goods is impossible to do from inside. Instead, sterdam. A canal tour may be slightly safer, but
each home is outfitted with a beam and hook just nothing can beat the view you take in while ridbelow the roof. A pulley is attached to the hook ing side-saddle on the back of a bike.
I could devote an entire column to my first
and large objects are still to this day pulled to the
top of the building where they are then pulled bike ride, but I will spare you the boredom and
in through the top window. The buildings that myself the embarrassment. As with all new unlean forward were built on an angle to facilitate dertakings, my emotional state was a mixture
of excitement and fear. Getting my bike was like
this system.
Housing is expensive and hard to come by in moving to the big kid's table, but it also meant
most major cities, but only in Amsterdam do that I would now have to navigate my way around
a still unknown city with ease or face
being run off the road. The fact that
I can barely fit on my bike only added
to my trepidation.
The Dutch, among other things, are
known for being the tallest people in
theworld. Basically what this means is
that bikes that fit 5-foot-3 American
girls are few and far between. Stopping
and starting is a bit of a problem when
your feet barely touch the ground.
As I rode down my first hill, dodging
trams and pedestrians along the way,
I regretted having been so caught up
in getting myself acclimated to my
new surroundings that I forgot to go
to Mass on Ash Wednesday the day

before.
Pedaling through my first intersection, I suddenly understood the sailors
of Amsterdam's past and their desire
to make sure they did not leave port on
poor terms with God. In my attempt to
solve the mystery that is Amsterdam,
it's moments like these when I feel like
I'm getting warmer.

"The bike bell is to Amsterdam what the car horn is to the rest of the world"
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Up-and-down week for Eagles

40-17

19-9 lead less than 10 minutes into the
game ona fast-breakdunk by Corey Raji.
Virginia coach Dave Leitao called timeThe story heading into yesterday's out to regroup his troops, and his team
game between Virginia and Boston Colresponded with a 16-2run over the next
legewas thepoint guardmatch-up ofBCs 4:08. A 3-pointerby Adrian Josephwith
Tyrese Rice and UVA's Scan Singletary, 7:07 left in the half put Virginia on top
the ACC's second- and third-leading and BC was never able to regain the lead.
scorers, respectively. There were even Virginia led, 40-32, at the half.
several NBA scouts on hand presumably
"I really thought we got relaxedbeto check out the two up close.
cause we tooka littlelead and we got reRice certainly held up his end of the laxedand Virginiajust continued to come
at us," Skinner said. "I think that was the
bargain, scoring 28 points, 21 in the second half, while Singletary, often guarded problem, andunfortunately, young teams
by BC freshman Biko Paris, was held to do that sometimes. They think it's going
16 points and four assists. But in the end, to be easy the rest of the night and they
it was Singletarywho had the last laugh, relax, and then the next thing you know,
as his Cavaliers handedBC another disyou're down eightpoints."
The Eagles came flying out ofthe lockappointing loss to a mantlefull of them
erroom to the tune ofeight straight points
this season.
Virginia edged the Eagles, 79-74, in
capped by a pair offoul shots by Tyrelle
front of 7,154 yesterday at Conte Forum Blair (11 points, seven rebounds). BC
didn'tlet Virginiaget on the boardfor the
to give BC its seventh loss in its last eight
games.
half until 15:26remained when Lauryna
BC, which next plays Saturday at Mikalauskas scored five straight points.
Florida State, was unable to build offthe Mikalauskas, a reserve from Lithuania,
momentum of Thursday's win overNorth had a season-high 13 points.
Mikalauskas's run set off a 13-3 scorCarolina State and is now 13-11 and 4-7
ing burst from the Cavaliers over a 4:02
in the ACC.
"We've got to learn how to win a stretch, a run capped by a 3-pointer from
basketball game and not continually get Singletary to put UVA up 10, forcing Skindistracted and allow it to affect us," BC ner to take a timeout.
"I think mistakes are made and it
coach Al Skinner said. "That's thebiggest
starts to affect us in the next play and
challenge for this team right now."
The Cavaliers snapped a seven-game the nextplay," Skinner said ofhis team's
losing streak and evened theirrecord at tendencyto allow opponentsto have long
12-12. They remain in last place in the runs. "When we makemistakes, it tends
leaguewith a 2-9 record, with both wins to come in bunches."
"We just have to be a littlebit more
coming againstthe Eagles. UVA's last win
had also came at the hands of BC, 84-66 strong-minded in games and concentrate
in Charlottesville,Va., on Jan. 19.Mamadi a littlebit harder. Not let those mistakes
Diane, whoscored 20 points in theteams' compound themselves by making two or
three turnovers in a row that lead to basfirst meeting, also put in 20 yesterday.
"Ifthat's the case, it's not thefirst one. kets and thenhaving to wait on Coach
We've had others," Skinner said of this to call timeout."
being a lost opportunity.
BC came out strong early, taking a
See Men's Basketball, C5
By

Shot differential in women's
hockey's favor against Maine
on Saturday, but the Eagles
still fell, 2-1.

Dan Cagen

Heights Staff

30

Days in between wins for men's
basketball before Thursday's
defeat of NC State.

20
Turnovers committed by the
women's basketball team in
Thursday's loss to Maryland.

2-3

Softball's record at the conclusion of this weekend's season
opening Pirate Invitational
Tournament.

Talk of the Heights
"I played against
Louis Hinnant every
day in practice, and
he killed me every
day, but it just helped
me as I got older to
realize how hard you
have to work to be
successful in this
league."
?Tyrese Rice, Men's
Basketball Co-captain
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Virginia has only two ACC wins, and both of them are against the Eagles, who are now 13-11.

Two truths and a

MEN?S HOCKEY

misremembrance
fascinating part isn't hearing U.S. con-

ACC
Standings
Jessica Isner

Men's Basketball
As of Feb. 2
Duke
North Carolina
Clemson
Maryland
Wake Forest
Virginia Tech
Miami
Georgia Tech
NC State
Boston College
Florida State

Overall
10-0
9-2
7-4
7-4
5-5
5-6
4-6
4-6
4-7
4-7
3-8
2-9

Virginia

W
tGoame atch
Women's Basketball

Georgia
Boston
vs
College
Tech
Women'sbasketballattemptsto improve
its 5-5leaguerecord with a win at home
over ACC rival GeorgiaTech.

Monday, 7 p.m.

For once, Derek Jeterand I agree on
something. These sure aren't the best
daysbaseballhas ever seen.
Youknow how in TheLion King,
after Mufasa dies and Scar takes over,
everything in the Pride Lands is dead,
it's perpetually dark, there's no food or
water, there are animal carcasses everywhere, and all the animalswho are still
alive are locked in cages?
That'skind of what Wednesday
reminded me of.
On Wednesday, possibly the most
bizarre day in the history ofprofessional sports, Roger Clemens and Brian
McNamee faced off on CapitolHill. Clemens tried desperatelyto preserve his
mutilatedreputation, whileMcNamee
tried desperatelyto avoid Clemens's hitmen/imprisonment. Clemens steadfastly
denied using human growthhormone
or steroids, whileMcNamee steadfastly
deniedthat he lied about providing
Clemens with steroids. Throughout a
four-and-a-halfhour fiasco, both sides
stuck to their guns (syringes?). One of
themis lying.
But thereis somebody who isn't,
somebody who accidentally,indirectly,
indelibly tarnishedhis friend's name
forever.
AndyPettitte didn't mean to do
anything wrong. When he used steroids
in 2002, then again in 2004, he wasn't
trying to hurt anybody. When he asked
Roger whathe would tell reporters if
they askedhim ifhe had ever used steroids, he just wanted some advice.Poor
Andy. He was lost and confused and was
just looking for some guidance from his
goodbuddy Roger.
When Pettitte was incriminatedby
the Mitchell Report, he didn't deny
anything. He owned up to his crime. He
saved himself. But he killed Roger. There
was no "youjump, I jump" here.
The most fascinating part of this
baseballApocalypse is not that one of
the greatest pitchers of all time is caught
up in a mudslinging war with a drugdealing,fake-Ph.D. toting, sexually
assaulting ex-cop who, on occasion, also
doubled as apersonal trainer. The most

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

gressmen say things like "Gee, whiz" as
they define the parameters of thuggery.
The most fascinating part ofall of
this is that somehow, Andy Pettitte has
managed to becomeAmerica's sweetheart.
I'm guilty here, too. I fell into the
trap. Andy made me believe he is the innocent victim. Andyjust wants the truth
to come out. There is nothing standing
between him and the path to justice and
redemption.
Somehow, Andy has managed to
make everyone forget that he used steroids, too. He made everyone forgetthat
he lied to the Mitchell Report investigators. He originallyclaimedhe only used
steroids a couple of times in 2002, had a
mentaland spiritual crisis, and immediately stopped. Then, a few days ago,
he decided to come clean(er) and admit
that he also used steroids in 2004.
Again - not gonna lie (or misremember) - I somehowlike Andy Pettitte
a whole lot more right now than I did
three months ago. I just think it's kind of
funny how almost every single congressman who spoke on Wednesday indicated
that there was a 0 percent chance Andy
was dishonest in his last deposition.
Even though he lied. He used steroids, and he lied.
McNamee lied to the police multiple
times. He lied to the committee multiple
times. Clemens, unless I am misrembering something, lied multiple times also.
But... didn'tPettitte lie, too? Didn't
he break the law, too?
Honestly? All of these guys are guilty.
Clemens may be a seven-time Cy
Young Award winner, but he'll still probably undergo a criminal investigation.
McNamee may be a drug dealer, but
supply meets demand.
I don'tbelieve Clemens.
I dobelieveBrian McNamee - and
that's exactlywhy he should be punished, too. Clemens may haveused
steroids, but if therehad never been
a thuggish personal trainer in Jose
Canseco's backyard willing to provide
them...
Clemensdidn't ruin baseball.
McNamee didn't ruin baseball. Petitte,
Knoblauch, Tejada, and Bonds didn't
ruin baseball.
They all didit together. The Pride
Lands are dead.
JessicaIsner is the sports editorof The
Heights. She can bereached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Women's Basketball
The Eagles faced ACC powerhouseMaryland
on Thursday but couldn't score the upset. C3

Siu's View
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Despite a rousing Beanpotvictory, BC couldn't sustain the momentum againstthe Minutemen

Beanpot high fades
against UMass
By Joseph DeMaio

they never lookedback. Kyle Kucharski,
coming off his game misconduct on Friday night, was able to get back on track
Coming off an emotional Beanpot and scored at the 9:21 mark of the third
victory, the No. 7 Boston College Eagles period, giving BC a two-goal lead. The
squared off against the No. 18 UMass - final score of the game came with 6:42
LowellRiver Hawks in a home-and-home to play, when Ben Smith scored his secseries on Friday and Saturday.
ond goal of the night, resulting in a final
Saturday's game started slowly for the score of5-2.
Eagles. Ben HolmstromandBarry Goers
Unfortunatelyfor the Eagles, Friday's
scoredback-to-backgoalswithin 2:38 of home game did not go the way that they
eachother late in the first periodto jump had hoped. Although coach Jerry York
out to an early 2-0 UMass lead.
refused to acknowledge a possible postThe Eagles were outshot two to nine in Beanpot hangover after the game, the
the first period, but were able to turn the play ofthe Eaglesin thefirst periodbore
tables earlyin thesecond when Dan Berlittle resemblance to their normal fast
tram scoredon a power play 1:50 into the and aggressive style. The Eagles struggled
period, making the game 2-1. Benn Ferto maintain offensive pressure, andhad a
riero then tiedthe game on anotherpower
hard time manufacturing scoring chances
play goal with 9:18 to play. The Eagles for much of the period.
were able to take the lead with 4:03 to
The first goal of the game came at
play in the period on yet anotherpowerthe 13:01 mark in the first period, on a
play goal, this time by Ben Smith.
Once the Eagles grabbed the lead,
See Men's Hockey, C4
Heights Staff

The Champion's League is coming up, which means it's
time for another preview. C5

ACC Roundup
Hockey East Roundup
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"This is definitely a quality, key win. But at
the same time, we have to keep believing in
ourselves"

Short

?Paul Harris, Syracuse, after scoring 22
points in the Orange's 77-70 win overNo. 8
Georgetown on Saturday. The Orange had
lost its past two games to UConn andSouth
Florida before the upset win.

in

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

Warning

Level: 0%

BCEaglesFans: Thank god the basketball
season ticketpackage is over. I don't want
to watch the team that lost to UVA in Conte
Forum ever again.
BCEaglesFans: It's that time of year again
for the men's hockey team. They're about to
make a serious run for the title.
BCEaglesFans: How long will it take Josh
Southern to foul out when he actually starts
next year?
BCEaglesFans: Is Nathan Gerbe going to
win the Hobey Baker? According to some
experts, he's the favorite right now.
in .ia>a

i/i

_^^^^

ugae

BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Cat Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Basketball No. 4 Tennessee at No. 1
Memphis
Where: The Pyramid Arena, Memphis, Term.
When: Saturday, 9 p.m.
?

Orange takes out No. 8 Hoyas
For the second Saturday in a row, Georgetownfell at the
hands ofa Big East opponent. The No. 8 Hoyas lost to unranked
Syracuse, 77-70.
Behind a balanced offensive effort, the Orangebuilt a 21-point lead in the first half, and led 38-22 at halftime. Georgetown had no match for Syracuse's strong guard play. Point
guardJohnnyFlynn scored 17points andadded nine assists in
the game, while sophomorePaul Harris ledthe Orange with 22
points and added eight rebounds.
The key for Syracuse was limiting Georgetown center Roy
Hibbert's touches. The massive, 7-foot-2 senior had only six
field goal attempts, andfive free throws againstOrange forward
Arinze Onuaku. Onuaku limited Hibbert to 11 points, while
adding 13 ofhis own.
Theloss droppedGeorgetowninto a first-place tic with Louisville in the Big East. The Hoyas' record fell to 10-3 in league
play, while the Orange improved to 7-6.

KEVIN RIVOLI/ AP PHOTO

NATION

Following a near-loss against UAB on Saturday,
Memphis, will look to exercise any demons against
No. 4 Tennessee this weekend.The Tigers, currently
25-0, will host the 23-2 Volunteers.
Memphis, led by its outstanding backcourt duo of
Chris Douglas-Roberts and Derrick Rose, will look
to counter Tennessee's quickness. UT guard Chris
Lofton, the reigning SEC Player ofthe Year, andfellow
guard JaJuan Smith should prove a tough match-up.
The game may be won in the post, however, where
Memphisfeatures a pair ofhighly toutedbig men. Joey
Dorsey, who averages over 10rebounds per game, and
Robert Dozier should counter Tennessee'sfrontcourt
of Duke Crews, Wayne Chism, and Tyler Smith.

Sports Calendar
DAY

TIME

EVENT

Fri., Feb. 22

4 p.m.

St. Bonaventure

Fri., Feb. 22

8 p.m. Florida Gulf Coast
11 a.m. South Dakota St.
11a.m. Florida Gulf Coast

SOFTBALL

Tennis team finds success
BSC PORTS

The men's tennis teamwent 2-1 in its recent set of matches,
beatingBinghamton andLafayette and losingto Virginia Tech.
The Eagles moved to 2-2 on the season. The lone loss of the
weekend came against the Hokies, 5-2. Thomas Nolan beat
Yoann Re, 6-4, 6-2. Brian Locklearalso scored a victory against
AlexandreLabrosse. Saturday proved much moresuccessful for
the Eagles, as the first victory came against Binghamton, 5-2.
Nolan turned in another victory and Alex Rastorgourev won
as well.Lafayette also stood little chance, as the Eagles swept
each event.
Last weekend, the women's tennis team won both of its
matches. The Eagles defeatedBrown, 4-3, and St. John's, 5-2.
The Eagles' record improves to 3-1 overall. Facing Brown, the
Eagles won halfof their six singles match-ups. Lana KrasnopolskybeatBianca Aboubakare, andDasha Cherkasov defeated
SaraMansur. In the next matchagainst St. John's,Krasnopolsky,
Lauren Cash, Katharine Attwell, and Sarah Svoboda all won
their singles matches.

Sat., Feb. 23
Sun., Feb. 24

MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Feb. 22
Sat., Feb. 23

HAL YEAGER/ AP PHOTO

Memphis escapes against UAB

and Sunday. Sophomore Stephen Fiorellawas the
highest finisher for the Eagles, finishing with a time of 1:34.65
andplacing fifth. Greg Graves and ShawnRadman both placed
in the top 10.
On the women's side, sophomore Perrie Finsand led the
Eagles with a third place slalom finish in a time of 1:39.04.
Freshman Erica Reilly placed in the top 10 as well.
on Saturday

ACC

TBCRIVA

Mon., Feb. 18
Thurs., Feb. 21

© New Hampshire

Fri., Feb. 22
Sat., Feb. 23

season.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Your flssIgiMweivfc, {Mis

7 p.m.

Georgia Tech

7 p.m.

@ Florida State

MEN'S TENNIS

No. 1 Memphis won its 25th consecutive game to start the
season on Saturday evening, but not without a major scare.
The Tigers defeatedUAB, 79-78, in their closest game of the

Memphis, coming off ofseveral mediocreperformances that
hadleft a bad taste in coach JohnCalipari's mouth,looked sluggish at the start, and trailed43-41 at halftime. UAB transfer
guard Robert Vaden led the first-half onslaught for the Blazers
and finished thegame with 27 points.
The Tigers gathered themselves in the second half, however,
behind junior leader Chris Douglas-Roberts. The lanky wing
scored a game-high32 points, including a game-winning threepoint play with just 6.5 seconds left to ensure victory for the
undefeated Tigers.

Men's and women's skiing both competed in theBC Carnival

Competing in the Seminole Classic, Florida State beat
Bethune-Cookman 14-3 in five innings. The win improved the
Seminoles to 4-3 on the season. Senior Whitney Buckmon
and junior Jessica Gilmoreled the Seminoles, going 4-4.
Buckmon and Gilmoreboth also scored four runs. Ashley
Stager went two-for-two, notching a triple and a double, as
wellas two runs andfive RBIs. Her average improved to .476.
Maryland defeatedCoastalCarolina 4-3 on Saturday in 10
innings. Sarde Stewart went 4-4, alongwith 3 RBIs and her
first home run of the season. Maryland alsobeatElon in eight
innings, 5-4.

7 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Skiing team competes at the BC Carnival

Softball action kicks off

7:30 p.m. New Hampshire

Sat., Feb. 23

3:30 p.m.
6 p.m.

©Maryland

12 p.m.

©Florida State

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

@ Boston Univ.

@ Virginia

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Feb. 22
Sat., Feb. 23

Boston Univ.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Wed., Feb. 20

TBA

ACC Championships
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Baseball America tabs four ACC
players
Baseball Americareleased its preseason All-American
team last week, which includedfour ACC players. Florida
State catcher Buster Posey, Miami firstbaseman Yonder
Alonso, second baseman Jemile Weeks, and outfielderDennis
Raben were named to the team. Posey, a former shortstopturned-catcher, should anchor the Seminolesbehind home
plate this season. Alonso, who hit .338 in the prestigous Cape
Cod League this past summer, should combine with Weeks to
form a dynamic infieldduo in Miami. Weeks is the younger
brother of major leaguer Rickie Weeks. Raben, the Hurricanes' star outfielder, combines great power with athleticism.
TheACC season commences this Friday.
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Eagles can?t score upset
over ACC rival Maryland
By

baskets, often passing out of the post for open 3pointers. The Terps were led by Marah Strickland,
who scored 14 first-half points, and finished with a
career-high20 points. Strickland also went 5-5 from
behind the arc.
BC was plagued by turnovers the whole game,
committing 20 turnovers that led to 26 Maryland
points. The Eagles were led by by Carolyn Swords
and StefanieMurphy, who scored 10 points each.
BC jumpedout to an early 7-2 lead,but Maryland
respondedwith a 14-2 run, taking control ofthe game
for good. The Terps led 45-28 at the half and after
Strickland hit a 3-pointer to open the second half,
the Eagles never got within 20 points.
BC looks to rebound on Monday when they host
Georgia Tech at Conte Forum. The game will celebrate "Think Pink," and any fan wearing pink will
gain free admittance to the game, as the Eagles are
raising awareness for Breast Cancer. \u25a0

Nick Lessin

For The Heights
The Boston College women's basketball team
went into CollegePark looking for an upset over the
No. 4 Maryland Terrapins that could revive their
season. The Eagles left losing their third straight
game while falling to 5-5 in the ACC. Maryland
(26-2,10-1 ACC) cruised to a 78-51 win over BC on
Thursday night to win its forth straight.
The Eagles (17-8,5-5) went into the gameknowing thatthey needed to stop Maryland's dominating
inside attack. While the Eagles were successful in
slowing down the Terrapins in the paint, stopping
Maryland from the perimeter was another story.
Maryland, which had made just 24 percent of its
3-pointers in the previous five games, made 11 of
22 3-pointer attempts, making it rain inside the

Comcast Center. Maryland assisted on 20 of 27

C3

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.

Write for SPORTS.

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
Eagle's Nest. E-mailsports@bcheights.com
with any questions orconcerns.

Softball gets off to solid
start in Invitational
lison Gage pitched the entire game for the Eagles,
striking out 12 while surrendering just 6 hits and a
walk in her collegiate debut. Senior AmandaBooth
and sophomore Amy Tunstall had 2 hits each in the
Eagles' 1-0, extra-inning defeat.
The Eagles swept the second dayof action,beating
Maine by a score of 4-3 and finishing on the winning
side of another 1-0 game, this time against Ohio.
SophomorecatcherDani Weirled the waywith4 hits,
a home run, a double, and 2 RBI on the day. After 5
innings of play, theEagles trailedthe Blackbears 3-0
and looked as if they were going to drop their third
straight decision.But with 4 unansweredruns in the
top of the 6th, the Eagles were able to pull out the
come-from-behind win for their first victory of the
season. Weir got the late rally startedwith a homerun
to left center. Freshman Carolyn Jones followed with
a single, and fellow-freshmanIrne Delagrammaticas
made it 3-2 after tripling to center. Senior Amanda
Booth, who went 3-for-6 in the first pair of games,
then put the Eagles in front with a 2-run homer to
cap the 4-run rally. Sophomore Taylor Peyton got
the win, striking out 9 while allowing just 5 hits in 5
innings ofrelief.
The Eagles could not get their offense going in
the championship game and put just 4 runners on
base against host East Carolina. Freshman Allison
Gage made her second collegiatestart, allowing3
earned runs over 3.1 innings. \u25a0

By Scan Logue

Heights Staff

The Boston CollegeSoftball team opened its season this weekend,finishing in secondplace in theEast
CarolinaPirate Invitational tournament with a 2-3
record. The Eagles dropped theirfirst two decisions
against Ohioand EastCarolinabefore bouncingback
on daytwo of the tournament with victories over Ohio
and Maine. On Sunday, they lost to East Carolina in
the championship game by a score of6-0.
Sophomore TaylorPeyton got the start in the first
game against Ohio, allowing 8 hits, 3 walks, and 3
earned runs over 6 innings while striking out 2. Ohio
jumpedoutto an early 2-0 leadby scoring on a basesloadedwalkand an error in the 2nd inning. The score
remained 2-0 until the 6th when the Bobcats scored
2 more runs off a pair of RBI singles. AmandaBooth,
Renee Ramos, and Amy Tunstall then got the Eagles
on the board with three straight singles to start the
7th inning. A stolen base by Tunstall made it 4-2, as
freshmanpinch-runner Alison Kooistra was able to
score on the throw to second. The Eagles were unable to muster any more runs, however, and lost by a
final score of 4-2.
BCs second game of the tournament, played
against East Carolina, was scoreless through 7 innings
before ECU's Charina Summerbroke the tic with an
RBI single in the bottomof the Bth. Freshman Al-

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Women's softball left its season-opening East Carolina Pirate Invitational tournament with a 2-3 record.
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Hockey drops home
contest vs* UMass
From Men's Hockey, CI
UMass-Lowell power play. UMass-Lowell captain
Mark Roebothan took a shot that flew over BC
goalkeeper John Muse's shoulder pad and into the
backofthe net for the early lead.The second period
proved to be an unfortunate stretch for the Eagles.
At the 12:35mark of theperiod, Eagle forwardKyle
Kucharski hit UMass-Lowell's JeremyDehner from
behind, resulting in a five-minute major and a game
misconduct penalty. Then, with 6:43 to play in the
period, Nathan Gerbe received a 10-minute major
for roughing on a shorthanded goal attempt, leaving
UMass-Lowellwith afive-on-three opportunity, and
leaving the Eagles without theirleadingpoint scorer
for the rest of the period.
"I thought the game was incredibly disjointed
in the second period," said UMass-Lowell coach
Blaise MacDonald. "It was unfortunate for BC to
lose theirbest player, but it was very fortunate for
us that it happened."
BC managed to kill off one of the penalties, but
the second proved to be too much as Kory Falite
tooka wrist shot from the top of thekey thathit the

crossbar and bounced down into the net to make a
two-goal lead with 5:31 to play. "You expect to kill
penalties," York said after the game. "You just have
to suck it up and get through them, but we weren't
able to do that."
BC managed to turn it around in the early part
of the third period. Nick Petrecki received a pass
from Joe Whitney and took a shot thatbeat goalie
Nevin Hamilton to make the score 2-1. That would
be thefirst and onlygoal that Hamiltonwould allow,
however; as he would go on to save all eight of the
shots that BC took after Petrecki's goal. "It was a
great wayto rebound after getting pulledin thefirst
period of our last game," Hamilton said after the
game. "The key to playing a team like BC is to not
get intimidated, and I don't think we did."
The final score of the game came on an empty
net with41 seconds to play, when Falite scored his
second goal of the night on a shot fromhis own end
that bounced all the way across the ice and in, for
a final score of3-1 in favor of UMass-Lowell, and a
split in the series, with each team winning on the
road. \u25a0
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Despite the loss, the Eagles got right back on track the next night, beating UMass 5-2 on the road on Saturday.

Eagles seem sluggish
after emotional week
another penalty. But there's no rulebook that says
you can't call another penalty just because we just
killed off the five-minute penalty. We've just got to
It started out as a night not totallyunexpected suck it up."
for a team coming off an emotionalrollercoasterride
Then came the second major mistake for the
just four days earlier. Nobody could say they were Eagles, and this one was more costly. The one player
BC cannot afford to lose, the Hobey Baker candidate
surprised that Boston College came out a little sluggish against UMass-Lowellin its first game since the who is second in the nation in totalpoints and first in
dramatic6-5 overtime victory over Harvard, bringing points per game, was sent off the ice for 12 minutes.
that cherished Beanpottrophy back to the Heights. Nathan Gerbewas calledfor roughingplus a 10-minute misconductat 12:29, giving the River Hawks 1:12
So it was with a shrug of the shoulders that Superfans shook off a first period in which the Eagles, offive-on-three. Lowell had been on the power play
the nation's third-ranked offense, posted only four for 6:50 out of 6:54 ofice time when Kory Faliteput
shotsthat ended with the River Hawks leading 1-0 on one over goalie John Muse's left shoulder at 14:29
for a 2-0 lead.
apower-playgoalby captain MarkRoebothan.
"We lost Nathan with the misconduct," York
What happened in the second period was more
said. "That's really difficult for our team. He's got
stunning.
The Eagles lost their composure, and eventually to control himself in that situation. Young guy gets
the game, when a pair of incidents cost them two covered very closely, but all good players are going
to get covered.
players for significant time.
"He's got to be ableto handlethe checking against
At 7:25 of theperiod, withLoweEstill nursing a 1-0
lead,junior forwardKyle Kucharski went afterHawks him. All the goodplayers I've had have always been
singled out. 'Hey, we've got to block this guy, do an
defensemanJeremyDehner. Dehner was alreadyfalling downwhen the 6-3 Kucharski nailed him into the extraspecialjob on this guy.' It won'tbe the last time
boards, possibly head-first.
he's checked closely, that'sfor sure."
York must have said something during the secAlthough BC coach Jerry York was unable to get
a clean view of the play because it was deep in the
ond intermission, because BC finally showed some
corner, the referees saw it. Kucharski was given a
life in the third period. Freshman defensemanNick
five-minute game misconductfor hitting frombehind Petrecki, fresh off scoring his first two career goals,
and was ejected. Matt Lombardi served the penalty includingthe winner in theBeanpot final, continued
his hot hand with a rocket over Lowell goalie Nevin
in Kucharski's place.
Kucharski's teammates picked him up by killing Hamilton's left shoulder off a good centering pass
off the penalty, but it turned out Lombardi was just from fellowfreshman JoeWhitney at 2:01.
But Gerbe's absence continued to haunt BC long
keeping a seat warm for his teammates. Just four
seconds after the penalty expired, Matt Greene was after the penalty. Gerbe could not return to the ice
until the 5:17 mark of the third. So when BC went on
calledfor tripping.
"We expect to kill penalties," York said. "It's five thepower play at 3:08, freshmanBrian Gibbonstook
minutes and we got through that and then we got
Gerbe's spotbeneath the right circle.
While Gibbons is no slouch,
having been named MVP of the
Beanpot after his two-goal, twoassist championship game, he
does not have the scoring touch
of Gerbe. At 3:59, Gibbons had a
small opening on the near side of
the net, but his shot bounced off
the pipe and right into Hamilton's
glove.
"I think he beat me, actually,"
Hamilton said. "It just went off
the post and thenoff my back and
I grabbed it before it went into
the net. It came at a good time
because that would'vebeenbackto-back goals and that would've
hurt us, obviously." \u25a0

By Dan Cagen
Heights Staff

Register Online:
www.bc.edu/testprep

Call us:
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On Sunday, the Eagles avenged Saturday's 2-1 loss with a 2-1 overtime win to even theirrecord to .500.

Despite stats, Maine
earns upset of Eagles
By Charles Moore

Heights Staff

Sometimesthe stats just don'taddup. On paper, it lookedlike everythingwent the way ofthe Eagles,
except for the score.
The Boston College women's hockey team outshot Maine 40-17 on Saturday. The Eagles were able
to kill six of the seven Black Bears' power plays of the evening. BC was facing a Maine team that was
only 3-22-3 on the season and is ahead of only Vermont in Hockey East. All of thispointed toward an
Eaglesvictory, but Maine was able to pull off a 2-1 upset.
The Eagles started the game on a high note when junior Meghan Fardelmann was able to score 2:32
into the game on assists from Tracy Johnson and Deborah Spillane. But they were unable to score the
rest of the game despite having many more shots on goal than Maine.
Maine had two goals in the second period, one by Jennie Gallo and the other near the end of the
periodby Amy Stech. In the third period, neither team was able to score andMaine was able to escape
with a 2-1 victory.

Maine goalie Genevieve Tur-
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geon was the deciding factor in
this game. She made 39 saves

and it was her ability to stop shot
after shot that propelled Maine
to victory. As the game went on,
Turgeon wasn't called on to make
as many saves, but her 19 in the
first period set the tone for the
entire game.

The defeatleftthe Eagleswith
11-12-6record overall and 6-8-2 in the conference.Their inability
to scoreon any oftheir sixpowerplay opportunities ultimately led
to their downfall. The team had
plenty ofchances addto their one
goal,but couldn'tput any into the
net after the first period.
The BC offense stalled as the
game went on, taking as many
shots in the second and third
periods combined as it didin the
first period.
This loss was the third in the
last four gamesfor the Eagles and
they are currently fifth in Hockey
East. They played Maine again
on Sunday and they will follow
up that game withback-to-back
games against Boston University
on the Feb. 22 and 23. The Eagles
then finish up the regular season
with two games against Providence. \u25a0
an
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Struggles
continue

for Eagles
From Men's Basketball, CI
Rice then put the young BC team on his back.
The junior from Richmond, Va., had only nine
points when UVA went back up by 10, but he
quickly nailed a 3-pointer over the outstretched
arm of Diane, then converted on a steal by Shamari
Spears (10 points) into one of his classic leaners in
the lane, plus a foul shot to pull the Eagles within
four.
BC hung around when a three-pointplay by
Corey Raji and a 3-pointer from Rice pulled them
within five with 2:21 left.
A pair of foul-line misses from Mikalauskas with
UVA up four gave BC hope and Rice delivered,
nailing a 3-pointer from the left wing to slice UVA's
lead to one with 1:10left.
Leitao spurned a timeout and Diane made the
biggest ofhis three 3-pointers, this one from the
top of the key off a Singletary dish to push the lead
back to four. Rice hit a jumper with 30 seconds
left, and BC was downby threewhen Diane made
just one of two at the line with 20.9 left.
Rice opted to go for a quick two rather than
three, but his leaning shot was well-defendedby
CalvinBaker. Baker madefour free throws in the
final seconds to seal the win. \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Eagles rallied to cut Virginia's lead to one with 67 seconds remaining on a Tyrese Rice trey, but the Cavaliers fired a 3-pointer and a pair of free throws to seal the win.

Rice spearheads
Eagles halt losing
streak vs. Wolfpack Valentine?s Day treat
By Brad Zak

Heights Staff

Ring the bells of Gasson and storm the Dustbowl, the Eagles gotback on the winning path after
defeating North Carolina State (15-9, 4-6 ACC)
82-65 at Conte Forum on Thursday night.
The Wolfpack won the opening tap, but it would

be the only advantage they gained all night. The
Eagles never trailedfrom start to finish as theyimproved to 13-10 on the year and 4-6 in the ACC.
Tyrese Rice led all scorers with 32 points, tying his career-high, while adding six assists, and
showed versatility as he complemented his lethal
outside game with timely drives to the basket.
Unfortunately, not many Boston College students were there to witness Rice's superb performance, as they were busy wining and dining their
Valentine's Day dates.
Coach Al Skinner was very pleasedwith Rice's
play but attributed it in part to the progression
ofhis supporting cast. Skinner complimented his
young squad and said,"They are anticipating the
plays, they are catching the ball, they're finishing.
Guys are staying alert and they're not just standing around watching [Rice] as opposed to earlier
in the season."
And the improvement was obviousfrom the beginning as Tyler Roche, John Oates, and Shamari
Spears all made significant contributions in the
first. Also, Rakim Sanders continued to play the
Robin to Rice's Batman, as he added 14 points
and 12 rebounds garnering him his first career
double-double.
From the outset, Rice was pushing the tempo
and getting the ball up and down the floor against
the Wolfpack. Nearly halfway through the first
half, Rice took an outlet pass from Corey Raji and
finished with afading floater that wouldhave made
Tony Parker proud.
NC State lookedto freshmanforward J.J. Hickson to keep themin the game, and he madea strong
effort. Hickson dominatedthepaint with 20 points
and sevenrebounds, but the Wolfpack just couldn't
find enough scoring balance to combat Skinner's
new nine-man rotation.

Roche hit a leaning circus shot to give the
Eagles a 41-32 lead heading into halftime, but the
Wolfpack were still packing a little bite. A Brandon Costner dunk cut the Eagles lead to five, but

it would never get any closer as Rice continued to
capitalize on his favorable match-up against NC
State's freshman point guard, JavierGonzalez.
When asked about being pitted against Gonzalez, Rice admitted, "I always feel like I have a
favorable match-up, but it's just a mindset that
you have to have coming into a game. You have to
feel like no one can stop you when you come onto
the court."
Rice's leadership and a confidentEagles squad
finished off NC State down the stretch with good
free-throw shooting and opportunism on the offensive end.
The final possession of the game pretty much
summedup Rice's night, as everyonein the stadium
saw the thought of a 30-point night twinkling in
his eyes as he startedto leantowardthe basket. He
took off down the lane, floated a runner over two
NC State defenders, got the foul, and converted
the shot, capping off an impressive 17-point win
for the Eagles.
The Eagles were efficient all night in their offensive sets, shooting 56 percent from the field, 50
percent from behind the arc, and 75 percent from
theline. In theirlast few games, the Eagles hadbeen
playingwelloffensivelybut hadn'tbeen doingthose
little things right.
On this night, however, the Eagles took care of
business by out-rebounding(35-25) the Wolfpack,
not turning the ball over (only 14 turnovers), and
getting 16 second chance points to just seven for
NC State.
These were all areas of the game that plagued
BC duringits six-game losing streak, but development in these areas is the first step towarda shot
at postseasonplay.
"I think we have to get the respect of the other
people in this league and I'm not sure if we have
that, and we have to go out and earn that respect,"
Skinner said.
Respect may be hard to come by in a league so
rich in tradition,but ifBC can make a push at the
end of the year and finish with a winning record,
teams will have to take notice come ACC tournament time.
Respect takes time, and if the Eagles continue
to build on their strong foundation and start getting consistent victories and heated performances
against the Tar Heels and Blue Devils, respect will
make its way to Chestnut Hill. \u25a0

By Dan Cagen

Heights Staff
Tyrese Rice slammed the ball to the Conte
Forum floorboards, emphaticallybringing an end
to a near month-long drought without a win. It
was only appropriate, as Rice had finally made
enough tough shots and flashy passes to end
Boston College's six-game losing streak with a
resounding 82-65 victory over North Carolina
State on Thursday night.
Rice put up 32 points and six assists andplayed
with the quiet intensity of a man who was sick of
losing. On one play earlyin the second half where
State was pressing Rice, John Oates got into his
way and forced Rice to lose the ball, leading to a
Wolfpack steal and an easy dunk. Rice glared at
the senior center as if to say, "We're not going
down thatroad again."
Instead, Rice took the exit toward victory
lane.
Following that easy bucket for NC State, BC
scored the game's next eight points to put the
Eagles up 13. Although Rice didn't score during
the run, he assisted on two of the buckets, and the
leadership he provided seemed to lift his team to
another level.
"He's been playing pretty well the last few
games," coach Al Skinner said of his junior point
guard. "What really has improved hasbeen everyone else's play around him. They're anticipating
theplays, they're finishing. Guys are staying alert,
they're not just standing around watching him.
"Early in the season, we stood around and
watched. We must have thought he was [former
Harlem Globetrotter] Marques Haynes or somebody the way we played early in the season at
times, because we just watched him hold the basketball. And now guys are trying to get themselves
into position so we can do things on the offensive
end," he said.
After falling behind by 13, NC State still had
another run left in it. A layupby Courtney Fells cut
BCs lead to six with under seven minutes to go,
putting a pit in the stomach of many of the 5,138
people who actually showed up. So guess who put
thosepeople at ease? It was Rice, of course, splitting a double-team near midcourt and putting in
his patented runner in the lane for his 27th point
of the night.
"A lot of times in the past, a team would go on

a run, and it couldbe just an easyrun, like a fourpoint run, but Coach is stressing execution," said
Rice, who is rapidly moving up BCs all-timescoring list. "They went on that little four-point run,
which every team is going to do over the course
of a game, and we just kept our heads in the game
and executed on the offensive end and got buckets

when we needed them."
With 30 days in between wins, BC was feeling
a definite sense of urgency to pick up that fourth
ACC win.
"It has been for a while now," Skinner said. "If
we at all want to have some success in the league,
we've got to start winning some basketball games.
But more importantly than that, we've got to start
getting some respect of the other people in this
league. I'm not sure if we have that And we've
got to go out and earn that."
"Just the way the games are being played,"
Skinner said when asked how BC is not getting
respect. "I just don't feel that way. I don't feel
like we've got that and we've got to go out and
earn that.
"We gotta go out and earn our respect. You
write what you like to write," he said.
Rice had played well in other games during the
stretch. The ACC's second-leading scorer had 20
points and six assists in an 18-point loss to Virginia, 27 points in an overtime defeat to Virginia
Tech, and more recently, 28 points and sevendimes
in a closer-than-expected loss at Duke.
Rice was matched against NC State's freshmanpoint guard JavierGonzalez for much of the
game. From the facial expressions of Gonzalez, it
was obvious he knew he was overmatchedfrom
the beginning, when Rice drove past him for a
bank shot. Gonzalez finished with zero points
and four fouls.
Although Rice said he feels confident against
anyone, he said he doesrememberwhat it was like
being a freshman point guard.
"Coming up against [Virginia guard] Scan
Singletary and [former Wake Forest guard] Justin
Gray and alltheseother guys, when you're afreshman point guard, the veterans feel like they have
to show you the way," Rice said. "I've had games
where people have had games against me like that.
Iplayed against Louis Hinnant every dayin practice and he killed me every day, but it just helped
me as I got older to realize how hard you have to
be to be successful in this league." \u25a0

...

Siu?s view: The big guns are backfor Champions League
Vincent Siu
On Tuesday, Roma vs. Real Madrid, Olympiakos vs. Chelsea, Schalke 04 vs. Porto, Liverpool vs. Inter Milan. On Wednesday, Arsenal
vs. AC Milan, Celtic vs. Barcelona, Fenerbahce
vs. Sevilla, Lyon vs. Manchester United. That's
right, ladies and gentlemen: The Champions
League is back.
It's been an excruciating wait, especiallyfor
us Boston College students; if I had one wish
for BC, it's that we get Fox Soccer Channel,
so soccer fans like us (no matter how much in
the minority we are) can satisfy our Premier
League, La Liga, and Serie A (among others)
cravings. Back in late November,Derek Rae
signed out of the Group Stages by saying, "See
you in February." Well, here we are.
The round of 16 promises to be a group of
enticing fixtures. Roma will be taking on Real
Madrid at the Stadio Olimpico, with both
teams in quite magnificent form. Roma finds
itselfin second place in the Italian Serie A,
and, in Francesco Totti, the golden poster boy
of the Eternal City, it has last season's domestic top scorer, currently on 10 goals.
Real Madrid, meanwhile, is eight points
ahead ofBarcelona in La Liga, coming on the

back of a scintillating 7-0 win over Valladolid.
I'm going to go for Real to sneak a small win in
the first leg.
The other Tuesday clashthat's sure to grab
the headlines is Liverpool's mammoth tic with
Inter Milan at Anfield. These are two teams
with opposing fortunes at the moment; Liverpool is facing a fight to finish in the top four in
the English Premier League, whileInter Milan
is the sure-fire favorite to retain its Serie A
title.
With Spanish starlet Fernando Torres back
from injury, however, Liverpoolwill be looking to put up a fight, and it certainly seems to
save its best performances for the Champions
League. I'm predicting a tight affair here; a
draw will definitely not surprise me.
On Wednesday, we've got Arsenal against
AC Milan at London's Emirates Stadium,
where the situation will be quite different.
Arsenalholds a five-point lead in the Premier League, and is a team that is firing on all
cylinders; Emmanuel Adebayor has scored 21
goals this season already.
AC Milan, on the other hand, is well off the
pace in Serie A, havingjust lost veteran striker
Ronaldo out to a heavyknee injury, but does
have such up-and-coming stars as Alexandre
Pato and AlbertoPaloschi.

The flipside of this, of course, is that Arsenal has underachieved in Europe in recent
years - this willbe the perfect game for it to
define its presence with a win.
French championLyon will be taking on
Manchester United at Stade dc Gerland. With
both teams in good form in their respective
domestic leagues, this will definitelybe a close
one.

Lyon boast in-form striker Karim Benzema, while Manchester United has winger

wonderCristiano Ronaldo, who is arguably
the finest player on the planet at the moment.
In Juninho Pernambucano and Carlos Tevez,
Lyon and Manchester United has players who
can turn a tic faster than you can say "score."
This should be a fantastic game; I'm predicting Manchester United to come awaywith the
narrowest of wins.
Elsewhere, Chelsea has, on paper, the
easiest opposition in Greek side Olympiakos.
Chelsea is in solid, if unglamorous,form, and
it willbe lookingto bring a comfortable lead
back to Stamford Bridge, where the second leg
will be played. Schalke 04 vs. Porto should be
an interesting game between two dark horses;
given Porto's showing in the Group Stages, I'm
expecting them to win against the Germans.
Barcelonafaced a fight against Rangers in

the previous stage, and Celtic will be looking
to provide a similar challenge to the Spanish powerhouses; I think this will be a draw at
Celtic Park.
And, last but not least, we have another
match-up between another pair of dark
horses, Fenerbahce and Sevilla. Fenerbahce's
midfieldtalismanAlex put in some inspiring
performances in the Group Stages, and he'll
make life hard for his Spanish opponents. Sevilla does have Malian star FredericKanoute
and Brazilian wingback Daniel Alves, who'llbe
turning on the style in this tic; Sevillafor the
win.

So there it is, everyone:my predictions for
the Champions League round of 16. Maybe
I'll be right; maybe I got them horribly wrong.
One thing's for sure: This will be one of the
best rounds of 16 Europe has had to offer for
the past few seasons.
Liverpoolvs. Inter Milan will be on ESPN2
on Tuesday the Feb. 19 at 2:30 p.m.; Wednesday's game willbe Arsenal vs. AC Milan at the
same time. Be sure to tune in and soak up all
the action.
Vincent Siu is a sophomore in the Carroll School of
Management. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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ACCRoundup
MEN?S BASKETBALL

Terrapins fly by Florida

Tigers overwhelm the
Yellow Jackets

State

Marylandralliedback from a half-

GeorgiaTechcould not hold its
losing 82-67 to Clem-

own on Thursday,
son.

time deficitto defeat the Seminoles,

82-72, on Saturday.
Trailing40-32 at halftime, the Terrapins opened the second half on an 11-2 run that was sparked by guard Greivis
Vasquez. Vasquez scored 20 points and
had eight assists on the night, while
sophomoreLandon Milbourne added a
career-high 18 points James Gist scored

Clemson startedoff on an 8-0 run
and never trailedfor the durationof
the game. The Tigers even held a 61-39
leadwith 11:48 to go. GeorgiaTech was
plaguedby poor shooting, going 2-15
from behind the arc. Clemson on the
other hand shot 51 percent from the
field.
Clemson was led by guard Cliff
Hammonds, who scored 22 points.
Sophomore forward Zach Peacock led
Georgia Tech with 12 points.

17points
Florida State's Ralph Mims scored a
career-high 26 points. Theloss was the
fifth in six games for the Seminoles.

Tigers tame the Wolfpack

Demons get past

Seminoles
Unable to break through Wake
Forest's frontline, the Florida State
Seminoles lost, 78-70, Thursday night.
Wake Forest led 46-26 at halftime,
but that lead was soon cut to 50-47.
Wake stormedback though andbuilt up
another comfortablelead.
The DemonDeacons were led by
center Chas McFarland, whorecorded
his first career double-doublewith 17
points and 10 rebounds. Wake Forest's
frontline provided most ofthe problems
of the night, including threeblocks
from McFarland. The Seminolefrontline could onlymanage 10 points.

Hokies smashed by
North Carolina
No. 5 North Carolina never seemed
to let up, as it pulled away with a 92-53
victory Saturdayafternoon. The loss
was Virginia Tech's third straight.
Tyler Hansbrough had 23 points to
leadthe Tar Heels. This was thefifth
straight game in which Hansbrough has
scored at least 22 points. Guard Wayne
Ellington also added 19 points.
The Tar Heels shot a whopping 50
percentfrom the field. They also outreboundedthe Hokies, 54-24.
North Carolina has been plagued
by injuries lately,includingplaying in
the fourth straight without guard Ty
Lawson.

NICKWASS / AP PHOTO

Maryland forward sophomore Landon Milbourne slams home one of his career high 18 points in the Terrapins 82-72 win over Florida State.

Best of the best
Player of the Week

- Greivis Vasquez, Maryland

Maryland may have gone 1-1 on the week, but Vasquez
still turned in two spectacular performances. In the Terrapins' 77-65 loss to Duke, Vasquez scored 25 points and

chipped in eight rebounds. Vazquez also had 20 points
and eight assists in Maryland's victory over Florida State
This season, Vasquez is currently averaging 17.3 points

and 6.8 assists per game.

Standings
School
1. Duke
2. North Carolina
3. Clemson
4. Maryland
5. Wake Forest
6. Virginia Tech

ACC Overall
22-1
10-0
24-2
9-2
7-4
19-6
7-4
17-9
5-5
15-8
14-11
5-6

Next Week
ACC Overall
7-7
4-6
4-6
11-13
9. N.C. State
4-7
15-10
9. Boston College 4-7
14-10
11. Florida State
14-12
3-8
12. Virginia
12-12
2-9
School

7. Miami
7. Georgia Tech

Clemson at Florida State, Tue., 7 p.m.
North Carolina at N.C. State, Wed., 7 p.m.
Duke at Miami, Wed., 9 p.m.
Virginia Tech at Maryland, Wed., 9 p.m.
Virginia at Georgia Tech, Thurs., 7 p.m.
Boston College at Florida State, Sat., 12 p.m.
Georgia Tech atVirginia Tech, Sat., 2 p.m.
Maryland at Miami, Sat., 2 p.m.
N.C. State atVirginia, Sun., 4:30 p.m.
Wake Forest at North Carolina, Sun., 6:30 p.m.

The Clemson Tigers held on latefor a
71-64 victory over N.C. State.
Clemson didnot make it easy though,
as theyblew a 13-point lead late.Led by
guardK.C. Rivers, the Tigers went on a
12-2 run to close out the game, holding
the Wolfpack scorelessfor the final 2:30
of the game.
Rivers led the Tigers with 17 points
and 10 rebounds. Terrence Oglesby and
Trevor Bookeralso both scored 11points
for the Tigers.
ForwardGavinGrant ledthe Wolfpack
with 18 points. N.C State was plaguedby
13 missed shots in the second half. The
loss was N.C. State's third in a row.

Miami sinks the Yellow
Jackets
It came down to the final seconds,
but Miami was able to hold on andbeat
GeorgiaTech on Sunday, 64-63.
With 45 seconds left to go in the game,
3-pointer to put Miami up for good. He
was then fouled, making one of two free
throws and giving Miami a 64-60 lead.
With 1.9 seconds on the clock, Georgia
Tech's Matt Causey hit a 3-pointer, but
it was not enough.
McClinton scored a game-high 23
points, including six 3-pointers, to the
lead the Hurricanes. Causey led the
Yellow Jackets with 20 points and four
assists.

WOMEN?S BASKETBALL

N.C. State comes
back against Miami

Tar Heels stay perfect

By way of a second-halfcomeback,
the Wolfpack overcame the Hurricanes
and won, 51-45.
For over 10 minutes in the second
half, the Wolfpack were able to keep
Miamiscoreless. Miami tookit to the
wire, though, withDamisha Moore nailing a 3-pointerwith 32.7 seconds left,
making it 48-45. N.C. State made three
offour foul shots to secure the victory.
GuardShayla Fields led N.C. State
with a game-high 16 points. Forward
Khadijah Whittington scored 11points
and 12rebounds for her 16th doubledoubleof the year. Maurita Reidled the
way for the Hurricanes with 13 points.

North CarolinabeatFlorida State
97-77 Sunday, to win its 11th straight
ACC game and remain perfect in the
conference.
The Seminolesscoredthe first basket of the game, but never regained a
lead as North Carolina went on a quick
13-0 run.
Senior forwardErlana Larkins
led the Tar Heels with 18 points, eight
rebounds, seven assists, and six steals.
Rashanda McCants contributed 18
points and CeteraDeGraffenreidadded
another 15. TanaeDavis-Cain led the
Seminoles with 25 points.

in the ACC

Wolfpack too much

Terrapins creep by

for Deacons to handle

Blue Devils
The No. 4 Maryland Terrapins
narrowly escaped defeat Sunday, beating No. 12 Duke, 76-69. Maryland was
without head coach Brenda Frese, who
gavebirth to twins earlier in the day.
Maryland held a 14-point lead at
the half, but Duke closed the gap in the
second half. Unable to mount a large
rally, however, the Blue Devils couldnot
come back for the victory.
Senior center Crystal Langhorne
scored 25 points and 12rebounds to
lead the Terrapins.
Abby Waner led all Blue Devils with
13 points.

North Carolina
squeaks by Virginia
No. 3 North Carolinapulled out a
close one Friday, beating the Virginia
Cavaliers, 90-82.
The Cavaliers led the game until the
second half, when RashandaMcCants
madeback-to-backbaskets to put the
Tar Heels up, 43-41.
Erlana Larkins had 21 points and
18 rebounds for North Carolia. Latoya
Pringle ofNorth Carolina was the
game's highest scorer with 28 points
and 10rebounds.
Lyndra Littles led the Cavaliers with
22 points, whileAisha Mohammed
chipped in 16 points and nine rebounds.

N.C. State cruisedpast Wake Forest
Sunday, coming away with a 56-36
victory.
Khadijah Whittington led the Wolfpack with 16 points and 13rebounds.

ANN CHASTAIN/ AP PHOTO

Clemson's Christy Brown gets double -teamed by Duke's Joy Cheek and Wanisha Smith, in Clemson's 83-54 loss to the No. 12 Blue Devils.

Best of the best
Player of the Week - Erlana Larkins, North Carolina

This starting seniorforward for theACC's only perfect team
certainly leads by example. Thursday night against Virginia,
her late steal helped seal the deal for the Tar Heels.

She also chipped in with a double-double,scoring 21 points
and 18 rebounds. She then scored 18 points, eight rebounds, seven assists, and six steals against Florida State.

Next Week

Standings
School
ACC Overall
1. North Carolina 11-0
24-2
2. Maryland
10-1
26-2
3. Duke
8-2
19-6
4. Virginia
7-3
19-7
5. Georgia Tech 5-5
19-6
6. Boston College 5-5
17-8

School
7. Florida State
8. N.C. State
9. Clemson
9. Miami
11. Wake Forest
12. Virginia Tech

ACC Overall
5-5
15-10
5-6
17-9
3-7
10-15
2-8
9-16
14-12
1-10
1-11
14-13

Georgia Tech at Boston College, Mon., 7 p.m.
Boston College at Florida State, Thurs., 7 p.m.
North Carolina at Miami, Thurs.,7p.m.
Clemson atVirginia, Thurs., 7 p.m
Duke at Virginia Tech, Fri., 7 p.m
Virginia at Duke, Sun., 12:30p.m
Miami at Wake Forest, Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Florida State at Maryland, Sun., 2 p.m,
Georgia Tech at Clemson, Sun., 2 p.m

She also contributedthree steals and
two blocks. This was her 17th doubledoubleofthe year. With her 13 rebounds Whittington became the second
all-timerebounder in N.C. State school
history.
Brittany Waters led the way for
the Demon Deacons with 10 points.
Corinne Groves also chipped in nine
points and 12boards.

Cavaliers kill Hokies
with second-half run
Virginia Tech seemed to be in
charge going into the second half, but
it could not manage to hold on andfell
62-53 to the Virginia Cavaliers. The
Hokies held the Cavaliers to a seasonlow 18 points in the first half. Virginia
rallied to score 44 second-halfpoints
en route to the win.
Utahya Drye paced the Hokies with
a team-high 16 points. Virginia was led
by Monica Wright, who scored a gamehigh 21 points, while also chipping in
nine rebounds and three three-pointers.
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NOTEBOOK
MEN?S HOCKEY

Cats take out Friars

Catamounts sweep
lowly Warriors

New Hampshire continued to roll
Hockey East, earning three pivotal
points this weekend against Providence.
On Friday night, the two teams skated to
a 1-1 drawwhen UNH goaltenderKevin
Regan stopped a career-high 52 shots.
Providence's John Cavanagh's goal at
the 13:39 mark of the second periodwas
the only shot to get past Regan. Danny
Dries scored the lone UNH goalearly in
the first periodon the power play for the
Huskies.
Anight later, New Hampshiredefeated
Providence 4-3 whenMike Radja scored
his 18th goal of the season at the 17:00
mark of the third period to break a 3-3
tic. The forward's goalcame on the power
play and was assisted by Craig Switzer
and DannyDries. The Wildcats won the
game despiteblowing a 2-0 first-period
lead. JoeCharleboisandMatt Fornataro
scoredfor UNH, butPierceNorton scored
twice in the second period to even the
score at 2-2. Mike Sislo's goal at the 15:48
mark gave UNH a 3-2 lead, but theFriars
came back behind JordanKremyr's first
goal of the seasonin the thirdperiod to
tic the score at three, and set the stage
for Radja's heroics.
in

Vermont held its ground in a fifthplace tic this weekend by sweeping
Merrimack in a two-game set. On Friday
night, the Catamounts used a late surge
to post a 4-1 victory at home. Reese
Wisnowski of UVM and Pat Bowen of
Merrimack traded goals in the opening
half of the game before Vermont's Viktor Stalbergscored two goals late in the
second period to give the Catamounts a
3-1 advantage. Stalberg's goals were his
sixthand seventh on the year. In thethird
period, Peter Lenes scored his eighth
of the season at the 4:54 mark. Center
Colin Vock and defensemanMark Lutz
assistedon the goal, which gave Vermont
the decisive 4-1 victory.
A night later, Stalberg's goal at the
19:16 mark of the second periodproved
to be the game-winner for Vermont in
a 2-1 victory. Stalberg's goal gave the
Catamounts a 2-0 lead, followingDean
Strong's first-period goal less than a
minute into the game. Joe Fallonallowed
one goal in thethird period to Joe Cucci,
but saved 11 other shots in the period to
preserve the victory for Vermont.

UMass, NU split
In dangerofslippingfrom eighthplace
LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTS EDITOR
in the Hockey East standings, UMass
BC
puck
against
Friday
night.
goals
freshman
Nick
Petrecki
shoots
the
UMass-Lowell
on
The
defenseman
scored
three
last
week.
defeatedNortheastern 3-1 on Saturday
night to manage a two-game split. The
Minutemen jumped on the board early
in the first period when forward Alex
Player of the Week - Nick Petrecki, Boston College
Berry scoredtwo goals. The tallies,which
were his fourth and fifth of the season,
first two career goals in Monday's Beanpot championship,
The freshman defenseman played a big rolefor BC this
gave UMass a 2-0 lead that it would
including the game-winner in overtime against the Crimson
past week, helping the Eagles pick up two key wins
not relinquish. P.J. Fenton scored in the
Then on Friday at Lowell, he scored the lone Eagles goal.
against Harvard and UMass-Lowell. Petrecki scored his
second period to push the lead to 3-0,
before Kyle Kraemer ruined goaltender
Paul Dainton's shutout attempt with a
goal with less than 10 minutes remaining. Despite just missing out on the clean
sheet, Dainton made 30 total saves for
Friday, Feb. 22, 2008
UMass in the 3-1 win.
Vermont at UMass-Lowell, 7 p.m.
School
One night earlier,the Huskies defeated
Pts. Record
School
Pts. Record
Boston University at Northeastern,7 p.m.
the Minutemen2-1 at Matthews Arena in
1. New Hampshire 32
15-4-2
5. Vermont
23
9-7-5
Providence at Merrimack, 7 p.m.
2. Boston College 26
Boston. Marc Concannon scored his first
10-5-6 7. UMass-Lowell 20
8-9-4
New Hampshire at Boston College, 7:30 p.m.
24
17
goal ofthe year to give UMass a 1-0lead
Saturday, Feb. 23, 2008
3. Providence
10-7-4
8. UMass
6-10-5
24
11
before David Strathmanevenedthe score
3. Northeastern
11-8-2
9. Maine
4-14-3
Boston College at New Hampshire, 7 p.m.
just minutes laterfor the Huskies.Krae5. Boston Univ.
23
10-8-3
10.Merrimack
10
4-15-2
UMass at Maine, 7 p.m.
mer thenscored latein the secondperiod
Vermont at UMass-Lowell, 7 p.m.
to give NU a 2-1 lead, which goalie Brad
Northeastern at Boston University, 7 p.m.
Thiessen preserved for his 14thwin.
Merrimack at Providence, 7 p.m.

Best of the best

Standings

Next Week

Terriers sweep Maine
Boston University completed a successful week with a two-game sweep
over Maine this weekend. On Friday, BU
edged the BlackBears when forwardLuke
Popko scored 10 secondsintoovertimeto
give the Terriers a 2-1 win. BU overcame
an early 1-0 deficit when Chris Higgins
scored his ninth goal of the year to even
the score at one. Maine's Wes Clark
scoredthe game's first goal just two minutes into the contest. Ben Bishop made
31 saves for Maine in the losing effort,
while Brett Bennett stopped 17 for the
Terriers.
A night later, BU won in overtime
again. Freshman Colin Wilson scored at
3:30 in overtime to give BU a 1-0 edge.
The twoteams skatedto a scoreless draw
in regulationbehindthe strong goaltending of Bishop and Bennett. Bishop made
37 saves before allowing Wilson's goal,
whileBennett stopped 17 to earn his first
career shutout. The loss dropped Maine
to 4-14-3 in Hockey East play, while the
Terriers improved to 10-8-3 on the year.

WOMEN?S HOCKEY

UNH destroys UVM

Terriers swept at UConn

No. 2 New Hampshire defeated Vermont 7-0 on Saturday afternoonbehind a
strong offensive effort. Forwards Stefanie
Marty, Jennifer Hitchcock, andCourtney
Birchard each scored twice for the Wildcats in the rout. Marty openedthe scoring
effort with her third ofthe season at 1:17of

Despite putting up a valiant fight,
Boston University was swept in a twogame series against Connecticut this
weekend. On Saturday, the Huskies
defeatedthe Terriers2-1 when Amy Hollstein scored a goal with just 36 seconds
remaining in overtime. The sophomore's
ninth goal of the year came on assists
from Jaclyn Hawkins and Dominique
Thibeault. It came in response to a BU
goalby LaurelKoller at 9:44 of thethird
period. The late goal tied the score at
one. The two teams skatedto a scoreless
first period behind strong goaltending
efforts from the Terriers' Allyse Wilcox
and the Huskies' Brittany Wilson. SamanthaReid scored her sixth goalof the
year in the second period to break the
scoreless tic.
A day later, the Huskies defeated
the Terriers 4-2. UConn jumpedout to
a quick 2-0 lead on Hawkins's 12th and
13th goals of the season. The Terriers
rallied on goalsby GinaKearns andLauren Cherewyk. Thibeault responded for
UConn with two goals for the win.

the first period. Hitchcock and Birchard
also scored in the first period for to give
the Wildcats a 3-0 lead entering thefirst
intermission. In the second frame, the
teams skatedto a scoreless draw.Vermont
goaltenderKristen Olychuck stopped 14
shots in theperiod, while UNH's Kayley
Herman stopped three.
The thirdperiod saw a flurry ofWildcats goals. Marty once again openedthe
scoring effort on an assist from Sadie
Wright-Ward. JennWakefieldthenscored
her 19thgoal of the season,before Hitchcock and Birchard added goals to bring
the score to 7-0. Hermanfinished with 12
saves, and saw her record improve to 22-2-1 on the season. Olychuck stopped 31
shots, but saw her record drop to 5-18-1
for the lowly Catamounts.

Wildcats topple Catamounts

Friars sweep Huskies
Providence swept Northeastern in a
two-game set thiswwweekend.On Saturday, the Friars shut out the Huskies
4-0 behind the goaltendingofDanielle
Ciarletta. Ciarlettamade 24 saves for
her fourth shutout of the season. The
Friars' offense explodedlate in the
game. Following a second-periodgoal
by Danielle Tangredi that gave PC a
1-0 lead, the Friars struck three times
in the third.Pamela McDevitt and
Mari Pehkonen scoredbefore Tangredi
notched her second tally to make the
score 4-0. Leah Sulyma stopped 40
shots in the losingcause.
On Sunday, the Friars' offense
stayed hot scoring eight times in an 8-3
victory. Northeastern's Colleen Sanborn
gave NU a brief 1-0lead two minutes
into the game, but PC responded with
Katy Beach's ninth goal ofthe year. The
Friars scored the nexttwo goals to take
a 3-1 lead, but the Huskies ralliedto
tic the score at three to end the second
period. In the third frame, however,PC
scored five goals as Alyse Ruff notched
a hat trick to complete the sweep.

LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTSEDITOR

New Hampshire senior forward Jennifer Hitchcock recorded six points in a two-game sweep over Vermont this past weekend.

Best of the best
- Jennifer Hitchcock, New Hampshire
The senior wing from Ontario scored three goals and had
three assists in a two-game sweep over Vermont this
weekend.On Saturday, she scored twice and added two

Player of the Week

assists in a 7-0 rout over the Catamounts. On Sunday, she
scored a goal and added anotherassist in the Wildcats' 3-0
victory over Vermont.

Standings
School

Pts.

1. New Hampshire 33
2. Connecticut
25
3. Providence
22
4. Boston Univ.
17

Next Feb.
Week
22, 2008
Friday,

Record

School

16-0-1
11-3-3
10-5-2
8-8-1

5. Boston College
6. Northeastern
7. Maine
8. Vermont

Pts.

Record

16
11

7-8-2
5-11-1
3-11-3
1-15-1

9

3

Boston College at Boston University, 7 p.m.
Northeastern at Vermont, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 23, 2008
New Hampshire at Providence, 1 p.m.
Maine at Connecticut, 1 p.m.
Northeastern at Vermont, 4 p.m.
Boston University at Boston College, 7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008
Maine at Connecticut, 1 p.m.
Providence at New Hampshire, 2 p.m.

On Sunday afternoon, New Hampshire
defeatedVermont 3-0 at home. Goaltender Lucy Schoedel made 12 saves to shut
out the Catamountsfor her fourth win of
the season. Vermont, whichfailed to score
on the weekend, saw its record drop to
1-15-1 in Hockey East play.
In the first period, right wing Jenn
Wakefield scoredher20th goal oftheyear
for UNH. Her tallycame on assists from
teammates Martine Garlandand Jennifer Hitchcock. At the end of the period,
Hitchcockscored a goalofher ownto give
UNH a 2-0 lead. The tallywas her 17thof
the season. ForwardsSadie Wright-Ward
and Leah Craig assisted on the goal.In
the second period, defenseman Julia
Marty scored herthirdgoal ofthe season
at the 11:23mark. AngelaTaylor assisted
on the goal.Despite allowingthree goals,
Vermont goaltender Kristen Olychuck
made 34 saves in the losing effort. Her
record dropped to 5-19-1 with the loss.
The win improved New Hampshire's
sterling Hockey East record to 16-0-1.
The Wildcats also improvedto 26-3-1 on
the season following the game.
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Boston College Athletic Director Gene DeFillippo, accompanied by members of the Champs Sports Bowl champion Eagles, present the trophy to Superfans at the men's basketball game versus Virginia on Sunday afternoon.
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?Paradise? found in McMullen

Death by
Comedy

Joseph Neese

Funny or Die. If I was smart, I
would'vechosen the latter,because
funny it wasn't. Wednesday's comedy
event hostedby the Undergraduate
Government ofBoston College (UGBC)
was not only poorly organized, it was a

complete creativefailure. The disappointment radiatesfar deeper considering that the starless hooplawill be
the most expensive StudentLife event
ever funded by

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The mosaic floor of the ancient synagogue at Naro is the highlight of the new exhibit at the McMullen Museum of Art, Tree ofParadise: Jewish Mosaics from the Roman Empire.

New art
exhibit debuts
this evening

reconstruction of the beautiful ancient
mosaic floor from a synagogue in Ham-

Christians, and Muslims from antiquity

mam-Lif, Tunisia. The exhibition also

The exhibition commences on the
lowerfloor ofthe museum with an introduction to the ancient world of Tunisia
and its surrounding areas, with ancient
objects associated with thePhoenicians,
Greco-Romans, Jews, early Christians,
andMuslims. Included in this collection
is an ancient Phoenician funerary Stela,
which features the lunar goddess Tanit
of Carthage, dating from the second
Century 8.C., a green jasper Gnostic gem
fromthebeginning ofthefirst millennium
depicting the ancient Egyptian deity
Osiris, along with an inscription of the
name ofGod in Hebrew,and a bronzecoin
ofConstantine the Great dating from the
fourth century C.E. Many of these objects

showcases 40 works from the Brooklyn
Museum'sRoman Art collection, including contemporary jewelry, coins, marble
statues, and ritual objects, along with
nine intricately woven North African
IslamicTiraz textiles. Dr. Nancy Netzer,
By Leon Ratz
McMullen Museum directorandprofesHeights Staff
sor in the art history department, said,
"Superblyconceivedby theBrooklyn MuTonight, the McMullen Museum of seum to pose larger questions aboutlinks
Art at Boston College brings ancient among various faith communities in Late
antiquity to life as it opens its doors Antiquity, this exhibition and its public
to Tree of Paradise: Jewish Mosaics from programsdrawon strengths ofthe Boston
the Roman Empire. This long-awaited Collegefaculty'sresearchand curriculum
exhibition, organized by the Brooklyn and on the University's commitment to
Museum, features 21 mosaic tiles and a exploring the relationship among Jews,

to the present."

offer a spectacular insight into theinterconnectednessof earlyChristianity,pagan
Greco-Roman traditions, and Judaism
in North Africa. For instance, one item
on display is an incense burner from the
fifth century C.E. which was probablynot
produced in a Jewish context. The cup at
the top of theburner, however,includes an
inscription in Greek along with a depiction of a menorah, the unequivocalsymbol
of Judaismthroughoutancient antiquity.
On display directly next to the incense
burner is a strikingly similar early Christian lamp from the sixth century C.E. Dr.
Ruth Langer, associate professor ofJewish studies in the theologydepartment

See Exhibit, D2

Say
OLAA to
diversity
By

Tue Tran

the UGBC on campus,
out-totaling 2006's Kanye West concert, which had a price tag of $150,000.
The show, which consisted of three
standup routines hosted by Will Ferrell, startedand ended withDemetri
Martin, who also performed at BC last
spring. Martin was a large success with
students, particularly with his original drawings, which included a graph
showing how much helikes a girl in
proportion to the number of times that
she says the word "like."
Second came Nick Swardson, who
relied on a repertoire ladenwith cheap
alcohol jokes, many ofwhich were degrading to female audience members.
Swardson, who commentedthat he
loves blacking out to the point that he
cannot remember the last day's events,
also included tasteless pseudo-jokes
dealingwith the mentallyhandicapped
and gay. Unsuprisingly, Swardsonstill
managed to hit home on a campus that
is sadly driven by alcohol more than it
ever is by art. At least the threesome
sitting behind me passing around a
bottle ofvodka thought he was funny.
Ironically, the drunken girl of the group
was fondling her boy-toy helplessly,
justlike theridiculous drunk college
females that Swardson described. (The
fact that the alcohol couldbe snuck
in was a testament to the fact thatthe
security for the evening was a waste of
money and time that delayed the start
of the event by almost thirty minutes.)
Comedian Zach Galifianakis went
third.His humor was about as ugly as
the drugged-up Santa ensemblethat he
was wearing. Trying to make a political satire, he lip-synced "Tomorrow"
while dressed as Little Orphan Annie,
occasionallyexposing his pink briefs.
He spent the entire time ripping sheets
from a large drawing pad, which featured abrasive rhetoric such as thefact
thathe hoped that Dick Cheney's "faggot daughter" had "faggotchildren."
Such vulgarity for vulgarity's sake does
not qualify as humor. It also felt all too
odd, as he spoke to a university that is
continuously not accepting ofhomosexuality,leaving his hatred as ignorant
as our own.

Heights Editor

Revelations occur when there is an
exchangeof ideas,bringing communities
together to understandand to celebrate.
There is no better exchange of ideas
than through drama, music, and dance,
to open the eyes, hearts, and souls of
everyone touched. Such was the case
with the OrganizationofLatinAmerican
Affairs' (OLAA) show "Revelations,"
demonstrating that productions can be
didactic and entertaining.
Part of the Latino Family Weekend
created by the OLAA for unity and
progress, the show was inspiredby "Food
for the Dead," a play written by Josefina
Lopez. This play about a family struggling to achieve modernity in the face of
traditiontouchedon issues that anyone
in today's world can relate to.
Mercedes Villanueva, director of
public relations andA&S TO, said, "The
issues in this production are machismo,
female empowerment, homosexuality,
and others in the community."
In theplay, Candela, playedby Aileen
Perez, CSON TO, tries to balance her
traditionalroles as awoman andmother
with her newfound freedom after the
deathof her dominating husband. The
audience only spends one meal with the
family, but during this meal, everything
changes for Candela as herfamilyreveals
all sorts oftabooissues, such as artificial
insemination and homosexuality.
Ruben, played by Kevin Montoya,
A&S '09, is Candela's dead husband
who comes back to life from hell once
their son, Jesus,playedby James Huerta,
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The Organization of Latin American Affairs' Revelations used the Mexican Day of the Dead to bring taboo issues to thetable.
LSOE '11, comes out to the family, and
laughter, gasps, and more laughter ensues. Ruben joins the dinner as if still
the king of his castle and challenges
the new life that Candela had gained
for herself.
Perez played the main role beautifully, and the audience supported her
through Candela's struggles to when she
yells at her husband, "Yo soy laremade
esta casa," (I am the queen ofthis house).
When she finally stands up for herself,
theaudiencewas ecstatic, clappingvery
loudly. Ruben then gets put back to hell,
andthe rest ofthe family sitsaround the
dinner table, enjoying the two things
most important in their lives: food and
family.
One role that was particularlytricky
was Fernando, Jesus's lover, played by
Dzmitry Maisak, A&S '11. He was the
stereotypical gay character and American gringo in one. Sitting with legs

INSIDE ARTS
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See Culture, D2
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The Bajucol Colombian Folklore DanceGroup adds a dose of festivity to the OLAA culture show.

Prescribing CharlieBartlett

Director Jon Poll tells allabout his new high school
comedy, D2

Jumper takes a dive
Hayden Christensenfronts
shoddy actors , D3

an uninspiring cast of

I couldn'thelp but feel that the
UGBC failed to accurately represent
the showthat they sold to BC students,
leaving many wonderingwhy Ferrell
did not play a larger part in it. Perhaps
this is because they themselves were
unaware when theyplaced a bid for the
event. The fact is thatFerrell himselfis
obviously not a standup comedian.
Truth be told, Ferrell was probably the greatest disappointment of
the night. His big opening scene, in
which he fought off a swarm of ninjas,
was stupid and boring. This theme
summed up the rest ofthe night, as
Ferrellreturned to the stage in a Jazzy,
riding around the stage in circles while
answering questions from the audience. He later came on stage dressed
up as Ron Burgundy from Anchorman,
selecting a femalefrom the audience
to interview for Valentine's Day. Yes,
he exploitedhis own content; Funny or
Die was nothing more than an exploitation ofFerrell's name. Surprisingly,
although such a dynamitewriter and
performer on screen, Ferrell lacked
stage presence. Those who were laughing at him were clearly more enamored
ofhis star presence than ofhis actual
material.
All in all, the UGBC started offthe
year strong, scheduling a fall concert.
But with a paycheck so large for such
a ridiculous show, the students end up
being cheated.
Joseph Neese is theArts S3 Review Editor

of'The Heights. He can be reached at
arts@bcheights.com.

Heroine Chic
Box Office Report

D3
D3
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R-rated teen movie: How does that make you feel?
By

ChaseKisner

Heights Staff

JonPollhas made a distinguishingcareer as an editor in blockbustercomedies
such as Meet the Parents, Meet the Fockers, thelast two Austin Powers, and Scary
Movie 3. After directing a second-unit
crew in Fockers and being an executive
producer of The 40-Year-Old Virgin, he
got the chance to directhis firstfeaturelengthfilm, which is the high school prescription-drug flick, CharlieBarlett.
Even thoughhe has been an editor for
most of his career, Poll says,"I consider
myself a filmmaker. I wentto film school;
I directed a lot for short films. But, I
had a great career where I got to work
on allkinds of entertaining films." Most
directors do not really start directing
films until they are in their 30s, so Poll's
opportunity was certainly one that took
a career to earn.
Yet, choosing to do Charlie Bartlett
was no easy decision.Poll states, "I read
a hundred scripts and I turned down a
lot of things that were broad comedies
that didn't appeal to me, and then I
found something thatI liked."Pollhad a
specific idea ofa filmhe wantedto do. "I
was looking for something with humor,
heart, and something on its mind. I've
been around directors enough to know
that they have no life. If you're going to
give it up and sleep for four hours a night
for a year, you might as well care about
it." With these requirements, Poll chose
Gustin Nash's script, Charlie Bartlett,
a teen movie that deals with complex
themes ofprescription drugs and the art
of psychiatry.
The film's script had some business
faults though; it is a teen movie that is
clearly an R-rated script. The rating is
not the result of language or nudity (al-

OSCAR WATCH 2008

thoughit has a littleof both), but rather
because thefilm showskids buying, selling, and using drugs - something the
Motion Picture Association of America
doesn't take very lightly. How do you
marketa movie to teens who cannot even
see the movie? Because of this dilemma,
studio headstoldPoll, "You'reout ofyour
mind. This is an R-rated teen movie. Not
onlyare we not going to makethis movie,
but no one's going to make this movie."
Yet Poll loved the script so much that
he continued pursuing the film, and got
an independent distributor to bravely
fund the film and make it with a lower
budget.
Thefilm was set to be made, but then
the question was who it will be made
for. "It's the marketing dilemmafor the
movie. It's interesting because I always
intended making a movie for teenagers,
peoplewith teenagers, and people who
wereteenagers.Ihope that it plays fairly
universal to people.We have to market a
movie to young people and [the studio]
is having to sell it and they're doing a
good job with it even though it's tricky."
Gustin Nash, the screenwriter who wrote
everyline in the film (somethingveryrare
in Hollywood),wanteda film that "teenagers didn't think is stupid and wasn't
talking down to them."
In orderto not "talk down"to teenagers, Nash introducedthe entire concept
ofprescription drugs into the film, which
plays a pivotaltheme in the entire movie.
A long line ofkids line up to get an appointment with Charlie Bartlett, who is
the school's self-appointed psychiatrist.
He fakes mental illnesses to his own
psychiatrists to get drugs for the kids in
the school and increase his own popularity. Yet, "the movie is not intended
to be an indictment of drugs," explains
Poll. "One ofmy favorite scenes is where

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Director Jon Poll brings his comedic expertise to Charlie Bartlett, a teen film that satirizesAmerica's dependence on psychiatric drugs.
Robert Downey, Jr. tells Charlie that
'Look, these drugs help a lot ofpeople.'
My problem is when you take a kid who
is playing a bunch ofvideo games and
eating sugar and you give them Ritalin
because they are hoppedup. This is a comedic part ofthe movie. I was concerned
that psychiatrists and therapists would
think we'retreating thembadly, but the
response I've gotten is that Charlie is a
pretty good listener."
Charlie's ability to listento his peers
is the central theme of the movie. Although the drugs do helpcertain people,
the main problemwith teenagersis that
they need to be listened to, and no one is
listeningto them. "I liked CharlieBartlett
in the fact that despite it's a film about
high school popularity, it's about some-

one whoneeds to listen to [Charlie]

and parents and they have no one to turn to,
is busy listening to other people."
so they end up turning to Charlie and his
The kids aren't being listened to in supply of prescription drugs. What they
this film (and probably in reality too) learn is that they really just need to be
because of their parents, who are also listened to.
Poll compares this film's intent to
drugged up. Charlie's mother is doped
a
up on all sorts of prescription drugs Juno's. Juno has come out and there are
while Robert Downey, Jr., who plays a lot of similarities. They are both smart
the school's principal, is an alcoholic. films with a smartteen at theircenter that
When asked about this, Poll says,"I have a lot ofgrown-up issues at their core,
added to the original script the moment andboth aren't afraid to wear their heart
when Charlie's mother is at the piano on their sleeve. I hope we have 10 percent
in the first scene with Charlie taking a of the goodwill that Juno had.
"We're not a message movie. We're a
pill with her winebecause I wanted to
be clear that it wasn't the kids' fault. It movie that's out there for entertainment
was the adults bestowing this legacy on and we hope there's a littlemore to takein
the kids." This seems to be the central your doggie-bagafterwards," he said Well,
theme ofCharlie Bartlett; teenagers are let's see if that's the case, as CharlieBartlett
metaphorically abandoned by their comes to theatersthis Friday. \u25a0

Part 3 of a 3-part series of reviews exploringthis year's Best Picture nominees at the 80th annual Academy Awards.

Female-centric movies bring estrogen to the Oscar race
Passion imbues the

Gimmicks weigh
?Juno? down
By

film adaptation of
?Atonement?

Marc Cubelli

Heights Staff

The differencebetween afilm
like PulpFiction and Juno is that
one film has characters that talk
the way real people do and the
other hascharactersthat talkthe
way peopledo in a screenwriter's
fantasy. When JohnTravoltaand
SamuelL. Jacksondiscussedthe
translationof a quarter-pounder
in Paris, the result was exhilarating - at last, a film in which
dialogueseemedfree-flowingand
natural and not manufactured
and labored. In Juno, however,
screenwriter Diablo Cody works
to make her characters sound
fresh, hip, and genuine and the
filmbecomes too self-aware.The
film wouldhave been better if it
did not try so hard.
There is, to be sure, a charming, enduring, lovable story to be
found somewhere in Juno, and
Ellen Page's performance in this
film shows that she is well on her
wayto becoming one ofcinema's
most talented young stars. And
yet her performance as Juno

MacGuff,

a 16-year-old motor-

mouth who gets impregnated
by her almost-boyfriend Paulie
Bleeker (Michael Cera) is also
a tip-off to what is wrong with
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Ellen Pageand Michael Cera glamorize the struggles of teenage life.
the film. Juno is a character so
sarcastic, so indifferent and unamused, so ironically self-aware
that she becomes less endearing
the more she spits out Diablo
Cody's ferociously caustic dialogue. Even scenes that are read
to be heartwarming and touching
are brought to a halt because, to
put it simply, she talks like a 16-year-old girl who was raised by
screenwriters.
The film follows her as she
discloses her pregnancy to her
parents (J.K. Simmons and Allison Janney), decidesto keep the

child, and give it up to adoptionto
a seeminglyperfect yuppie couple

(Jason Bateman and Jennifer
Garner in an absolutely heartbreaking performance). There is
nothinginherentlyoriginal in the
plot of thisindiefilm(as opposed
to NapoleonDynamite, which was
truly the first of its kind). So
to make the film more "indie,"

Cody makes everyone, with the
obvious exception of Garner, talk
like Rodney Dangerfield filtered
through Jim Gaffigan. The result
is a film that is entertaining but
less than genuine. B-

Jewish mosaics shine
Exhibit, From Dl
and academicdirectorofthe Center for
Christian-JewishLearning said, "These
worksreveal a society where Jews were
more integrated and accepted than
ancient texts would suggest."
The lowerfloor also includesa stunning collectionof nine beautifulIslamic
textiles from North Africa. Featuring
cotton, wool, and even silk textiles,
this collection demonstrates the importance of textiles in the region for
common-day andreligious use. In fact,
Dr. Sheila Blair, professor of Islamic
and Asian Art, points out that given
the beautiful design of these textiles,
evidence suggests that many early
Christians usedthem to wrap the bones
andrelics of saints.
The exhibition continues on the
top floor with its centerpiece: the ancient mosaic floor of the HammamLif
(ancient-day Naro) Synagogue. These
mosaics were discovered by chance in
1883by French army captain, Ernest dc
Prudhomme, while preparing ground
for gardening. A panel in the center
of the floor includes a Latin inscription that states that the mosaic floor
of the synagogue was a gift by a certain Juliana. The floor is divided into
four sections around the inscription,
bearing beautiful images ofbaskets of
fruit and bread, fish, a hare, a lion, a

date palm tree, and two distinctively
Jewish menorahs. One analysis of the
mosaic floor suggests that the upper
part of the floor depicts Creation,
with symbols such as the giant fish
(leviathan) and ox common to Jewish
tradition associated with the creation
vignette, while the lower part of the
floor represents Paradise, with mosaic
panels depictingsymbols and imagery
associated with the Garden of Eden.
For instance, the date palm tree (the
namesakeofthe exhibition), according
to researchers at the Brooklyn Museum,
mightrepresent the Tree ofKnowledge
of Good and Evil of Eden depicted in
the Book of Genesis. Other mosaics
in Prudhomme's collection on display
at the McMullen (separate from the
sanctuary floor) includepanelsdepicting fish, gazelles, a rooster, a hyena, a
partridge, and perhaps even apersonification ofRoma. "Today, these panels
provide a fascinating contrast to the
muchricher archaeologicalevidencefor
synagogues of this period now known
from the Land of Israel," Langer said.
The exhibition opens tonight at the
McMullen with a reception at 7 p.m.,
and will be on view through June 8 before travelingto Miami'sLowe Art Museum. So grab your Indiana Jones hat
and visit the McMullen this spring to
see ancient religions andcultures merge
to form a truly unforgettablemosaic. \u25a0

Keira Knightley and James
McAvoy tear into each other
with such ferocious abandonment in thefirst act ofAtonement
that its audience's desire to see
them together becomes all the
more tragic - it becomes clear
that director Joe Wright is setting everything up to fall apart.
When the family gardenerRobbie Turner (McAvoy) ravishes
the aristocratic Cecilia Tallis
(Knightley) in the library, there
is a faint echo of Romeo and
Juliet - fate will not allow these
two to stay together, and so it
intervenes - with the ruthlessness of a Greek tragedy. A letter
that was not meant to be read
by anyone is read by the wrong
person. A certain act is grossly
misinterpreted by a young girl.
One man is mistakenfor another.
The result is cataclysmic.
Atonement, set in England
during the opening years of
World War 11, is a breathtaking, devastating epic love story.
Wright, working from a novel
by lan McEwan, has fashioned
a tragic tale of passion, regret,
andremorse, as two lovers separated first by misunderstanding
and then by war resolve to find

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Keira Knightley and James McAvoyinfuse fervor into fictional romance.
each other, and another young turns every image into a great
girl grows to understand the full poetic statement(the evacuation
weight ofher actions. Knightley of Dunkirk is a masterpiece),
and McAvoy have a chemistry the score by Dario Marianelli
that is searing and palpable, gives a soundtrack for the great
and all three actresses who play tragedythatoccurs, andthefinal
sister Briony Tallis (Saoirse monologuebyRedgravebring all
Ronan, Romola Garai, and Vanthe elements together in manner
essa Redgrave) capture her with reminiscent of The Rime of the
the same level of immeasurable Ancient Mariner. Behind all of
guilt. Not to mention that the this, there is hope - hope that
style is worthy of the substance love will conquer all. There is
- this a sweeping film in every also fear - fear that it will not.
sense of the word. The cinemaThis is truly one of the best films
tography by Seamus McGarvey of the year. A

Diverse performances are 'Revelations'
Culture, From Dl
crossed and limp wrists and speaking
Spanishincorrectly, there was the possibility thatpeople wouldbeoffended.
Maisak's actions, however, added to
the humor since the character Jesus
wasn't portrayed as stereotypically
gay-

Throughout the night, there were
also guest dance performances by
Mandingueiros Dos Palmares, Bajcol
Colombian Folklore Dance Group,
MASTI, PATU, and Fuego Del Corazon. What was most interesting was
that OLAA incorporateddance groups
that aren't necessarily of the Latin
culture. This was a great idea, showing thatpride in one's culture doesn't
have to exclude other cultures. The
dazzling dances were full of colorful
regaUa and beatsthat causedaudience
members to tap their feet. It was an
eclectic mixture of activity, catering
to any mood of the numerous people
in the audience.
A satisfied audience member, MarlenaPapavaritis,A&S '11, spokeabout
the male dancers of Bajcol: "Those
Colombian guys were mighty fine."
All proceeds from the show went
to the Asociacion Integral dc la Juventud Q'anil, a group that supports
the development of young people of
Guatemalathrough scholarships, tu-

JOSEPH NEESE / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The evening'sfestivities featured guest performances from four cultural dance groups.
toring, and cultural and educational
activities, making the night not only
about revealing issues here, but also
about world issues.
"The 'revelation' is thatyou always
have your family. It's about the impor-

tance offamily," Villanueva said. With
the diverse nature of the production
and participation of the audience, not
only does "family" mean blood, but it
also means the community of Boston
College. \u25a0
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If you have to see ?Jumper,? don?t look down
By Stuart Pike
Heights Senior Staff

There are many reasons why Jumper
isn't a good movie, but not all of them
begin with Hayden and end in Christensen. The first one, two, and three
reasons do begin (but unfortunately
don't end) with Hayden Christensen,
though, so I suppose we might as well
start there.
Christensen is David Rice, a lazy 20something New
JUMPER
York City bachDir. by Doug Liman elor endowed
20th Century Fox
with the ability
to teleport - that is, "jump" - at whim,
usually intobankvaults or London pubs.
(Apparently the BigApple's club scene
doesn't do it for him.) Teenage David
discovered this ability out of necessity one snowy winter's day when, after
falling through a hole in an ice-covered
lake, he almost drowns.Luckily, thanks
to some genetic or cosmic or spiritual
or maybe even Libertarian anomaly, he
narrowly avoids a fatal case of angstridden drowning by teleporting into an
Ann Arborpubliclibrary. TeenageDavid
is shocked and disoriented, sure, but
what really gets his knickers in a bunch
- besides almost dying, of course - is
that of all places to teleport to, why a
library?
Max Thieriot, who plays teenage
David, doesa decent jobwithhis limited
description, and thus provides our first
Christensen-relatedreason why Jumper
isn't a good movie. Max equals human,

...
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Hayden Christensen and Rachel Bilson can jumptheirway around the world but not out of their lackof chemistry in the sci-fi flick Jumper.
Hayden equals piece of driftwood. He

almosthas the looks, the wardrobe, and
the smirk of an action something-oranother, but he suffers from the same
shortcomings as do fellow wannabes
like Paul Walker: can't act, and, even
worse, isn't cool. Rachel Bilson ofTV's
extinct The OC follows Christensen's
lead andfloats right past interesting for
"at least it's a paycheck" beach as the
movie's love interest. Their sex scene
is largely comprised of her taking her
shirt off, and then Christensen trying
to get her leatherboots off. Needless to
say, the enthusiasm in their "passion"
is lacking. Director Doug Liman (oh,

how the The Bourne Identityhas fallen)
would have done far better by lending
the 90-minute running time to a rival
jumper played by JamieBell, a Brit who
even when sleeping is probably more
charismaticthan Christensen.
The second reason that Jumper isn't
a goodmovie lies squarelyon the shoulders of the story and its characters, but
we might as well blame Christensen.
(After all, it'shis own fault he went from
somethinglikeAwake - the awake-during-surgery bore with JessicaAlba - to
snoring.) Nothing that goes on in this
mess makes any sense at all, and any
consideration of genuine wonder or

window quicker than
Christensen after the Razzie nominations. Most movies, even ones that
are filled with plot holes, have some
measure of coherency; Jumper is more
like one gigantic plot hole with a little
bitof coherencyduct-taped on for good
measure.
We learn that there are many of
these "jumpers" around, who for centuries have been at war with their sworn
enemies, called "paladins." Paladins,
who wear horribly outdated Matrixknock-off Halloween costumes from
Wal-Mart,seemto havethe upper hand
in this mightybattle of the titans. They
awe flies out the

?Definitely? a pleasant surprise
By

Christine Rodrigue

Box Office Report
Title

For the Heights

When first introduced to the premise
ofAdamBrooks'sromantic comedy,Definitely, Maybe, you probablywill not think
much about it. A freshly divorcedfather,
Will Hayes (RyanReynolds) is persuaded
by his daughter, Maya (Abigail Breslin),
to tell her the story of how he met her
mother. Yes, it sounds cute, but also
potentially
DEFINITELY, MAYBE awkward or
Dir. by Adam Brooks
unfulfilling. If
Universal Pictures
you, like me,
thought this
when you first saw the trailer, you are in
for an extremelypleasant surprise.
Willbegins his story as he is preparing
to go to NewYork to work on theClinton
campaign, leaving behind his college
sweetheart,Emily(Elizabeth Banks). She
asks him to stay, but Will tells her that
it is important for his future goals to go.
Also, it is only for two months. Before
he leaves,Emily gives him a package to
deliver to an old college friend of hers,
Summer (Rachel Weisz). Upon his arrival,
it becomes apparent that the campaign
leadershave hired Will as an errandboy
rather than an actual campaign advisor. In this, he struggles, feeling like a
joke. While there, Will meets April (Isla
Fisher), the copy girl at the campaign
headquarters, and the two of them develop a mocking and flirtatious banter
and become close friends. These three
women are the centralfemale figures in
the story ofWill and how he met Maya's
mother.
The story that Will tells his daughter
covers a span of over five years and is
everybit as complicated as he tells Maya
it will be. Willplans to propose to Emily;
unfortunately,when he does so, she confesses to having cheated on him with his
roommate.For the audience,this moment
is mixed with empathyfor Will andhumor
because of the textbook creep who was
his roommate. A few years pass, and he
becomes involvedwith Summer, whoalso
inevitablybreaks his heart.April remains
his friend during this time, althoughit is

have these nifty things that shoot weird
stuff and fancy headsets that glow in
the darkand Samuel L. Jackson's crazy
white haircut and well, besides Mr.
Jackson(and his crazy hair), their other
assets are rather ambiguous and, lame.
For his part, Jackson yells a lot, looks
angry, and, in general, does his whole
"thing" quite well. (Following an almost
head-oncollision with a doubledecker
bus, I'm pretty sure he shoutedthathe's
a "badass motherf?r.") But the filmmakers are overly eager with Jackson,
and he pops up for no logical reason
in the first 15 minutes. Actually, nearly
every single character is introduced
pointlesslyearly, to thepoint where the
only person we don't meet right away is
Diane Lane(yes, howthe Unfaithful have
fallen) and she barges in for 30 seconds,
literally, and then leaves again.
The third reason that Jumper isn't a
goodmovie (if you think I'm repetitive,
wait until you see the movie) results
from the discrepancy between its nifty
special effects and the boringness of
everything else. Some people worry
that CGI is going to replace actors, but
in Christensen's case, we only hope we
shouldbe so lucky. Visually,the teleportationtakes its cues from the edgiest in
technical editing, imagery, and sound;
the jumps look exciting, sound exciting, and, indeed, provide the film's only
excitement. It's a sad day when a bunch
of postproduction whiz-kids sitting
behind computer screens generatemore
enthusiasm than Rachel Bilson in her
underwear.D-
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Ryan Reynolds charms the audience as hetells his daughter the story of his love life.
apparentto everyoneexcept Will that she

actually in love withhim.
As Will spins this storyfor his daughter, she tries to figure out which of the
three women is her mother.Breslin does
an amazing job of portraying the emotions of a young girl in such a difficult
situation. At the onset of the story, she
was hoping that her father wouldrediscover what it is that he loved about her
and decide that the two of them should
be together. Things soon become clear
that it is a different woman with whom
his heartlies. Breslin skillfully shows the
conflictingemotions that any child in this
situation wouldfeel.
Reynolds also does an excellentjob in
his role. As each relationship crumbles,
his heartache is palpable. He skillfully
switches from freshly brokenhearted to
a man reminiscing about oldwounds, fn
the scenes where Reynolds is talking to
his daughter, it feels like he is telling a
is

real storyabout a time whenhe was hurt.
It causes viewers to think abouttheparts
of their own past that, although so long
ago, still hurt to think abouttoday. The
power ofsuch a portrayalpenetrates the
whole movie and allows the audience to
truly get attached to the story.
Definitely, Maybe is a very uniquespin

on a romantic comedy. It is no fairytale
romanceor quick and simple progression.
Rather, it has more ofarealistic andpersonalvibe to it. It is not one story, it is a
life, which may not be perfect, but in the
end you figure it out. When Will finally
goes to the woman he truly loves, even
afterallthe time thathas passed, the audiencefeels the years ofanticipationmelt
and is left feeling fully satisfied. It is by
no means a perfect fairytale ending, but
that is what makesthis movie great,as it
is more honest than any other love story
you may see. Reallove is complicated,but
everybit as wonderful as in a story. A-

Miley Cyrus

10.27 Dresses

'Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
1. 7th Heaven, Patterson & Paetro
2. The Appeal, John Grisham

3. Duma Key, Stephen King
4. A Thousand Splendid Suns, Khaled Housseini
5. Stranger in Paradise, Robert Parker
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

HEROINE CHIC WITH BLAIR THILL

Jane Austen and Mr. Darcy lovers beware
Blair Thill
When looking at the history of
chick lit, I believe that its origins can
be tracedback to one of the most illustrious authors in all of literature:
JaneAusten. Sure, novels like Pride
andPrejudice and Sense andSensibility are usually classified as classic
literature,but they could easily be
put in the romance novel section of
Barnes and Noble. Just look at the
similarities:JaneAusten's heroines are
intelligentwomen who are unlucky in
love - and they always end up with the
guy of their dreams at the end ofthe
story. What sets that apart from your
average piece ofchick lit? Not much, I
daresay. I am a self-proclaimed Jane
Austen freak, myself. I'veread most

of the books and watched theKeira
Knightley version ofPride andPrejudice at least 10 times.
So when I walked past
an Austen display in
Borders one day, I had
to take a look. Lo and
behold, the shelves were
filled with all of the classics - but an unfamiliar
cover caught my eye. It
was the cover Me and
Mr. Darcy, an obvious
homage to JaneAusten's
most famous male character, Fitzwilliam Darcy.
As a Mr. Darcy admirer,
I knew I had to read the
novel no matter what
the story was. Little did
I know that I was about
to be ridiculed as a Jane
Austen aficionado.
The story follows
the journey of Emily Albright, a 29-year-oldsingleton and New York City
bookstore manager. Her love life is

little to speak of as the book opens on
one of her nightmarish first dates. Emily is understandably unhappy
with the date, but
then proceeds to
compare this poor
man, in addition
to the other poor
men she's dated,
to the JaneAusten
creation Fitzwilliam Darcy. Mr.
Darcy is everything she could
want - brooding, handsome,
intelligent, and
insurmountably
rich. Emily has
the unfortunate
habit of comparing her unsusCOURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
pecting dates to
the fictional perfection of Mr. Darcy.
While I wouldagree that Austen's
character is the pinnacle of man, this is

the first mistake that Me and Mr. Darcy
commits - makingAusten lovers out to
be crazedromantics.
So here's Emily, in her lonely life,
dreamingabout Mr. Darcy while
working in the small bookstore, when
awoman comes in and tells her about
this fabulous JaneAusten tour ofthe
English countryside. Not having any
other plans for New Year's, Emily
figures this is the perfect way to live
out her fantasy, so she signs up. Here
lies the first real portrayal of an Austen
devotee,because I would totally go on
a literature tour of England. Does that
make me a tool? Perhaps, but at least I
am an honest tool.
Chaos ensues the moment Emily
steps on the bus andrealizes she is
about to spend a week touring with a
bevy of oldladies. But then the tour
group gets even worse when journalist
Spike Hargreaves enters with a mission
to find out just what is so great about
this Mr. Darcy. The enmity between
themis immediatelyreminiscent of
the hatredbetweenElizabeth Ben-

nett and Mr. Darcy - especiallywhen
Emily overhears the writer insulting
her on the phone. No matter what
Emily encounters on the trip, we know
that she is going to end up with Spike
in the end. This provides an air of
predictability that f found to be rather
unsatisfying.
The one surprise in the novel was
the exact way in which Mr. Darcy is
introducedinto the plot. While touring Jane Austen's countryside house,
Emily gets lost and actually encounters
Darcy - as in the 19th-century Mr.
Darcy - as in the fictional character
FitzwilliamDarcy. It seems that Emily's lonelinesshas finally put her into a
state of delusion. Emily starts looking
for Darcy everywhere she goes, convincedthat he is real. They even go on
a moonlithorsebackride. Gag me. All
in all, Me and Mr. Darcy is an unsavory
mix of predictability and stereotypes
of the typical JaneAusten fan. I should
have turned on Pride and Prejudice for
the umpteenth time instead of wasting
my hours on this cheap imitation. C
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ACROSS
1 Tablelands
6 Tip, as one's hat
10Quickand
skillful
14 Up in the rigging
15 Surface size
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19 Primary
20 Headwear
22 Big mugs
24 Most clammy
29 Mountain
subdivision
30 Star of "Misery"
31 Level of
lethargy
33 Bitter
35 So long, in
Soho
36 50/50 shots
39 Sockeye and
Chinook
44 Fish choice
46 Pacific island
group
47 Authorized
53 Kissers
54 Dylanesque
singer
55 Guesses
57 Harmony
59 Fill too tightly
60 Injection
61 Word of honor
64 Oxidizes
68 Track meet
distance
69 Male parent
70 Wading bird
71 Gets the point
72 Historic periods
73 Therefore
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Directions: The Sudoku is played overa 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of which are empty and needto be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
? Number can appear only once in eachrow
? Number can appear only once in eachcolumn
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear only once onrow, column orarea.
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10 Humble
(oneself)
11 Stritch or May
12 Tosses
13 Past and

present
21 Shakespearean

contraction
23 Court
proceedings
24 Jazz singing
*
25 Texas city
26 Corn servings
27 Fixed
28 Afternoon
parties
DOWN
Buddy
1
32 Family school
2 "Xanadu" band
grp.
3 Abel to Adam
34 Light coat
4 People from
37 Island dip
gin fizz
Kabul
38
5 Ermine in
40 Sled dog
41 Leave out
summer
42 Curt negative
6 Woman in
distress
43 Give guff to
7 Product to mine 45 Tennis doubles?
47 Bursts of energy
8 Fixed charge
9 Singer Domino 48 Jughead's pal
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16 French pronoun
17 African river
18 Track gathering
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Answers to the

crossword on
page D5.

49 Actress Kidman
50 $100 bills
51 Engraves
52 N, E, W or S
56 Fen
58 Medicinal
quantity

62 Melodic tune

63 Chorus
syllable
65 Immoral
misdeed
66 RN's niceness
67 Sault __ Marie

"He always does that when he's hungry."

"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals. /gKJSV
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
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202-686-2210, ext. 335
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DONT GET TOO
FRIENDLY WITH THE
NEW GUY. HIS ARIAPITS ARE 66 INCHES
OFF THE GROUND.
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"She'll make a much better grandmother
than she was a mother."
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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YOUR ANTI-DRUG.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

You're not Alone.
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Baby Safe Haven

www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-814-SAFE(7233)

